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An On-Sun Parametric Study of Solar Hydrogen Production Using WO3 
Photoanodes 
by 
Christopher K. Halford 
Dr. Robert F. Boehm, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor of Mechanical Engineering 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
The solar production of hydrogen using photoactive electrodes is a topic receiving 
much attention in recent years. The use of thin metal oxide films as photoanodes allows 
the water splitting reaction to occur at a much lower applied voltage than would be 
necessary with a straight electrolysis process. Researchers have reported up to 18% solar 
to hydrogen efficiencies over short periods [1]. The University of Nevada Las Vegas in 
conjunction with the UK based firm Hydrogen Solar have developed a prototype of this 
type of cell using a WO3 photoanode. An on-sun test facility has been constructed by the 
UNLV Center for Energy Research where a study is being conducted with regard to the 
effects various design parameters on the rate of hydrogen evolution. Parameters being 
studied include electrolyte temperature, electrolyte flow rate, electrolyte resistivity, 
applied voltage, and membrane to electrode spacing. The data collected will be used in a 
parametric study of the cell performance. This study will be used to establish general 
trends as to the effects of these parameters on the performance of the cells outside of a 
laboratory environment. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE SURVEY 
Historical Background 
The use of a photo-active metal oxide to drive the water-splitting reaction was first 
documented in 1972 by Fujishima and Honda [2], who used an n-type Ti02 photoanode. 
The cell used an aqueous electrolyte of pH 4.7 and a platinum black counter electrode, 
with irradiation being supplied by a 500W xenon lamp. Ti02 remains a popular choice 
for solar water splitting due to its low cost and stability in many types of electrolytes. 
Other early experiments with this type of anode are documented in [3]-[16]. One of the 
main drawbacks with Ti02 which was stressed in all of the preceding references is its 
large bandgap. This characteristic of the material limits the portion of the solar spectrum 
which can be utilized to less than 10%. [10] This limitation has led researchers to 
investigate other suitable semiconductor materials. One possible alternative was found to 
be WO3. This material has a smaller bandgap than Ti02 and therefore has the potential to 
utilize a larger portion of the solar spectrum. This is the material which will be used for 
the cells in this study. Some early studies involving water splitting using WO3 as a 
photoanode are documented in [17] [18] [19]. One disadvantage of this material is that 
due to its band edge position it is incapable of producing the hydrogen reduction reaction 
without an externally applied bias. This concept will be explained in more detail in the 
subsequent sections of this writing. 
1 
Theory of Operation 
The splitting of water into its elemental components can be achieved at a theoretical 
minimum potential difference of 1.23V. In conventional electrolysis, this energy is 
supplied from an external source such as a battery or solar panel. The use of thin film 
photoactive materials as electrodes allows for the reduction and possible eventual 
elimination of any external voltage source. In addition to eliminating the need for a 
separate power source, the photoactive material used in these types of cells is quite 
inexpensive when compared to photovoltaic panels. With the development of the right 
semiconductor material, cells could be produced to output hydrogen and oxygen with 
water and sun as the only inputs. To help clarify how this works a brief discussion of the 
basic concepts is presented here. 
Basic Semiconductor Theory 
The method of hydrogen production being explored here is possible due to the unique 
electronic structure of tungsten trioxide and many other similar materials. Compounds of 
these types can be loosely categorized based upon their electronic structure as 
semiconductors. A brief description of these unique properties and how they relate to this 
work is presented here. 
Materials can be classed as either insulators, conductors or semiconductors depending 
upon the electronic structure of the molecules. In a conductor, electrons in the valence 
bands and conduction bands are close together, often overlapping one another. Valence 
electrons can be easily excited into the conduction band where they are free to move 
through the material. The opposite case is that of an insulator. In these materials there is a 
large energy difference (bandgap) between the valence and conduction energy levels. 
2 
Very large amounts of energy are necessary to promote an electron from the valence to 
the conduction band, so these materials are poor electrical conductors. An intermediate 
between these two cases is the semiconductor. In these materials there is a definite energy 
difference between the valence and conduction bands but this difference is much smaller 
than in the case of an insulator. Figure 1 shows the band structure for the three types of 
materials. 
Figure 1. Relative band positions for the three types of materials 
Due to the intermediate band structure shown in the preceding figure, many 
semiconductors can exhibit photoactive properties. This is to say that photons of 
sufficient energy can be absorbed by the materials and cause the promotion of valence 
electrons to the conduction band. This phenomenon can be used to drive an uphill 







Where v is the frequency of the incident light, his Planck's constant and Egap is the 
semiconductor bandgap. 
Oxidation and Reduction 
In order to relate the electrochemical aspects of the water splitting reaction to the 
preceding discussion on semiconductors, a brief explanation of the oxidation/reduction 
reaction and the standard potential is presented here. 
Many chemical reactions involve the loss of electrons (oxidation) of one species and 
the gain of electrons (reduction) of another. Reactions such as this are known as redox 
reactions. The splitting of water into elemental hydrogen and oxygen is such a reaction 
with the transfer of electrons between species occurring at the electrodes. To help clarify 
this, the net reaction; 
H2O^H2+-02 (2) 
May be written as two half reactions occurring at each of the electrodes of the cell. At the 
anode the water molecules are oxidized as; 
H20-2e-^2H++^02 (3) 
At the cathode the hydrogen ions are reduced as; 
2H+ + 2e -> H 2 (4) 
4 
Under standard conditions each of these half reactions occur at a known standard 
potential. The standard potentials for the oxidation and reduction reactions presented here 
are 1.23 V and OV respectively relative to the standard hydrogen electrode or SHE. 
Bandgap and Band Edge Requirements 
Splitting water without an externally applied potential places two limitations on the 
semiconductor which can be used. First, the bandgap of the material must be larger than 
the thermodynamic minimum potential for the reaction, in this case 1.23V. Secondly the 
positions of the valence and conduction bands must straddle the standard potentials for 
the two half reactions as shown in Figure 2. 
0 
1.23 eV -
- Ideal Semiconductor Conduction 
-2H + + 2e ^ H2 
- H 2 0 - 2 e - - • 1 / 2 0 2 + 2H+ 




Figure 2. Ideal band edge position for the water splitting reaction 
In addition to these requirements, Equation 1 dictates that the maximum portion of 
the solar spectrum will be utilized when the bandgap is 1.23V but no larger. That is to say 
that only photons of energy higher than the bandgap have the potential to cause the 
electron excitation required to drive the oxidation reaction. Photons of lower energy are 
dissipated as heat within the cell. In reality, the bandgap needs to be somewhat larger 
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than the theoretical minimum 1.23 V to overcome the various sources of overpotential 
present in any real cell. Estimates of the theoretical optimum bandgap for water splitting 
using solar energy range from 1.4eV to 2.0eV [20]-[23]. Figure 3 shows the band edge 
positions for several metal oxide semiconductors. 















0 - H ; 7 H 
H O / 0 , 
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CT/V vsNHE 
Figure 3. Band edge positions for several common semiconductors 
As evident from the preceding figure, the conduction band for WO3 is not sufficiently 
negative to cause the reduction of the hydrogen ions without the application of an 
external bias voltage. In addition to this, the bandgap, while smaller than that of Ti02, is 
still too large to absorb more than a small fraction of the solar spectrum. Much of the 
current work with regard to water splitting using WO 3 is directed towards moving the 




As the title implies, the eventual goal of this project is the testing of semiconductor 
film based devices under actual solar illumination. This section seeks to explain some of 
the benefits of this approach as well as discuss some of the methods used to quantify the 
solar spectrum. 
The intensity of solar radiation outside of the earth's atmosphere is relatively 
constant, with most researchers agreeing on a value of 1366W/m2 for the solar constant. 
The spectral distribution of radiation at the surface of the earth, however, is a strong 
function of the thickness of the atmosphere that it must pass through. This thickness or 
"air mass" varies greatly over the course of a day as the sun moves across the sky. 
Researchers have defined the air mass as the ratio of the path length of the direct solar 
beam through the atmosphere and the thickness of the atmosphere. For example, an air 
mass or AM 1 spectrum would occur when the sun is directly overhead. Similarly an AM 
0 spectrum would be measured at the top of the earth's atmosphere. Based upon this 
logic, the American Society for Testing and Materials has defined two standard reference 
spectra for the testing of photovoltaic (PV) and photoelectrochemical (PEC) type 
devices. The two spectra (direct plus circumsolar and global tilt) occur at an air mass of 
1.5 which corresponds to a solar zenith angle of 48.2 degrees. Other specified conditions 
for both spectra are listed in [46] 
Much work has been published with regards to the testing of photoelectrochemical 
cells using simulated solar illumination. Artificial light sources are convenient because 
they are stationary and their intensity is relatively constant over time. Testing on sun, 
while more difficult, has the advantage of more accurately representing the standard AM 
7 
1.5 spectrum. In [21] it is shown that use of a Xenon lamp can lead to a large 
overestimation of photoconversion efficiencies compared to efficiencies under the 
standard AM 1.5 spectrum. This is mainly due to the fact that the xenon lamp emits a 
significant photon flux below 250nm whereas the there is essentially no emission below 
300nm for the AM 1.5 standard. This deviation of artificial light sources from the actual 
solar spectrum is also noted in [22] [47] [48] 
Formal Statement of Proposed Study 
For the reasons stated in the previous sections, it was proposed that a study be 
conducted which would allow for the testing of full size PEC hydrogen production 
devices under actual solar illumination. The experimental setup would allow for the 
control and measurement of key input parameters such as electrolyte temperature, 
resistivity and flowrate through the devices. Testing procedures would be developed to 
study the effects of changes in the photocurrent due to these parameters. The data 
collected will be used to determine the relative importance of each of these parameters on 
the overall system performance. The proposed study can be divided into the five tasks 
listed below. 
(1) Design and Construction of On-Sun Test Facility 
(2) Design and Construction of Cells 
(3) Development of Standard Testing Procedure 
(4) Formal Testing 
(5) Analysis and Interpretation of Test Data 
8 
Uniqueness of Proposed Study 
The project being discussed here is unique for several reasons. As was mentioned 
previously, the focus of much of the current research is centered on shifting the band 
edge positions of the semiconductors to maximize solar absorption while eliminating the 
need for an external bias voltage. Bandgap engineering requires an extensive 
semiconductor background as well as a great deal of specialized equipment which is not 
currently available at the UNLV CER. The work being proposed here uses the WO3 
anode as supplied by the CER's industrial partner Hydrogen Solar. With the exception of 
the size of the anode, the university has no input as far as the design of the photoanode 
and no attempt were made to alter its properties in any way. Instead, this work will take 
an existing photoanode and attempt to create a full size experimental cell. This can then 
be studied outside of a laboratory environment and under conditions at which a working 
system would be expected to perform. The study will attempt to establish general trends 
regarding photocurrent and the design parameters discussed in the previous section. 
In addition to facilitating the formal parametric study, the design and construction of 
the test cells also addresses many practical problems which would be encountered in the 
manufacturing of such devices. Issues such as cell body material selection, cell geometry, 
sealing, fasteners, electrode lead attachment, PEM attachment, are all obstacles to large 
scale use of these types of cells. These aspects receive little attention in the current 
literature but are addressed here. Additionally, the design and construction of the test 
facility provides a guideline for implementation of a complete working system. 
An extensive search of the existing literature has found many publications regarding 
the experimental testing of photoactive materials for solar water splitting. Most of this 
9 
work is devoted to altering the band characteristics of the photoanode material. These 
studies generally work with either electrodes of very small areas (typically less than 
3cm2), or are systems consisting of photoactive particles suspended in the electrolyte. 
Due to the obvious differences between the suspended particle systems and the work 
being proposed in this document, publications involving these types of systems are 
excluded from the references presented in this section. References are limited to 
publications involving cells with solid electrodes. The cells being studied are typically 
open to atmospheric pressure with no flow over the electrodes. Illumination is provided 
by a xenon lamp or other artificial light source. Generally the cells are tested using a 
range of basic or acidic electrolytes. Tests of these types are documented in [1] [49]-[68]. 
During the tests conducted by Hydrogen Solar problems were encountered using these 
types of electrolytes due to corrosion of the photoanode. Because of this, the initial 
testing will be conducted using pure water, even though the increased resistivity is 
expected to keep current densities low. At this point only one reference has been found 
documenting tests under actual sunlight. [69] This study uses a TiC>2 photoanode to 
produce hydrogen using seawater as the electrolyte. Unlike the work being presented 
here, the photoactive material is deposited on a metal substrate instead of on conductive 
glass. The experiment was performed with no electrolyte movement and no attempt was 
made to study the effects of the parameters being investigated here. 
10 
CHAPTER 2 
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ON-SUN TEST FACILITY 
Before the testing described in the previous chapter could commence, it was first 
necessary to construct a test platform which would allow for the control and 
measurement of key parameters. The purpose of this chapter is to document the design 
and construction of this test platform. It is worthwhile to note that in the description of 
the system construction, SI units are used for all dimensions with the exception of pipe 
and tubing size and fasteners. These items are sized and designated using English units 
and conversion of these dimensions to SI units serves only to add confusion. 
Design Criteria 
Before any construction on the test platform was commenced, a formal definition of 
its desired attributes and capabilities was created. This formal design criteria for the 
system is as follows: 
(1) Sensitive electronic equipment will be housed in a protective enclosure. 
(2) The system will allow for the tracking of at least two cells in elevation and 
azimuth. 
(3) The system will allow for measurement and recording of the following cell 
parameters 
a. Electrolyte temperature into and out of each cell 
11 
b. Bias voltage applied to each electrode (Relative to SHE) 
c. Current through each cell 
d. Flow rate through each cell 
e. Resistivity of electrolyte 
(4) The system will allow for measurement and recording of the following weather 
parameters 
a. Total integrated solar flux 
b. Solar flux as a function of wavelength 
c. Ambient temperature 
d. Relative humidity 
e. Wind speed 
f. Wind direction 
(5) The system will allow for control of the following parameters 
a. Electrolyte temperature at the cell inlet 
b. Bias voltage applied to each electrode 
c. Flow rate through each cell 
d. Electrolyte resistivity 
Location Selection 
Before construction could begin it was first necessary to select a suitable location for 
the project. After much research, the South side of the roof of the Thomas Beam 
engineering building on the UNLV campus was selected as the best site. This location 
provides a year round unobstructed view of the sun through the majority of the daylight 
12 
hours as well as providing relatively easy access to electrical power, communications 
lines, water lines and the freight elevator. A steel superstructure located directly behind 
the test setup can cast a shadow on the cells late in the day but it was observed on the 
Summer solstice (worst case) that there would be no interference with the test until at 
least 7:00PM. The surface of the roof is flat and covered uniformly with a white 
reflective coating which serves to simplify any modeling of reflection and scattering 
effects compared to more complex geometries. 
Data Acquisition Shed 
Summertime temperatures at the test site location can exceed 48 °C. Conditions such 
as these will quickly destroy much of the electronic equipment required for this 
experiment. For this reason, it is necessary to house sensitive hardware in a climate 
controlled enclosure. A 1.2 by 1.2 by 1.5m pressboard shed from a previous project was 
recycled for this purpose. The enclosure had been on the roof for many years and 
required some refurbishing. It was scraped down and any open seams were caulked to 
keep water out. The structure was then recoated with white latex paint. 10cm thick 
fiberglass insulation then was laid between the studs and covered with plywood sheeting 
to keep loose glass fibers out of the equipment. The finished enclosure was moved to the 
experiment site and power was run from a 20 amp breaker to a 4 socket outlet installed in 
the shack. Phone and data lines were also installed to facilitate remote data collection. 
Cooling is provided by a 2300W window-mount air conditioner. A 4m long galvanized 
sheet metal conduit was run from the shed to the location where the tracking unit would 
be installed to protect the sensor leads. Figure 4 shows the finished enclosure. 
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Figure 4. Finished data acquisition equipment enclosure 
Solar Tracker 
To simplify analysis it was decided that the cells should track the sun in elevation and 
azimuth. To facilitate this a Watt Sun® AZ-125 tracker mounted on a custom trailer was 
installed 10m in front (South) of the shed. This distance was selected to minimize the 
shading caused by the previously mentioned superstructure. It is worthwhile to mention 
here that it is a good idea to keep the tracker and the shack as close together as is 
possible. This will minimize any transients or loss of signal in the measurements caused 
by the longer lead lengths. 
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The tracker was mounted on concrete bocks and was leveled about both axes using 
wooden shims. The 24VDC power supply required for the controller was mounted in the 
shack and power leads run to the tracker through the aforementioned sheet metal channel. 
For the experiment, it was desirable to have the ability to test at least two cells 
concurrently. To facilitate this the tracker was fitted with two perforated sheet metal trays 
on either side of the tracking head. The trays are painted to prevent corrosion and long 
enough to support the cells and any tubing required for the inlet and outlet manifolds. The 
perforated sheet metal allows easy attachment of the cells and tubing using plastic wire 
ties. 
Electrolyte Flow and Plumbing 
Flow Diagram and Description 
As was mentioned in the previous sections, the test system was designed to allow for 
two cells to be tested concurrently under dynamic flow conditions. Implementation of 
this required that a network of plumbing be installed on and around the tracker to 
facilitate the flow of electrolyte through the cells as well as through the various 
measurement and control components of the system. The purpose of this section is to 
document the design and construction of this portion of the project with the basic flow 
path of the electrolyte for the experiment shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Electrolyte flow path and measurement points for experiment 
As shown, the electrolyte leaves the insulated reservoir where heat can be added as 
needed using an electrical resistance heater. From here it enters the inlet of the pump. 
Downstream of the pump outlet two resistivity (absolute and temperature compensated) 
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measurements and a pH measurement are made. The flow is then split into four parallel 
circuits (East cell, West cell, bypass, and resistivity control). As shown, the flow through 
each of the two cells is regulated using a gate valve and then passed through a 20jx filter 
before passing through the flowmeters and cells. The inlet and outlet temperatures for 
each cell are measured and the two flows are recombined downstream of the outlet 
temperature measurements. 
A third parallel circuit bypasses the cells and flows directly into the heat exchanger. 
The bypass allows the cooling loop to be effective even when the flow rate through the 
cells is very low. Flow through the bypass is controlled with a ball valve and measured 
using a flowmeter as shown. Upstream of the heat exchanger, the combined flow through 
the cells rejoins the bypass flow. If cooling is required to maintain a specific inlet 
temperature, city water is run through the shell side to remove the excess heat. When 
cooling is not required the city water is shut off and the shell side drains. The outer walls 
of the heat exchanger are insulated to prevent heat loss when the cooling system is not 
needed. Upon exiting the heat exchanger, the combined flow from the three circuits is 
returned to the tank. 
An additional parallel circuit is used for the resistivity control loop. This circuit 
bleeds off a very small portion of the flow and passes it through a resin bed de-ionization 
filter to increase the electrolyte resistivity as required to maintain the setpoint. A solenoid 
valve turns the flow on and off as dictated by the measurement and control logic. Flow 
rate through the deionizer when the solenoid is open is adjusted using a ball valve. Since 
the resitivity of the system tends to decline over time on its own, the system does not 
include a means to actively reduce it. 
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To suppress unwanted reactions, an inert gas injection system is included in the 
system as shown in Figure 5. This component is necessary due to the fact that the rate of 
hydrogen production is to be calculated based upon cell current and not directly 
measured. As a result of this, it becomes necessary to suppress other competing reactions 
which would give false results. For the case being presented here, the reduction of 
dissolved oxygen at the cathode is energetically favorable to the reduction of hydrogen 
ions, which is the desired reaction. To prevent this unwanted reaction, the electrolyte 
must be purged of dissolved oxygen prior to and during each test. This is accomplished 
by diffusing an inert gas (in this case nitrogen) through the liquid electrolyte. As shown 
in the figure, a cylinder of compressed nitrogen is used to bubble the gas through a 
circular diffuser located at the bottom of the electrolyte tank. 
Wetted Materials 
Water of the purity level being used in this experiment acts as an aggressive solvent 
when in contact with many materials. To prevent contamination of the electrolyte and 
cells, every effort was made to avoid introducing impurities into the process. For this 
reason, material selection for the various components which are in contact with the 
electrolyte is critical. This section gives a brief description of the system components 
which are in contact with the electrolyte and the materials that they are constructed from. 
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Rigid piping and fittings: 
Where rigid piping was required black polypropylene was used. This material has good 
resistance to most basic or acidic electrolytes and is rated for temperatures up to 82 °C. 
Barbed tube fittings: 
For connections between various components and the flexible tubing or between the 
flexible tubing and itself, white polypropylene barbed fittings were used. This material 
has good resistance to most basic or acidic electrolytes and is rated for temperatures up to 
90 °C. 
Electrolyte tank, piston and lid: 
These parts are also made from white polypropylene with the same properties listed 
previously. 
Thermistor housings: 
These parts are also made from white polypropylene with the same properties listed 
previously. 
Flexible tubing: 
When flexible tubing was required, Tygon® formulation 2001 was used wherever 
possible. This tubing is plasticizer free and is resistant to most acidic or basic electrolytes. 
It withstands temperatures up to 57 °C. The one place where a different formulation was 
used was for the run from the electrolyte tank to the pump inlet. Because this length is 
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under a negative pressure, the Tygon 2001 originally used tended to collapse at higher 
temperatures. For this reason, this section was replaced with formulation 2275ib. This 
tubing has similar properties as formulation 2001 but has an internal braid and is vacuum 
rated. It is worthwhile to mention here that neither of the two Tygon formulations used in 
the experiment are resistant to prolonged exposure to UV radiation. Initially the tubing 
was installed on the tracker without any covering. Within a month's time it was very 
brittle and required replacement. The new tubing was covered with flexible foam pipe 
insulation and wrapped with a reflective barrier material. This helps reduce system 
deviation from the temperature set point as well as shielding the tubing from UV rays. 
Pump: 
The pump selected is a 75W centrifugal, magnetic drive type used for corrosive liquids. 
This component has no metal parts and can withstand fluid temps of up to 93 °C. The 
wetted parts are carbon, ceramic, Ryton®, and Viton®. These materials are resistant to 
most caustic and acidic electrolytes. It is worthwhile to note here that the original carbon 
bushings in the pump impeller wore very quickly and contaminated the process with 
carbon residue. Because of this, the carbon bushings were replaced with ones made of 
Rulon LR®. This is a self lubricating reinforced PTFE material with excellent wear and 
chemical resistance and a max temperature of 250 PC. 
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Flow control valves: 
The flow control valves are a gate type valve with an acetal body. This material is 
resistant to most caustic and acidic electrolytes. The o-rings are Viton and the units are 
rated for temperatures up to 93 °C. 
Shutoff and purge valves: 
These are ball type valves with a CPVC body. The O-rings are EPDM and the seats are 
polyethylene. These materials are compatible with most caustic and acidic electrolytes 
and resist temperatures up to 82 °C. 
Inline filters: 
The filter body is made of acetal with a 20\i polyester element. Acetal has been discussed 
previously while polyester is compatible with most acidic and weak basic solutions. 
Temperature data is not listed for these but no problems were encountered with sustained 
fluid temperatures of 70 °C. 
Flowmeters: 
All wetted parts of the flowmeter except for the o-rings are made of PVDF. This material 
is resistant to most acidic and basic electrolytes. The o-rings are made of Viton which 
was discussed previously. The maximum operating temperature for the units is listed as 
82 °C. Detailed specifications for these units are included in Appendix B. 
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Solenoid valve: 
The body is made of black polypropylene which was discussed previously and has Buna-
N seals. Buna-N® has good chemical resistance and the units are rated for a max 
temperature of 49 °C. 
Inline resin bed de-ionizing filter: 
This unit has a polypropylene housing and is designed for pure water applications. The 
rated maximum temperature is 49 °C. 
Thread sealing tape: 
PTFE tape was applied to seal the threads of all NPT fittings. This material resists 
temperatures of 288 °C and is compatible with most chemicals. 
Silicone sealant: 
Where a liquid sealant was required, RTV silicone was used. This material resists 
temperatures of 200 °C and is compatible with most chemicals. 
Heater: 
The heater is a cartridge-style immersion type. The body is 316 stainless steel and it is 
rated at 405W at 120VAC. This material has excellent resistance to most caustic and 
acidic electrolytes and is well suited to ultra-pure water applications. It is worthwhile to 
note here that while many metals such as 316 ss exhibit admirable chemical resisistance, 
generally a plastic can be found which will perform better. For this reason, metals are 
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used only when there is no other alternative. The only metals present in the system 
(including the cells) are 316 ss, titanium, gold and platinum . 
Thermistor sheaths: 
• / 
The thermistor sheaths were constructed of 316 ss which has been discussed previously. 
Resistivity cell: 
The cell body is made of Ryton with EPDM o-rings and a titanium electrode. Ryton and 
EPDM were discussed previously. The titanium electrode oxidizes naturally to form a 
chemically passive but electrically conductive surface. These electrodes are designed to 
work for a wide range of pH and are well suited to ultra-pure water applications. The 
maximum operating temperature is listed as 120 °C. Detailed specifications for these 
units are included in Appendix B. 
pH electrode: 
The cell body and housing are made of CPVC with Viton o-rings. Both of these materials 
have been previously discussed. Additional wetted materials are glass and polyethylene 
which both have excellent chemical resistance. The max operating temp is listed as 
100°C. Detailed specification for this unit is included in Appendix B. 
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Data Acquisition and Control System 
The long term testing of these types of PEC devices for this project requires that the 
test system be capable of operating and collecting data relatively autonomously. To 
facilitate this aspect of the project, a data acquisition and control system was designed 
based upon components manufactured by Campbell Scientific®. This section gives a brief 
description of the various components used and what their functions are in the finished 
measurement control system. 
CR10X Measurement and Control System 
The Campbell Scientific CRIOx (Figure 6) is a fully programmable datalogger and 
controller with 12 single ended (6 differential) analog voltage inputs, 3 pulse inputs, 3 
excitation channels, as well as 8-5V control ports. This device is the heart of the 
measurement and control system. Complete specifications for this and all other data 
acquisition hardware are included in Appendix B. 
Figure 6. Campbell Scientific CRIOX datalogger 
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AM 16/32 Multiplexer 
This multiplexer, shown in Figure 7, is used to expand the number of analog voltage 
channels available. Using one or two (depending on whether the unit is in 2 by 32 or 4 by 
16 mode respectively) analog inputs on the CR10X, a total of 32 two-wire, or 16 four-
wire sensors can be measured with this device. The AM 16/32 uses solid state relays to 
connect each sensor one at a time to the analog input on the datalogger. Once the 
connection is made, the CR10X makes the measurement as specified in the program and 
writes the value into a specified input location in the datalogger memory. This is then 
repeated for each sensor connected to the multiplexer with each measurement going to a 
different input location. The length of time that each set of contacts are closed as well as 
delay between closures are fully adjustable in the program. This device was added 
because more than six differential voltage measurements were required for the project. 
Figure 7. Campbell Scientific AM 16/32 multiplexer 
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SDM-IO16 Input Output Expansion Module 
This unit (Figure 8) was added to the system to expand the number of pulse input 
sensors which can be measured. It functions similarly to the multiplexer, allowing up to 
16 pulse measurements to be taken. Each port on the device can also be configured as a 
switchable 5V output controlled by the datalogger program. 
Figure 8. Campbell Scientific SDM-IO 16 pulse channel expansion module 
PS 100 Power Supply 
The data acquisition system is powered by the Campbell scientific PS 100 power 
supply shown in Figure 9. This unit consists of a battery and charger which is powered by 
a 120VAC to 24VDC adapter. The device provides a relatively constant 12VDC to the 
logger and its peripherals. The battery allows the logger to function without AC power 
for several days. 
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Figure 9. Campbell Scientific PS 100 power supply 
Other Peripherals 
In addition to the aforementioned devices, a Com210 phone modem was used to 
provide remote access to the data and the SC532 serial interface device allows the 
CR10X to be connected to a Desktop or Laptop computer running the Campbell 
Scientific "Loggernet ®" software package. The datalogger and its peripherals are wired 
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Figure 10. Wiring of data acquisition components 
The computer used for this project is an IBM Thinkpad T43. The machine has 1.5Gb 
of RAM and the processor speed is 1.6GHz. Figure 11 shows the finished data 
acquisition system installed in the shed. 
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Figure 11. Finished data acquisition system installed in shed 
Measurement Devices 
This project uses a wide variety of measurement devices to quantify the many inputs 
to the system. The purpose of this section is to provide a brief description of each device 
used and how they are integrated into the data acquisition/control system described in the 
previous section. 
Thermistors 
Electrolyte temperatures into and out of both cells are measured using YSI 44032 
precision thermistors mounted in specially constructed housings. These units are rated as 
being interchangeable within .1 °C in the range of 0 to 70 °C, using the Steinhart, Hart 
[70] coefficients supplied by the manufacturer. Detailed specifications for the units are 
listed in Appendix B. 
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Thermistors were selected for this application because the temperature change across 
each cell was expected to be too small to accurately measure with a thermocouple. The 
units as received consist of a small bead of the resistive compound coated with epoxy, 
with two bare lead wires as shown in Figure 12. 
/ / / / 
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Figure 12. YSI 44032 precision thermistor 
The thermistor leads were soldered to quick disconnect male stereo headphone plugs 
and all connections were covered with heat shrink tubing as shown. The finished sensor 
is shown in Figure 13. 
Figure 13. Thermistor with quick disconnect plug 
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Initially tests were made with the thermistor bead immersed directly in the water 
flow. This worked for short term measurements but eventually the bead would become 
saturated with water leading to erroneous readings. Because of this, pipe plug type 
sheaths were constructed of 316 stainless steel to prevent direct contact between the bead 
and the electrolyte. The thermistor beads were coated with Omegatherm® 202 grease to 
minimize any thermal contact resistance and then inserted into the sheath. A barbed 
fitting was then screwed into the top of each sheath and heat shrink tubing was shrunk 
over the fittings and the thermistor leads to provide strain relief. To hold the finished 
thermistor probes, housings were constructed of polypropylene round stock. The rod was 
cut to 6.5cm lengths and then bored through axially. This hole was then tapped '/2"NPT 
and %" barbed tubing connectors were installed at both ends. A second hole at the top of 
the housing was drilled and tapped W'NPT to allow mounting of the thermistor probes. 
The external exposed parts of the probe assembly were then covered with foam pipe 
insulation to minimize errors caused by changing ambient conditions. Figure 14 shows 
the finished sensor/housing assembly. 
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1 Foam Pipe Insulation 
2 Thermistor Bead 
3 Heat Shrink Tubing 
4 Polypropylene, 1/8" 
NPT to 1/8" Barbed 
5 316 SS, 1/4" NPT Pipe 
Plug 
6 Polypropylene Round 
Stock 
7 Polypropylene, 1/2" 
NPT to 1/4" Barbed 
Figure 14. Thermistor housing assembly 
The thermistors were wired to the Am 16/3 2 multiplexer using a 3 wire half bridge 
configuration. This setup, shown in Figure 15, compensates for the lead resistance by 
assuming that the resistances of both current carrying wires are the same. Leads between 
the tracker and the shed are 22AWG, 4-wire, shielded cable. 
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Figure 15. Three wire half bridge used for thermistor measurements 
When the multiplexer is activated, the relays connecting terminals HI and LI to L 
and H odd close. After a delay of .2s an excitation voltage of 1850mV is applied to the 
system from terminal El on the datalogger. The excitation is kept on for .7 s to allow the 
system to achieve steady state. At the end of this period, a single ended voltage 
measurement is made at terminal HI. This sequence is repeated for terminal LI After the 
both measurements are made, there is another delay of .2s before the first set of relays 
open and the second set closes. This process is then repeated for the other three 
thermistors. It is worthwhile to note here that Figure 15 shows the internal relays and 
connections between the multiplexer and the datalogger. These are shown to help clarify 
the sequence of events which occurs when a measurement is made using the multiplexer. 
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These details will be omitted from subsequent diagrams, as all measurements on the 
multiplexer will follow the same sequence of events listed below. 
(1) Close relay set 
(2) Delay for .2s 
(3) Measurement instructions 
(4) Open current relay set, close next set 
From the two raw voltage measurements, the thermistor resistance rt is calculated as 
follows: 
The current through the circuit is given by Equation 5. 
V -V 
j _ v E\ r H\ 
r (5) 
c 
Where VEI is the excitation voltage specified in the logger program, VHi is the measured 
voltage at terminal HI and rc is 200k-ohm. The value of rc was selected to allow the use 
of a high excitation voltage and a lower voltage range for the measurements. This ensures 
that the noise in the excitation does not have an effect on the signal noise. In addition to 
this, the relatively large resistance limits the current through the thermistor reducing the 
self heating error. YSI lists the self heating as being 8mW/°C for thermistors immersed in 
a well stirred oil bath. For the excitation voltage used, the maximum power which will be 
dissipated by the thermistor over the design temperature range will be 2uW. This results 
in a maximum self heating error of .0002 °C which is considered negligible. 
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The measured voltage drop between terminals HI and LI is given by Equation 6. 
V
m ~ VL\ = K (6) 
Where rw is the unknown lead resistance of one leg of the circuit. Similarly the voltage 
drop between terminal LI and ground is given by Equation 7 
VLX = J(rt + O
 (7) 
This linear system can be solved for the unknown thermistor resistance as a function of 
the known values. 
rt = 
(v -2V ^ 
v
 H\ ^y L\ r 
(8) 
The resistance values provided by YSI are 30000 ohm and 5359 ohm at 25 °C and 70 
°C respectively. Because the wire resistance is small, the range for the voltage 
measurements VHI and VLi can be estimated using Equations 5-8, as 48-241mV using 
60Hz noise rejection. In this range, the logger resolution is 66.6uV for a single ended 
voltage measurement. An uncertainty analysis was performed and is included in 
Appendix C. These calculations estimate the maximum total uncertainty for any absolute 
temperature measurement as UT = ±.36 °C. 
For this experiment, the temperature data taken is used to define the thermodynamic 
state at the inlet and outlet of the individual cells. Because all calculations are based upon 
changes between the inlet and outlet, the absolute temperature accuracy of any individual 
thermistor is considered to be of secondary importance when compared to the accuracy of 
the temperature difference between two thermistors on the same cell. If the same 
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Steinhart coefficients are used for all sensors, the uncertainty of the AT measurement 
across either cell is given by Equation 9. 
U AT = i UT\ I UT-^ — M j \ JL — JL.w) 1 V_^  Tl T 2 (9) 
At the time that the measurement system was being designed, the probable 
temperature change across the cell was estimated to be around 1-2 °C. Because the 
uncertainty would be a significant percentage of the measurement, a calibration method 
was devised to reduce it. To implement this, all four thermistor housings were moved to 
the same side of the tracker and heavily insulated as shown in Figure 16. 
Out 1 West Inlet 2 West Outlet 
3 East Inlet 
4 East Outlet 
Total flow rate 
1750 mL/min 
6 cm thick fiberglass 
insulation with reflective 
surface on front and back 
In 
Figure 16. Configuration of thermistors during calibration 
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The test system was filled with 19 liters of high purity de-ionized water and the 
fiowrate was set at 1650mL/min. The overall length of tubing was kept to a minimum and 
the thermistors were placed as close to one another as possible to keep temperature 
differences between sensors to a minimum. The system was taken through a 
heating/cooling cycle (from 25 °C to 70 °C) over the course of a day. Resistance data for 
the cycle was recorded at 1 minute intervals. As was alluded to previously, the 
temperature-resistance relationship for a thermistor can be expressed using the Steinhart-
Hart equation. 
T(rt) = < 1 ^ 
KA + B\n(rt) + C\n(rtf j -273 15 Z / J ' 1 J (10) 
Where T is temperature in °C, rt is the thermistor resistance in ohms, and A B and C are 
fitting coefficients specific to the type of thermistor compound being used and the range 
of temperatures being considered. The West outlet thermistor was arbitrarily selected to 
be used as the reference value. Its temperature resistance curve is calculated using 
equation 10 and the three coefficients provided by the manufacturer for the type 44032 
thermistor between 25 and 70 °C. Using these coefficients, this measurement will be 
within .36 °C of the actual temperature. Steinhart coefficients will be selected for the 
other sensors to match them to this reference thermistor. 
To facilitate the sensor calibration a multivariable optimization routine was written 
using MATLAB®. The two functions created for the algorithm are included in Appendix 
D. The routine takes as inputs the resistance data for the two sensors and the Steinhart-
Hart coefficients for whichever sensor is being used as the reference. The algorithm then 
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determines the values of A B and C for the non-reference sensor which minimizes 
Equation 11 over the data set. 
*~2JFref, Tca^ (11) 
Where Tref is the temperature measured by the reference sensor, Tcai is the temperature 
measured by the sensor being calibrated, and 0 is a measure of the overall disagreement 
over the data set between the two. The program was run several times as described by 
the following steps. 
(1) With the West outlet sensor used as the reference (using coefficients provided by 
manufacturer), match the East inlet sensor to this. 
(2) With the West outlet sensor used as the reference (using coefficients provided by 
manufacturer), match the West inlet sensor to this. 
(3) With the East inlet sensor used as the reference (using coefficients generated in 
step 1), match the East outlet sensor to this. 
The resulting 3 sets of coefficients have been optimized to minimize differences 
between inlet and outlet sensors on a single cell as well as (although this is of secondary 
importance) differences between any sensor and the reference sensor (West outlet). 
Figures 17 and 18 show the calculated AT for the calibration resistance data set using 
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both the standard Steinhart coefficients as well as the optimized values for both sets of 
thermistors (East and West corresponding to their eventual position on the tracking unit). 
West (Inlet-Oultet) 
-•— Standard Coefficients 
~4— Calibrated Coefficients 
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- Calibrated Coefficients 
*^BB£m 
Figure 18. East side thermistor agreement before and after calibration 
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The figures demonstrate a substantial improvement in agreement using the calibrated 
coefficients compared to the standard values. The data also shows that the uncertainty for 
either AT measurement after the calibration can be estimated as ±.05 °C. 
Flowmeters 
The flow rate of electrolyte through each cell as well as the bypass circuit is measured 
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Figure 19. Omega FTB601B ultra low flow sensor 
These units are an axial paddlewheel turbine type and output a pulse signal at a 
frequency which is linearly proportional to the flow rate. The proportionality constant is 
36000 pulses/L. The units selected for this project can measure from .1 to 2 Liters per 
minute with an accuracy of ±3% of the indicated value and as previously stated are 
compatible with many different types of electrolytes. Because the pulse counting error of 
the datalogger is much smaller than the uncertainty of the flowmeter, the total uncertainty 
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of the flow measurements can be estimated as being that of the flowmeters alone (±3% of 
the reading). Detailed specifications for the flowmeters are included in Appendix B. 
A barbed fitting at each end of the meter allows connection to the flexible tubing. 
When designing the flow path for the system, care was taken to ensure that at least 30 cm 
of straight tubing before the inlet and after the outlet of each meter would be maintained 
throughout the range of motion of the tracker. Due to the distance from the tracker to the 
shack, the leads of each meter were extended 8m, using 22AWG, 4-wire, shielded cable. 
All splices were soldered and wrapped with electrical tape to ensure a solid, watertight 
connection. The excitation voltage was taken from the power supply as shown in Figure 
20. The 12V at the power supply is reduced to 7V using a 115 ohm resistor. Although the 
manufacture's specifications for the flowmeters claim that an excitation as low as 5V can 
be used, through trial and error it was found that using 7V greatly increased the reliability 
of the units. Due to the relatively high frequency of the output, the flowmeters could not 
be wired directly to the pulse channels on the datalogger. The SDM-I016 expansion 
module is designed to work with the high frequency signal and the flowmeters are 
connected as shown in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20. Flowmeter connection to SDMI016 module 
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Resistivity Sensors 
Electrolyte resistivity is measured using dual Foxboro® 873RS analyzers and 87 lcc 
contacting resistivity sensors. These are shown in Figures 21 and 22 respectively. 
Figure 21. Dual Foxboro 873RS resistivity analyzers installed in shed 
Figure 22. Foxboro 87ICC contacting resistivity sensor installed in system 
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Two analyzers and sensors are used to allow both absolute as well as temperature 
compensated measurements to be recorded. The 87 lcc sensors are a contacting type with 
concentric titanium electrodes and are designed specifically for resistivity measurements 
in ultra-pure water. Each sensor has a built in lOOk-ohm thermistor to be used for 
temperature compensation if desired. The units are individually calibrated at the factory 
and come with the correct cell factor and thermistor correction factor printed on the body 
of the sensor. The nominal cell factor for the sensors is . 1. Detailed specs for both the 
analyzers and cells are included in Appendix B. The 873RS analyzers allow for 
measurement of either absolute or temperature corrected resistivity and output a scalable 
analog voltage proportional to the measurement. This output allows the analyzer output 
to be connected directly to the multiplexer as shown in Figure 23. To reach the shed, the 
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Figure 23. Resistivity analyzer and pH sensor connections to multiplexer 
The signal is measured by the logger as an autorange differential voltage with 60 hz 
noise rejection. Both analyzers were bench calibrated as specified by the manufacturer 
and the cell factor and thermistor correction factor provided with each sensor were 
entered into each unit. The analog outputs were scaled such that a reading of 2.000 M-
ohm cm produces a differential voltage of close to 2.5V which is the maximum that the 
logger can read. A reading of 0 M-ohm cm will result in an output of near 0V. To 
determine the best multiplier and offset to convert from voltage to resistivity in the 
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datalogger program, the analog outputs of both analyzers were held at 100%, 80%, 60%, 
40%, 20%, 0% for a period of one hour for each setting. Differential voltage 
measurements were recorded at 1 minute intervals and an average voltage was calculated 
for each analyzer at each output level. These averaged values were then used to calculate 
the slope and intercept for the conversion to resistivty. The final relationship between 
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Figure 25. Absolute resistivity vs. voltage relation 
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The preceding figures show that the output signal of the analyzers is quite linear, so in 
retrospect it was not necessary to calibrate at so many points. This however was not 
known a priori. The reported accuracy for the 873RS analyzer paired with the 87 lcc 
sensor is ±.5% of the full scale range. The total uncertainty for the measurement is 
estimated to be ±.01 M-ohm cm based upon the analysis included in Appendix C. The 
analysis shows the uncertainty contribution from the voltage measurement to be 
negligible but again this was not known until after the formal analysis was completed. 
pH Sensor 
Electrolyte pH is measured using an Omega PHE-5460-LC double junction, 
combination pH electrode. Complete specifications for the unit are included in Appendix 
B and the installed sensor is shown in Figure 26. 
Figure 26. Omega PHE-5460-EC installed in system 
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The pH sensor is wired to the multiplexer as shown in Figure 23. As illustrated, the 
high impedance mV signal from the sensor is routed through a unity gain amplifier, 
converting it to a low impedance signal which can be measured as an auto range, 60Hz 
rejection, differential voltage by the logger. The sensor output is linear with pH so a two 
point calibration is used to determine the correct conversion multiplier. Sensor calibration 
is performed by immersing the electrode in two buffer solutions of known pH and 
measuring the mV output. Solutions of pH=4.01 and pH=7.0 are used for the calibration 
since this is the expected range of the system electrolyte. The buffers are maintained at 25 
°C and 30 minutes of data is collected for each solution. An average value for each 
solution is then calculated from which the slope for the sensor @ 25 °C is determined. 
The expected range of pH measurements is between 4.0 and 7.0 with electrolyte 
temperatures generally less than 50 °C. In this range, the change in the sensor slope due 
to temperature is considered negligible and no temperature compensation is implemented 
in the logger program. Changes in slope due to temperature are accounted for in the 
uncertainty analysis presented in Appendix C. Based upon this analysis the overall 
uncertainty for the pH measurement is estimated to be ±.22 pH. 
Cell Potential 
Figure 27 shows the connection of the cells to the two power supplies used to control 
the external potential applied to each electrode. It should be noted here that all 
connections for the voltage and current measurements are made using 16AWG, two 
conductor shielded cable with the shield grounded at the shed. To simplify the diagram, 
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Figure 27. Wiring for cell potential and current measurements 
The system is designed to allow adjustment of either anodic or cathodic potential 
relative to the standard hydrogen electrode at a known temperature. To accomplish this, 
the two power supplies are connected to one another as shown. The connection allows the 
positive terminal of the Keithly* supply to be adjusted to potentials positive of the 
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ground lug. Likewise, the negative terminal of the Agilent unit can be set to potentials 
negative of the ground lug. Detailed specifications for both power supplies are included 
in Appendix B. 
A reference cell was created using two Ag/AgCl reference half cells immersed in a 
3.8M KC1 solution which is saturated with AgCl, as an electrolyte. This electrolyte was 
selected because it is the same as the fill solution for the half cells themselves. This 
prevents any changes in the electrode fill solution due to diffusion of ions into the 
electrolyte caused by concentration gradients. As shown, the cell is placed on a 
heater/stirrer for temperature control and to keep the electrolyte well mixed. The heating 
element is wired to a relay which is switched using port 16 on the SDMI016. In this 
manner, the reference cell temperature can be maintained at the same temperature as the 
working electrodes. Doing this ensures that all measured potentials are referenced 
properly in spite of the fact that the actual reference electrode is not physically located in 
the PEC cells. 
The Ag/AgCl electrode is commonly used in place of the SHE because it is easier to 
re-create in the lab and its potential relative to the SHE at a given temperature is known 
and is relatively independent of current. Because both electrodes in the reference cell are 
identical, the potential across the reference cell by itself is zero at all temperatures. When 
one side of the cell is connected to the ground lug of the power supplies as shown, the 
potential between the ground state and the Ag/AgCl half cell can be measured. Because 
the applied anodic and cathodic potentials are measured relative to the ground lug they 
are now also known relative to the Ag/AgCl half cell and thus relative to the SHE. The 
temperature of the reference cell is measured using a special limits of error T-type 
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thermocouple encased in a thin silicone sheath, connected directly to the datalogger as 
shown. The relationship between temperature and the potential of the Ag/AgCl electrode 
relative to the SHE for the molarity being used was interpolated from data presented in 
[71] and is shown in Figure 28. The finished reference cell is shown in Figure 29. 
Voltage of 3.8M Ag/AgCl Reference Electrode Relative to SHE _ _rj.001000x2 - 0.842000x + 222.900000 
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Figure 28. Potential of 3.8M Ag/AgCl reference electrode vs. temperature 
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Figure 29. Finished reference cell 
The total uncertainty for the electrode potential measurements relative to the SHE are 
estimated to be less than ± 3mV based upon the analysis included in Appendix C. 
Cell Current 
Cell currents are calculated by measuring the voltage drop across an inline precision 
resistor as shown in Figure 27. The resistors were selected such that their resistance (.715 
ohm), is many orders of magnitude smaller than that of the cells. By doing this, the 
influence on the current caused by the measurement apparatus is made negligible. The 
maximum total uncertainty in the current measurement throughout the expected range of 
testing is ±.004mA. This estimate is based upon the analysis included in Appendix C. It is 
worthwhile to note here that the uncertainty in the measurement is a function of the 
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magnitude of the current. The number presented here is for a cell current of 1mA, which 
is near the maximum value recorded during the final test series. 
Integrated Solar Flux 
Integrated solar flux is measured using a Licor® LI200X pyranometer mounted on the 
tracker as shown in Figure 30. 
Figure 30. Pyanometer, spectroradiometer integraing sphere, and tracker sensor 
This device uses a cosine corrected silicon photovoltaic detector [72] which outputs a 
current proportional to total hemispherical radiation per unit area. A variable resistor in 
parallel with the detector converts the signal to a differential voltage which can be read 
by the CR10X. The resistance value for each individual sensor is adjusted by the 
manufacturer such that the device outputs .005mV per W/m2. Connection to the CR10X 
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is as shown in figure 31. It is worthwhile to note here that the sensors distributed by 
Campbell Scientific are essentially "plug and play" devices. This is to say that they are 
simply wired to the logger as shown in the instruction manual. The resistors and other 
electrical components shown in figure 31 are integral parts of the sensor as they arrive 
from Campbell Scientific. They are shown in the figure only to help illustrate how the 




























Figure 31. Connection of weather sensors to CR10X datalogger 
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Complete specifications for the pyranometer are included in Appendix B. Since this 
sensor is distributed by Campbell Scientific for use with the CR10X, the total uncertainty 
for the measurement can be estimated directly from the spec sheet as being ±2% of the 
measurement. 
Wind Speed 
Horizontal wind speed is measured using a R.M. Young® model 03101 anemometer. 
The device, shown in figure 32, consists of a three-cup anemometer and outputs an AC 
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Figure 32. Various weather sensors installed on tracker 
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The anemometer is wired to the logger as shown in figure 31. As with the 
pyranometer, this device is distributed by the Campbell Scientific to be used with their 
dataloggers, so no formal uncertainty analysis is necessary. The value presented in the 
instrument manual is ±.5m/s. Detailed specifications for the device are included in 
Appendix B. 
Wind Direction 
Wind direction is measured using a R.M. Young model # 03301 wind vane shown in 
figure 32. The sensor uses a variable resistor to sense direction and is wired to the 
datalogger as shown in figure 31. Again this sensor is distributed by the datalogger 
manufacturer, so no formal uncertainty analysis is performed. The uncertainty of the 
measurement presented in the spec sheet (Appendix B) is ±5°. 
Ambient Temperature and Relative Humidity 
Ambient temperature and relative humidity are measured using a Campbell Scientific 
CS500 Temperature and relative humidity probe mounted in a model 41003 10-Plate 
radiation shield. The installed unit is shown in figure 32. The sensing device consists of a 
100012 PRT (Platinum Resistance Thermometer) for temperature measurements and an 
INTERCAP® type sensor for relative humidity, mounted together in a single housing. 
The sensor is wired to the data logger as shown in figure 31. As with the previous 3 
measurements, this device is distributed by the datalogger manufacturer, so no formal 
uncertainty analysis is performed. According to the specifications provided, the 
uncertainty of the temperature measurement is ± .08°C over the range in which it is used. 
The accuracy of the relative humidity sensor is specified as ±3% at 20 °C over the range 
in which it will be used. It should be noted that the accuracy of the relative humidity 
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sensor is temperature dependent. Complete specifications for this device are included in 
Appendix B. 
Other CR10X Measurements 
Two additional J-type thermocouples are used to monitor the heater temperature and 
the city water temperature on the shell side of the heat exchanger. The sensor mounted on 
the heater is used to control the safety shutoff for the heater when a set temperature is 
exceeded. The sensor on the heat exchanger is used as a gauge of available cooling 
capacity. These sensors are only used for ballpark measurements so the accuracy is not 
critical. The heat exchanger thermocouple is wired to differential voltage channel 5 on 
the logger. Due to the lack of any available differential analog channels, the 
thermocouple on the heater is tied to single ended channel 8 on the datalogger. The single 
ended measurement is not as accurate as a differential type but since the measurement is 
not used for the analysis its use can be justified in this case. 
Spectroradiometer 
Spectral solar intensity between 300nm and 900nm is measured using a Stellarnet® 
EPP200C spectroradiometer and IC2 integrating sphere. The sphere collects the solar flux 
through a 16mm mm diameter aperture, where any directionality is removed through 
multiple reflections within the device. The IC2 is mounted on the tracker as shown in 
figure 31, and like the pyranometer, remains normal to the sun at all times during testing. 
The integrator is connected to the spectroradiometer (housed in the shack) using a 10m 
length of 6um fiber optic cable. The spectroradiometer is the only measurement device 
which, due to the large number of individual sensors within the instrument, cannot be 
logged directly using the Campbell Scientific system. Instead, this device connects 
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directly to the USB port on the laptop and is controlled using its own software. During 
the tests, the unit is configured to record a "snapshot" of the spectrum at 15s intervals 
which is the same interval used by the datalogger. Because the intervals are the same for 
both devices, correlation between the two data files is simplified. 
Difficulties in measuring the solar spectrum were initially encountered when using 
the device with the factory calibration file. The unit was found to read much higher than 
it should have when taking actual solar measurements, often integrating to values higher 
than the extraterrestrial solar constant. In contrast, measurements made using calibrated 
lamps were shown to correlate well. Similar results were documented using calibration 
files from two independent sources. It was speculated that the problem could stem from 
the fact that the calibration files were generated using lamps, whereas the actual 
measurements were being made in a different range. To address this problem, an alternate 
calibration method was developed using the sun as the calibrated source. The NREL 
Solar Radiation Research Laboratory (SRRL) facility in Golden, Colorado collects 
spectral solar data which is posted to their website [73]. The SRRL uses a LiCor LI-1800 
spectroradiometer with the receptor facing due South at an angle of 40 degrees from 
horizontal to take a snapshot of the solar spectrum at 5 minute intervals. The LI-1800 
measures between 300 to HOOnm at 2nm resolution and is calibrated by NREL twice a 
year. The Stellarnet unit was taken to a location within 800m of the SRRL site. The 
receptor was mounted on a tripod and oriented due South using a Brunton® compass as 
shown in Figure 33. 
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Figure 33. Facing the integrating sphere due South prior to calibration 
The tripod was leveled in both directions and the receptor was inclined to the same 
degree angle used by the SRRL unit as shown in Figure 34. 
Figure 34. Seting the elevation angle of the integrating sphere 
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Snapshots of the spectrum were taken in 5 minute increments with the Stellarnet unit 
to correspond to the data collection times used by the SRRL instrument. The raw data 
generated by the uncalibrated Stellarnet spectroradiometer is in the form of a count for 
each wavelength between 300 and 900 nm in Vi nm increments. This count is 
proportional to the flux of photons of a specific wavelength incident on the detector. To 
generate the calibration file, the 2nm resolution data generated by the SRRL was 
interpolated to the .5nm increments of the Stellarnet raw count data. The SRRL data is 
then divided by the Stellarnet raw count data for the corresponding time. The result is a 
calibration factor in units of W/m nm/ count for each lA nm increment measured by the 
Stellarnet. The final calibration file was created by taking the average values for 3 
snapshots using a detector integration time of 15ms which is the same value which will 
be used during the tests. Uncertainty for the Stellarnet unit after the calibration is 
estimated to be that of the LI-1800 to which it was calibrated. This is reported as being 
±10% of the reading. It is worthwhile to note that the figure reported here is the 
maximum uncertainty encountered at the smaller wavelengths. As the wavelength 
increases generally the uncertainty will decrease. The minimum value is presented as 
being ±3%. Complete documentation for both instruments is included in Appendix B. 
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Measurement and Control Program 
The Campbell Scientific datalogger and its peripherals are controlled by a master 
program which is uploaded to the CR10X from the USB port on the laptop. This program 
is used to specify the type order, and time sequence of the individual measurements as 
well as allocating temporary memory and controlling postprocessing of the measured 
parameters. In addition to this, the program is used to switch various control ports on and 
off based upon comparisons of measured parameters. In this manner, the logger can be 
used as both a control as well as a data recording device. The final version of the master 
program designed for this project is included in Appendix D. The purpose of this section 
is to outline the functions of the various parts of the final program. 
Input Locations 
The first few lines of the master program are used to designate and name the various 
temporary input locations used in the measurement and control sequence. These locations 
can be used to store constants, raw sensor data awaiting post processing, or control 
parameters which can be changed from the GUI such as temperature setpoint and 
deadband. The final program allocates a total of 120 temporary input locations. Many of 
these locations are only used for intermediate calculations and are not formally named. 
Of the 120 locations only 54 are utilized by the graphical user interface (GUI) and given 
formal names. As was alluded to previously, these names are listed in the first lines of the 
program. 
Scan Rate 
The scan rate is specified in the text following the "Mode 1" command. This number 
designates the frequency at which the main body of the program will be run. In this case, 
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the scan rate is 15s. This means that all of the measurements, calculations, and 
comparisons specified in the program will be repeated every 15s. It is important to note 
here that this value needs to be larger than the time that it takes to make the 
measurements and perform all of the manipulations specified. For this case, the program 
takes approximately 10s to run so there is a 5s latency between executions. 
Measurement Instructions 
The measurement instructions are implemented in lines 5-218. These lines include 
instructions for the sampling of sensors attached directly to the CR10X as well as 
activation, measurement and de-activation of the two peripheral devices (SDMI016 and 
AM 16/32). For simple measurements which require only that the raw data be multiplied 
or offset by a constant to convert to the appropriate units, this conversion is performed at 
the time that the measurement is made. For measurements requiring more complex 
calculations (thermistors, cell potential) the conversions are performed after all 
measurements have been completed. 
Electrode Potential Calculations 
Lines 232-237 are used to convert the raw differential voltage and temperature 
measurements into electrode potentials relative to the Ag/AgCl reference and then finally 
to the SHE at the reference cell temperature. As discussed in the previous section, the 
temperature dependence of the potential of the Ag/AgCl reference is modeled using a 2nd 
order polynomial. 
Thermistor Calculations 
Lines 275-320 are used to convert the thermistor raw voltage measurements into 
resistances. These resistances are then converted to temperatures using the Steinhart, Hart 
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equation and the calibrated coefficients discussed in the previous section. This conversion 
is performed in lines 325-445. It is worthwhile to note here that while all temperatures are 
presented in this writing in SI units, the actual program and GUI use the Fahrenheit scale 
as it is more intuitive to the author. 
Temperature Control Constants 
Lines 450-519 perform mathematical operations on the temperature control constants 
input from the GUI, as well as specifying how the average inlet temperature is calculated 
based upon which cells are considered active. These parameters are changed using two 
switches on the GUI and allow the system to function normally in the instance that either 
cell with its thermistors is removed from the system. 
pH Calculations 
Lines 520-521 are used to calculate the pH from the sensor mV signal based upon the 
relation determined from the calibration data. 
Resistivity Control Constants 
Lines 531 and 532 perform mathematical operations on the resistivity control 
constants, input from the GUI. 
Resistivity Control Loop 
Lines 533-564 define the logic used by the resistivity control loop. As shown in 
Figure 5, the system resistivity is increased by directing a portion of the flow through a 
resin bed de-ionizing filter using a solenoid valve. Since the resistivity will generally 
decrease naturally in the absence of other inputs, the system includes no means to 
actively reduce it. The loop takes 5 parameters input from the GUI, (ResistivitySetpoint, 
ResistivityDeadbandHi, ResistivityDeadbandLo, ResistivityLoopSwitch, 
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Resistivity_Selector_S witch,) and the two resistivity measurements (absolute and 
temperature corrected) to open or close the valve using a relay connected to control port 6 
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Figure 35. Logic for resistivity control loop 
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Temperature Control Loop 
Lines 565-700 provide the logic for the temperature control loop. As shown in Figure 
5, process temperature can be increased with an electric heater controlled using a solid 
state relay wired to control port 7. Temperature can be decreased by flowing city water 
through the shell side of the heat exchanger also shown in Figure 5. The flow of city 
water is started or stopped using a solenoid valve on a relay connected to control port 8. 
The temperature control loop takes 11 parameters input from the GUI, (InletSetpoint, 
TempDeadbandHi, TempDeadbandLo, EastCellActive, WestCellActive, 
LowFlowShutoff, OverTempShutoff, HAO_Mode_Switch, CAO_Mode_Switch, 
HeatingLoopSwitch, CoolingLoopSwitch) as well as the inlet thermistor 
measurements to switch the two output ports on and off as required to maintain the 
setpoint. Additionally, the loop uses the two flow measurements and a temperature 
measurement from the thermocouple attached to the heating element as safely devices to 
shut the heater off in the event of either an over-temperature or zero-flow situation. 
The temperature control can be operated in one of three modes depending on ambient 
conditions. In the normal operation mode, temperature is controlled by both the heater 
and cooler. In this mode, the heater will be switched on and the cooler switched off 
simultaneously when the temperature is low and vise versa when the temperature is high. 
On days when the ambient temperature is higher, the system can be run in CAO (Cooler 
Always On) mode. As the name implies, in this mode of operation the cooler is always 
running and temperature is controlled by cycling the heater. Similarly, on very cool days 
the system can be run in the HAO (Heater Always On) mode with temperature control 
being provided by cycling the cooler. Additionally, the heating and cooling loops can be 
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turned on or off independently of one another allowing for temperature control using one 
or the other devices under conducive ambient conditions. The logic for the temperature 
control loop is shown in Figure 36. 
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Figure 36. Logic for inlet temperature control loop 
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Reference Cell Temperature Control Constants 
Lines 750 and 755 of the logger master program perform mathematical operations on 
the resistivity control constants, input from the GUI. 
Reference Cell Temperature Control Loop 
Lines 760-787 define the logic used by the reference cell temperature control loop. As 
discussed previously, all potentials are measured relative to an AG/AgCl reference 
electrode. These measurements can then be calculated relative to the standard hydrogen 
electrode for comparison to known values tabulated for the various reactions. This 
approach is only valid if the electrode being measured is at the same temperature as the 
reference. In order to maintain the reference cell at a specific temperature, the heating 
element of the heater/stirrer that the reference rests upon is controlled by a relay 
connected to port 16 of the SDM module. The logic shown in Figure 37 is used to switch 
the heater to maintain a specific setpoint. 
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Figure 37. Logic for reference cell temperature control loop 
Output File 
Lines 797-856 of the program specify the parameters which are to be written to the 
final output file, as well as the resolution (the high resolution setting was used in this 
case) of the data. In addition to this, these lines are used to specify how often the final 
output file is updated and how many samples are to be averaged. In this case, the interval 
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for the final data file is the same as the scan rate (15s). This means that the data from the 
temporary input locations are written directly to the final output file during every 
execution of the program. The columns in the final data file are ordered as they are listed 
in the output section of the program. 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
The control functionality of the data acquisition system is further augmented by use 
of the Campbell Scientific software which facilitates the creation of a graphical user 
interface (GUI). This allows changes to be made to control program parameters, without 
disrupting the data acquisition process by having to formally upload a new version of the 
master program to the CR10X. In addition to this, the graphical user interface allows the 
various measurements to be monitored in real time. Figure 38 shows a screenshot of the 
GUI developed for this project in operation. 
Figure 38. Graphical user interface used to monitor and control system 
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Design and Construction of Other System Components 
In addition to the plumbing, and measurement control system documented in the 
previous sections, many of the other major components used in the experimental platform 
were also designed and custom built specifically for this work. The purpose of this 
section is to document the design and construction of these items. 
Heat Exchanger (Cooler) 
To remove heat from the system when required a shell and tube type heat exchanger 
was constructed as shown in Figure 39. 
Figure 39. Construction details of shell and tube heat exchanger 
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As illustrated, the shell side of the unit is constructed from a 1.3 m length of 4" ABS 
pipe with cleanouts attached to both ends using ABS pipe cement. The tube side is made 
of 3/8" ID, Tygon formulation 2001 tubing with a 1.5mm wall thickness. The single inlet 
is branched into 8 parallel tubes and then back into a single outlet using polypropylene Y 
fittings. ABS cleanout caps are drilled for the appropriate fittings and after all internal 
connections have been made are screwed into the cleanout fittings at the ends of the heat 
exchanger. Pipe joint compound is applied to all threaded fittings on the shell side to 
prevent leakage. It is worthwhile to note that since the tube side of the unit uses the same 
tubing and fittings as the rest of the system, the heat exchanger does not expose the 
process to any materials not previously mentioned in section regarding wetted materials. 
The finished heat exchanger is mounted at a 20 degree angle from the horizontal with 
the shell side outlet at the lower end. 6mm thick reflective insulation is wrapped around 
the outside of the heat exchanger. When the solenoid valve is closed the water will drain 
from the shell side due to its inclination. The stagnant air surrounding the tubes and the 
outer layer of insulation help to minimize heat loss when the cooling loop is off. 
The barbed fitting at the upper end of the unit is connected to an air release valve. 
This valve uses a float mechanism to open the shell side to atmospheric pressure when 
the heat exchanger is filling or draining. When filling, the valve is open allowing the air 
at the top of the system to escape. When the water level reaches the valve, the float 
mechanism causes it to close and the shell side can be pressurized. When the solenoid 
valve closes the water drains slowly at first due to the vacuum created. As the water level 
recedes, the float drops and the valve is again open. This breaks the vacuum allowing the 
shell side to drain rapidly. It is worthwhile to note here that the valve, as received from 
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the manufacturer, leaked significantly when under pressure. To remedy this, the unit was 
cut open and the seal material was replaced with a softer compound. In addition to this, 
the air vent port was modified to prevent dust from entering the valve making it more 
suitable to outdoor use. The valve was then reassembled using a flanged connection to 
hold the two halves together. Figure 40 shows the modified valve mounted on the tracker 
and Figure 41 shows the finished heat exchanger installed on the system. 
Figure 40. Modified air release valve used on heat exchanger 
Figure 41. Finished heat exchanger installed on system 
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Tank and Heater Assembly 
The pump is fed from a 19 liter polypropylene reservoir fitted with a 405W 
immersion heater for temperature control. The details of the construction are shown in 
Figure 42. 
Figure 42. Construction details of tank and heater assembly 
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As shown, the bottom of the reservoir is drilled and tapped for a 1/£"NPT 
polypropylene nipple. This is connected to the other 1/2" polypropylene fittings which 
make up the pump inlet manifold. Placing the nipple at the bottom of the tank ensures 
that the suction side of the pump remains under a net positive pressure to prevent 
cavitation. The reservoir sits on a 5cm thick piece of Styrofoam insulation which is cut to 
allow clearance for the pump inlet piping. The sides of the reservoir are wrapped with 10 
cm of plastic reflective barrier insulation to prevent heat loss from this area and the lid of 
the tank is drilled to accept the fittings for the main return line, the return line for the de-
ionizer, and the nitrogen injection line. 
To minimize CO2 absorption by the electrolyte, a piston was machined from 19mm 
thick polypropylene stock. The piston floats on the surface of the electrolyte, minimizing 
the area which is exposed to the surrounding air. As shown, all return lines are run 
through holes in this piston to a point below the surface preventing the return streams 
from contacting the outside air. The center of the reservoir lid is drilled oversize to allow 
the heater to pass through without contacting the lid material. The heater selected is an 
immersion type rated at 405W and constructed of 316 stainless steel. The top of the unit 
is terminated with V2" NPT male threads. As shown, the depth of the heater in the tank is 
adjusted using a 316 stainless coupling and a 10 cm long 316 stainless steel pipe nipple to 
ensure that the element remains fully immersed at all times. 
The heater is supported by a 6mm thick piece of solid fiberglass insulating material 
which has been drilled and tapped to accept the V2" NPT male threads of the pipe nipple. 
This assembly is mounted to the lid using 316 stainless steel machine screws. The 
interface between the fiberglass insulator and the polypropylene lid is coated with high 
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temperature silicone before assembly to prevent leaks into the system. In addition to this, 
all exposed portions of the fiberglass insulating material are coated with the silicone to 
prevent contact with the electrolyte. For this reason, the insulating material is not 
included in the list of wetted materials. A second 316 stainless coupling is screwed onto 
the portion of the heater above the lid to allow attachment of a J-type thermocouple using 
a hose clamp. As was described in the previous sections, this temperature is monitored as 
a safety shutoff for the heating element. The lid is then fitted with a 5cm thick Styrofoam 
insulation layer which has been cut to fit over the heater and return line fittings. The 
insulation layer is secured to the lid using high temperature silicone. The finished unit is 
shown in Figure 43. 
Figure 43. Finished heater and tank assembly installed on system 
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Finished System 
The test facility described in this chapter was completed in the Summer of 2008. 
Preliminary testing has demonstrated that relatively good control of system parameters 
(flow, temperature, resistivity, cell potential) is possible under most situations which 
would occur during an actual experiment. All measurement devices were selected to 
provide the highest level of accuracy possible within the budgetary constraints of the 
project and the integrated logging/control/monitoring system allows the system to operate 
with minimal operator input. The finished system has proven robust enough to withstand 
summer ambient temperatures in excess of 48 °C as well as temperatures below freezing 
in the winter. Overall the system achieves the purpose for which it was designed, which 
is to provide an accurate, reliable, semi-autonomous, system for evaluating the 
performance of PEC type devices under actual solar illumination. Figure 44 shows the 
finished system in operation. 
Figure 44. Completed test system in operation 
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CHAPTER 3 
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF CELLS 
Design Criteria 
At the time at which this project was proposed, UNLV was working with the UK 
based firm "Hydrogen Solar" in the design and testing of WO 3 based photoanodes at the 
company's Henderson, Nevada laboratory. The work conducted there was focused 
mainly upon shrinking the bandgap and tailoring the band edges of the anodes to more 
effectively utilize the energy contained in the solar spectrum. The cells being tested at the 
time used a variety of acidic electrolytes which tended to corrode the photoanode leading 
to premature failure of the device. Additionally, the cell bodies themselves tended to be 
crudely constructed resulting in a different electrode spacing each time the cells were 
assembled. Testing of the cells was performed using an artificial light source with the 
electrolyte essentially static. No attempt was made to control temperature or resistivity 
during these tests. For these reasons it was proposed that UNLV pursue a parallel 
research project focusing on a new cell design utilizing the current crop of "Hydrogen 
Solar" designed photoanodes. The design criteria for the new cells are listed below. 
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(1) The cells would utilize the existing "Hydrogen Solar" anodes. UNLV would have 
no input in the design of these units with the exception of specifying the 
dimensions. 
(2) The cells would utilize the platinized titanium mesh currently being used by 
"Hydrogen Solar" as the cathode material. 
(3) A Nafion® membrane would be used to prevent gas recombination while allowing 
proton migration to the cathode. 
(4) The cells would be designed such that the electrolyte could be flowed uniformly 
across the anode and cathode surfaces. The rationale behind doing this is the idea 
that by moving the flow across the electrodes, any gas which is produced will be 
swept out with the electrolyte preventing it from building up on the electrodes and 
slowing the reaction. 
(5) The cells would be designed such that the anode to cathode spacing can be 
precisely adjusted and will not vary based upon assembly technique. 
(6) All cell parts should be interchangeable between units. 
(7) Cells should be dimensionally stable under temperature and pressure as well as 
resistant to the elements. 
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(8) Cells should be modifiable to allow for eventual gas separation although this was 
initially a secondary concern. 
Photoanodes 
As was mentioned previously, the photoanodes used in this work were manufactured 
entirely by UNLV's then industrial partner "Hydrogen Solar". Figure 45 shows the raw 
photoanode as received from the company. 
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Figure 45. Photoanode as received from "Hydrogen Solar" 
The anodes are constructed from 3mm thick electrically conductive glass. It is 
important to note here that while the glass is considered to be electrically conductive, it is 
no where near as conductive as a metal. Used alone, the resistance of the glass would 
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cause a significant ohmic loss over its length. For this reason, the glass is screen printed 
with a gold impregnated material to create the lined pattern shown in the figure. The 
photoactive material (W03) is then deposited onto the glass using a proprietary process. 
The anode size specified by UNLV is 152mm by 262mm. These dimensions were 
selected to minimize the cutting required on the glass blanks and also to ensure that the 
cell bodies would fit on the small milling machine used to make the parts. 
Initial Conceptual Cell Design 
At this project's inception, an initial conceptual cell design was created as a starting 
point upon which future designs could be built. As is documented later in this chapter, 
this initial design would go through two separate evolutions before actual testing was 
commenced. Figure 46 shows this preliminary cell design. 
Figure 46. Initial conceptual design for test cells 
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As shown, the main cell body is made up two halves, which it was expected would be 
constructed of some type of high density plastic. The top half would have a rectangular 
section cut out to fit the anode, which would be set in place using silicone sealant. 
Variable thickness plastic spacers would be used to fix the spacing between the working 
surface of the anode and the PEM thus forming the upper flow channel. A second set of 
spacers of the same thickness as the cathode material would be placed underneath the 
PEM such that the membrane would be squeezed between the two sets of spacers to seal 
the cell while holding the cathode material in place. The lower half of the cell body 
would have three raised bosses of the same thickness as the upper spacers machined 
across it to form the lower flow channels. The two halves of the cell would be clamped 
together using machine screws through the eight holes shown in the upper and lower cell 
halves. 
Uniform flow into the cell would be accomplished by branching a single inlet tube 
into the seven fittings shown on the one piece inlet manifold. The flow would then split 
with half moving through the upper channel and half through the lower with the PEM 
separating the two flows. At the outlet of the cell, the lower flow will consist of 
electrolyte as well as any hydrogen which was produced within the cell. Similarly the 
upper flow will consist of electrolyte plus any oxygen which was produced within the 
cell. To keep the gases separate, the PEM is extended beyond the cell body and is 
clamped between the two piece outlet manifold where the flows exit as separate streams. 
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It is worthwhile to emphasize at this point that the cell shown in the preceding figure 
is only a preliminary conceptual design. As is explained in the subsequent sections of this 
chapter, the final design required many changes due to practical issues. 
Heat Bonded PEM/Cathode Attachment 
One issue which would need to be addressed in any cell of the type described in the 
previous section, is maintaining physical contact between the PEM and the cathode 
material. These materials are shown in Figures 47 and 48 respectively. 
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Figure 47. PEM (Nafion® 117) after hydration and cleaning process 
Figure 48. Platinized titanium mesh used for cathode 
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As shown in the figure, the PEM has no rigidity on its own and will tend to wrinkle or 
pull up from the cathode unless the two are physically attached to one another. One 
possible method of doing this which was explored during the course of this project was 
using heat and pressure to bond the two substrates together. It is worthwhile to note that 
this method as implemented here was not entirely successful and an alternative method 
was ultimately used in the final design. This section is included in this report to document 
the work performed and to provide a starting point for possible future research in this 
area. 
The heat bond process is begun by pre-treating the PEM (in this case Nafion® 117) to 
hydrate the membrane as well as remove any organic deposits which may be present on 
the material. The cleaning process begins by soaking the new membranes in a .5M 
solution of sulphuric acid maintained at 80 °C for 1 hr. After this time, the material is 
moved to a 2% hydrogen peroxide solution (also at 80 °C) and allowed to soak for 
another hour. Finally the material is soaked in high purity de-ionized water maintained at 
the same temperature for an additional hour. The processed membranes are then stored in 
a sealed container containing high-purity de-ionized water until they are needed. It should 
be noted here that although this procedure is documented this section regarding the heat 
bonding process, the cleaning and hydration process described here is performed with all 
new membranes regardless of the method used to attach it to the cathode. 
To minimize waste of both the membrane and cathode material, the size of the 
samples was limited to 3cm square. The cathode material first cleaned with isopropyl 
alcohol and allowed to air dry. The contact surface of the metal substrate is then coated 
with a 10% Nafion dispersion and allowed to dry for 30 min. The liquefied PEM is used 
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to fill the small recesses in the metal, providing good ionic contact between the two 
materials. Figure 49 shows the apparatus used to press the samples. 
Figure 49. Setup used to heat bond PEM/cathode assembly 
As shown, a piece of .8mm thick high temperature silicone sheet is placed in the 
machined recess of the lower aluminum plate. The cathode material is then set on top of 
the silicone layer with the liquid Nafion side facing up. The PEM sample is then placed 
over the cathode material and covered with another layer of the silicone. Pressure is then 
applied to the stack until there is no space visible between the two aluminum press plates. 
In this manner, the amount of pressure applied to the sample is controlled by varying the 
depth of the recess by adding or removing shims beneath the lower layer of silicone. 
Increasing the pressure was shown to improve the adhesion between the materials up to 
the point at which the PEM begins to rupture. Many samples were tested to determine the 
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maximum pressure which could be applied without damaging the sample. The optimal 
recess depth was found to be 2mm and this parameter was fixed at this value for the 
remainder of the tests. Other parameters which were varied were the press temperature 
and the time that the samples were pressed. Figure 50 shows one of the better test 
samples. 
Figure 50. Sample heat bonded PEM cathode assembly 
Several problems were encountered with this method of bonding. In general, the 
samples showed good adhesion and were relatively flat immediately after the test. Upon 
re-hydration at elevated temperatures, however, the bond became less reliable and the 
membranes developed a bubbled appearance due to the expansion of the material as it 
absorbed water. Additionally, the edge exposed to the incoming flow developed a 
wrinkled uneven appearance and tended to lift from the metal cathode. It should be noted 
here that the testing performed here was limited in its scope and many possible solutions 
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were not fully explored due to time constraints and a limited supply of the cathode 
material. For these reasons a complete study could not be performed for this project and 
due to the unreliability of the samples which were tested, this method of bonding was not 
implemented for the final cell design used in this project. 
First Generation Cells 
This section of the report is provided to document the first attempt at construction of 
a working cell designed for the "Hydrogen Solar" anode and the heat bonded 
PEM/cathode assembly. As will be discussed, this first generation of cells was not 
entirely successful but many aspects of the construction were eventually integrated into 
the final working design. Figure 51 shows the first generation cells and manifolds. 
Figure 51. First generation cells and manifolds 
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The first cells were constructed of 13mm thick polycarbonate sheet and were 
designed to use the heat bonded cathode/PEM assembly described in the previous 
section. As shown, the two piece outlet manifold was not implemented at this time and 
the simpler one piece manifold is used at both the inlet and outlet. The decision to use the 
simpler manifold was based upon time constraints and the added complexity involved in 
manufacturing the two piece units. In future tests, if separation of the gases becomes 
necessary the two piece design could be implemented. 
The cells and manifolds are held together using stainless steel machine screws 
threaded into self tapping inserts which are screwed into the plastic. The inserts were a 
beneficial addition which greatly simplified the assembly of the units and were eventually 
carried over to the final design. Problems were encountered however using them in the 
polycarbonate, as this material tended to develop stress cracks around the inserts as 








Figure 52. Stress cracking around threaded insert in polycarbonate cell body 
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The conceptual design shown in figure 46 was additionally modified such that the 
raised bosses machined into the back half of the cell body were replaced with removable 
spacers similar to those used for the top half. This was done to allow the channel depth to 
be adjusted without any additional machining on the cell body. Figure 53 shows a cross 
section of the flow channels for the first generation cells. 
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Figure 53. Cross section of flow channels for first generation cells 
As shown, sealing between the cell bodies and the spacers is provided by .8mm thick 
silicone rubber gasket material. A 1.6mm thick piece of this material is also used to seal 
between the upper and lower sets of spacers. When the cell is assembled and the screws 
tightened, this gasket compresses until the upper and lower spacers clamp the cathode 
material firmly. It was believed that once this solid stop was encountered, additional 
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torque on the screws would not change the channel dimension. This is considered very 
important, as the electrode spacing should be the same every time the cells are assembled 
and not be influenced by slight differences in screw torque. In practice, this design was 
found to be flawed due to the fact that once the spacers contact the cathode/PEM 
assembly, any additional torque applied to the screw puts a bending moment on the upper 
cell body which is transferred the glass photoanode. Several anodes were broken during 
assembly due to this. Additionally, the use of the .8mm silicone gasket material between 
the spacers and the cell body halves adds a considerable degree of uncertainty to the 
electrode spacing. This is due to variations in the distance it compresses depending again 
on the torque applied to the screws. Both of these issues would be addressed in the 
second generation cells. 
Second Generation Cells 
Design 
Due to the problems encountered with the first generation cell design, it was decided 
that a complete rework of the units was required before testing could commence. This 
second generation of cells would build on the knowledge gained from the design and 
construction of the first set. Major changes to the design include, new material, new 
method of cathode/PEM attachment, new method of lead attachment, as well as various 
other improvements. Figures 54 and 55 show the final design of the second generation 
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Figure 54. Second generation cells and manifolds 
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Figure 55. Exploded view of second generation cells 
As shown, the new cells are constructed from CPVC instead of the polycarbonate 
used originally. This material exhibits excellent chemical and temperature resistance and 
is less susceptible to stress cracking than polycarbonate. As mentioned in the chapter 2 
subsection regarding the wetted materials of the test setup, CPVC is already present in 
the system, so its use for the cell bodies has the additional advantage of not introducing 
any new materials into the experiment. With the exception of the PEM, this is true for all 
of the materials used in the new cells and so no new list of wetted materials need be 
presented here. 
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The strength of the new cells is enhanced by the use of 19 mm stock in place of the 
13mm used for the first generation. To reduce the stress on the glass when the cells are 
pressurized, a support bar is run across the face of the anode as shown. It is worthwhile to 
note here that the anode area covered by support bar is already covered by the center 
spacer so its addition causes no reduction in the effective area of the cell. This support 
was added to the design after several anode ruptures occurred during the initial pressure 
testing of the new cells. In future designs, this support would be machined as an integral 
part of the upper cell body instead of being cut as a separate part as shown here. 
To further augment the dimensional stability of the cells, the number of fasteners used 
was also increased and the manifold attachment method was modified to allow the 
manifolds themselves to take some of the bending load off of the anode frame and 
subsequently the anode itself. As shown in figure 56, a 1 mm thick polycarbonate washer 
is placed between the manifold and the cell body at each attachment point. 
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Figure 56. Details of manifold attachment and tracker mount 
The washers provide a positive stop to prevent uneven compression of the gasket 
material while also creating a solid bearing surface between the parts. This prevents the 
unsupported sections of the cell body from creeping under pressure, putting stress on the 
glass. Additional rigidity is imparted to the cell body from the tracker mount attachment 
bracket also shown in figure 56. This piece is made from 38 by 38 by 3 mm steel angle 
which is secured to the lower cell body using machine screws and the previously 
mentioned threaded inserts. 
Shim washers were also added at the fastening points between the two cell halves to 
prevent the anode breakage during assembly described in the previous section. The 
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washers are 1 mm thick and are made of 316 stainless steel. Figure 57 shows the gaskets 
and the shim washers prior to final cell assembly 
Figure 57. Details of PEM retaining clips and cell body gaskets 
As shown, the washers are the same thickness as the cathode/PEM layer and .6 mm 
thinner than the gasket material. This limits the compression of the gasket while 
preventing the bending stress on the anode encountered in the original design. Figure 57 
also demonstrates the replacement of the .8 mm thick silicone gasket between the cell 
body and the spacers with a very thin layer of RTV silicone sealant. Because this layer 
can be made extremely thin, the dimensional changes introduced by uneven compression 
of the solid gasket material are essentially eliminated. 
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Due to the difficulties encountered with the heat bond method of PEM to cathode 
attachment an alternative method was devised for use in the second generation of cells. 
As shown in figure 57 this method uses clips made of .25 mm thick 316 stainless steel 
shim stock to hold the PEM to the cathode material under tension in both directions. This 
is further demonstrated in figure 58. 
Figure 58. PEM/Cathode assembly 
This method of attachment was found to work well, creating a smooth, well defined 
flow channel through the cells while maintaining positive contact between the PEM and 
cathode. Figure 59 shows the upper and lower flow channels formed when the two cell 
halves are brought together in the final assembly process. As shown, the clips present a 
clean edge to the incoming flow. 
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Figure 59. Details of upper and lower flow channels 
In the first generation design, both the anode and cathode leads were attached using a 
silver filled conductive epoxy sealed with RTV silicone. This method was found to work 
well for the anode and was subsequently used for the final cell design. As shown in 
Figure 60, the wires are threaded through the lead holes after the anode is sealed in its 
frame using RTV silicone. After the silicone cures, the ends of the leads can be stripped 
and secured to the gold grid on the anode with the epoxy. After this sets, the joint is 








Figure 60. Details of anode lead attachment 
It is worthwhile to note here that while only one lead is required to complete the 
anode circuit, this design uses one at each end for a total of two. The two leads are then 
joined outside of the cell and this junction is connected to the power supply terminal. 
This, in essence, connects the two sides of the anode in parallel with the voltage source. 
Doing this reduces by half the maximum length that electrons must travel through the 
anode which has relatively high ohmic losses compared to the metal wire. The result is 
that the potential is applied more evenly across the surface of the anode when compared 
to designs using a single lead. 
Final assembly of the cell requires that the PEM/cathode assemblies be positioned 
while feeding the cathode leads through the hole in the lower cell body half. Because of 
this, the cathode lead joints are subjected to much greater stress than those of the anode. 
As was mentioned previously, the first generation cells used the same conductive epoxy 
used for the anode to make the cathode connections. This method was found to be 
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unreliable with many leads breaking off during the final cell assembly process. Because 
of this a new method was used in the final design. This is demonstrated in Figure 61. 
Figure 61. Details of cathode lead attachment 
As shown, leads are attached to the cathodes using a #00 machine screw which is 
threaded into the metal cathode material. The end of the lead wire is stripped and then 
twisted around a mandrel to form a loop which is then soldered closed. The screw is then 
inserted through the loop and tightened to the cathode. The connection is then sealed 
using RTV silicone. It is important that this be done before the PEM is attached to 
prevent contamination of the membrane with the uncured sealant. The resulting joint is 
very robust and is able to withstand the bending and twisting loads placed on it when the 
cells are being assembled. 
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As with the anode, two leads are used for the cathode, although for different reasons. 
The cathode was made in two pieces only because there was not a large enough piece of 
material available to make them as a single unit. With the two piece design, there is no 
internal connection between the two halves so separate leads are necessary. In the event 
that additional cells were to be constructed, the cathode would be constructed using a 
single piece of the mesh material with a single lead. Because the electrical conductivity 
of the cathode material is so much higher than that of the anode, there is little benefit to 
adding a second lead to a one piece cathode. 
Construction and Final Units 
Construction of the final cells was begun in June of 2008 with a total of two cells 
being built to allow for simultaneous testing of cells using different spacer thicknesses. 
To ensure interchangeability between units, the plastic parts were manufactured using a 
Taig® CNC micro mill. High speed steel tooling was utilized and no coolant was used to 
prevent chemical contamination of the parts. Figure 62 shows the machining of one of the 
four manifolds. 
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Figure 62. Machining the manifolds 
Figure 63 shows the finished cathode assembly prior to final cell assembly. The 
sealing gaskets are initially cut oversize. These are then trimmed after the two cell halves 
are assembled. 
r 
Figure 63. Cathode assembly prior to anode placement 
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As shown, the PEM is held tightly against the cathode material with no visible 
wrinkles. 
Figure 64 shows a close up of the flow channels using the thicker (1.6mm) spacers 
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Figure 64. Flow channels on finished cells 
The figure demonstrates the clean leading edge of the PEM/cathode assembly when 
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Figure 65. Fully assembled cells with manifolds 
The figure shows the installed manifolds with the 12 into 1 tubing and thermistor 
housings installed. Also shown are the two lower halves of the tubing insulating sheaths. 
These were designed to minimize changes in the fluid temperature between the cell inlet 
and outlet and the point at which the measurements are made. To further facilitate this, 
the length of the 12 into 1 tubing is kept as small as possible without kinking the tubing. 
The sheaths are constructed of 50mm thick Styrofoam with recesses cut to fit the tubing 
and thermistor housings. The outside surfaces are covered with reflective aluminum tape 
to protect the Styrofoam and to minimize temperature changes due to incident solar 
radiation. Figure 66 shows the finished cells with the sheaths installed, mounted on the 
tracking unit during one of the initial test runs. 
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Figure 66. Finished cells with manifolds installed on tracker 
The new cells were first run under pressure in the Fall of 2008. Throughout the 
preliminary testing phase, they performed as designed, with no leaks or ruptures 
observed. Since this time they have been running continuously for approximately 8 
months with ambient temperatures ranging from 35° to 0° C. Electrolyte temperatures 
have been elevated to 60 ° C and the cells have been pressurized to 35 kPa over ambient 
for extended periods with no adverse effects. Internal lead connections are tested for 
continuity after each test and no problems have been encountered thus far. The cell 
channel dimensions appear consistent and there have been no observed instances of 
contact between the PEM and the glass anode even with the smaller (.8mm) spacers. 
Overall, the second generation design has proven to be a robust platform for on-sun 





Upon completion of the experimental facility and cells, informal testing was 
commenced in the Fall of 2008. These first tests were designed primarily to get a general 
feel as to how the cells would respond to changes in the various inputs while at the same 
time exposing any deficiencies in the measurement and control system. Initially, it was 
not known what kind of performance to expect from the cells, as no literature was found 
documenting this type of testing. Issues such as determining instrument measuring ranges 
and meaningful parameter levels would all need to be addressed before the formal testing 
could commence. As a starting point, initial "educated guess" values were used and then 
refined based upon the observed results. 
Very early on, it was determined that the cell response was more transient than had 
been anticipated. This fact led to the design of a much longer duration test than what had 
originally been planned for. Instead of multiple parametric changes being possible over 
the course of a given test day, tests were structured such that a single combination of 
parameters would be tested per day with minimal system disturbance. This approach is 
based upon the assumption that if the weather is clear and the tests are conducted at the 
same times each day within a few days of one another, then the solar insolation should be 
similar between tests. By this logic, cell current at 10:30 on day one under one set of 
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parametric inputs can be compared directly to cell current at 10:30 on day two under a 
different combination of input parameters. Because spectral data are being collected 
during each test, the validity of this assumption can be checked as will be demonstrated 
in the next section. The conclusions drawn from the early tests are listed below 
(1) The cells produce a small but measurable photocurrent. 
(2) The cells also produce a significant dark current. 
(3) The transient nature of the cells would require the individual tests to be longer 
than had been initially anticipated. 
(4) Variations of the input parameters were found to result in measurable changes in 
the cell current. 
(5) The input parameters can be controlled with reasonable accuracy over the course 
of an extended test. 
(6) The solar insolation is consistent enough on clear days to allow for direct 
comparison of data collected on different days. Additionally, if the test time is 
centered around solar noon, the solar insolation changes very little over the course 
of the experiment. 
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(7) The system pH was observed to fluctuate between 5.4 and 4.9 over the range of 
temperatures and resistivities tested. 
(8) Anode degradation rate, while initially fast, levels off after the cells have been 
operating for a few months. 
These basic conclusions created during this initial observational period form the basis 
for the formal test procedure presented in the subsequent sections of this writing. 
Final Test Series 
Test Structure 
The final test series was designed based upon insights gained from the initial tests. 
This series involves a total of 4 parameters (corrected resistivity, flow, temperature, 
electrode spacing), with two levels apiece. To reduce the number of required tests, the 
effect of the electrode spacing is investigated by concurrently testing two cells with 
different spacer thicknesses on opposite sides of the tracker. This effectively reduces the 
number of parameters from 4 to 3 while providing the same data. The West cell uses a 
spacing of d=.8mm whereas the spacing for the East cell is set as d= 1.6mm. A full 
factorial set of experiments for this situation consists of a total of 8 tests and would 
explore every possible combination of parameter settings. The anodic potential will be 
swept through a range of values for each test while the cathodic potential remains fixed. 
Additionally, each combination of parameter settings will be run once with the cells 
covered (dark) and once with the cells uncovered (light), for a total of 16 days of testing. 
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This method allows direct comparison of the total current and dark current for any 
combination of input parameters and allows for calculation of the photocurrent by taking 













































Table 1. Test matrix for final series 
The values for high and low parameter levels shown in the preceding table were 
selected based upon observations made during the initial testing phase. The low flow 
value was selected to be as near as possible to the static case while still providing reliable 
temperature control. For simplicity, the high value was selected to be twice this. The 
high/low values for temperature were selected based upon the observed limits of the 
temperature control system. On warmer days, the cooler was able to maintain the inlet at 
a minimum of 35.0 °C with the cells uncovered. For this reason, the low setting was set at 
this value. The high setting was limited by the system materials. Although the system had 
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been tested up to temperatures of 60 °C, for issues of reliability a lower value of 51.7 °C 
was used instead for this setting. The low level for the corrected resistivty was selected 
such that it is the same as that for commercially available distilled water which is around 
.5 M-ohm cm. Again, for simplicity, the high value is selected to be twice this number. It 
is worthwhile to mention here that although two resistivity values (absolute and 
temperature corrected) are measured and the system allows for control of either, the 
temperature corrected value is a better measure of impurities in the system and thus is the 
value which is controlled for these tests. 
The cathode potential will be fixed at -500mV relative to the SHE for all tests. Due to 
the fact that the metal cathode is not the photoactive side of the cell, it is considered of 
secondary importance compared to the anode. For this reason it was felt that fixing this 
potential at a value sufficient to cause the reduction reaction under all test conditions 
would allow for a better analysis of the anode. The cathodic potential is set based upon 
the pH values observed during the initial test phase. pH data is collected during the final 
test series to validate this assumption. The minimum potential for the hydrogen evolution 
reaction can be expressed as a function of pH and Kelvin temperature TK using the 
Nernst equation. 
nH+/H2 _ X V / / / 2 p Pn (11) 
Where E° is the standard potential (defined as zero at all temperatures for this reaction), R 
is the gas constant, and F is Faraday's constant. 
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Figure 68 shows equation 12 as a function of pH for the high and low temperatures 
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Figure 67. Variation of Nernst potential with pH for test high and low temperatures 
The figure demonstrates that for the range of pH expected, a potential of -500m V will 
be thermodynamically sufficient for the cathodic reaction to occur at both the high and 
low temperatures. This value is actually in excess of the theoretical minimum to allow for 
any overpotentials present in the system. 
Unlike the cathode potential which is fixed, the potential at the anode will be swept 
through a range of values during each experiment. Initially, it was thought that this input 
would be treated as a two level high/low parameter. For this case, the number of tests for 
a full factorial series doubles from 8 to 16. This makes for a total of 32 tests including the 
dark runs. While it is not unthinkable to have 16 clear days in a row during summertime 
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in the southwestern United States, the actual testing was conducted in February and 
March when the likelihood of this is small. Sweeping the potential for each combination 
of parametric settings provides more information from each individual test as well as 
reducing the number of test days required for a complete series. 
The anodic voltage is initially set at the same potential as the cathode (-500mV) such 
that the initial AV across the cell is near zero. Over the course of the test, this potential is 
made more positive in lOOmV increments 15 minutes apart. These values were selected 
such that the test could be completed in a reasonable amount of time (3.5 hrs) and that the 
final AV across the cell would be near the 1.23V standard potential for the anode 
reaction. 
Formal Test Procedure 
Due to the time dependent nature of the testing, in order to directly compare results 
from different days, it is critical that test events occur at the same time for each 
experiment. For this reason, a standard form was created which is filled out during each 
test to ensure the uniformity of the test series. The formal procedure dictated by the form 
is as follows. 
Evening Before Test: 
(1) The electrolyte flowrate is set at the value which will be used for the experiment. 
(2) The inlet temperature is set at the test value. 
(3) The reference cell temperature is set at the same value as the inlet. 
I l l 
(4) The temperature corrected resistivity is set a t . 1 M-ohm cm below the test value. 
The parameter is set below the test value the evening before because it tends to 
increase sharply then leveling off about .08 M-ohm cm higher than the start value 
when the nitrogen injection is commenced on the morning of the test. 
(5) The cathode voltage is set to -500mV relative to SHE with the cell cathode leads 
connected. 
(6) The anode sweep parameters are entered into the Keithly sourcemeter and the 
trigger set. At this point the anode leads are still disconnected. 
DayofTest8:00AM: 
(1) The laptop computer is rebooted. 
(2) A resistance measurement is made across the anode with a digital multimeter. 
This is done as a measure of the deterioration of the anode surface. It had been 
observed early on that a drastic change in this resistance would often precede 
failure of the anode. The values were found to be relatively constant over the 
course of the tests with the West cell reading near 1.0 ohm and the East cell 
reading near 1.2 ohm. 
(3) The nitrogen injection is started. 
(4) Any required final adjustments to the flow, voltage, or temperature are made. 
(5) The spectroradiometer software is started and a reading is taken with the sensor 
aperture covered to check the dark response. The instrument is zeroed if 
necessary. 
(6) The spectroradiometer sensor is uncovered 
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(7) The old datalogger file is deleted automatically creating a new one with a start 
time of 8:00AM 
Day of Test 9:00AM: 
(1) The temperature corrected resistivity is set at its final test value. 
Day of Test 9:45 AM: 
(1) All parameters are checked for stability at their respective setpoints at this time. If 
the system is not stable the test must be aborted at this time. 
(2) The spectrometer data collection is started. The unit is set to record a snapshot of 
the spectrum every 15 s throughout the remainder of the test. 
(3) The cells are uncovered if the test is to be light. 
Day of Test 10:00 AM: 
(1) The anodic voltage sweep is started. 
(2) The anode leads are connected 
Day of Test 10:30AM-1:30PM: 
(1) The system is allowed to run, with checks made every Vi hour. Notes are made 
regarding weather conditions and system operation at each checkpoint. 
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Day of Test 1:3 0PM (end of test): 
(1) Spectroradiometer collection is stopped. 
(2) The logger data file is moved to the new folder, ending the test. 
Post Test Procedure: 
(1) The cathode leads are checked for continuity. This cannot be measured directly 
with a multimeter as there is no internal electrical connection between the two 
cathode halves. Instead, the cells are uncovered and the current is observed with 
both cathode leads attached and then with only one. If the current decreases by 
approximately half between the two cases, both cathode connections are assumed 
to be good. 
(2) The anode resistance is checked and recorded as it was at the start of the test. 
Solar Spectrum Measurements 
The final test series was conducted from late February to mid March in 2009. 
Illuminated tests were run only on exceptionally clear days to provide good consistency 
between experiments. Figures 68-75 show the measured solar intensity as a function of 
time and wavelength for the 8 illuminated tests. The MATLAB code used to generate the 
surface plots as well as all other algorithms used in the analysis are included in Appendix 
C. 
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Solar Spectrum for Light Test 1 
1.5 
3 14 
Hour of Test 0 300 Wavelength (nm) 
Figure 68. Solar intensity vs. time and wavelength for Test 1 
Solar Spectrum for Light Test 2 
i^tShy,. 
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Figure 69. Solar intensity vs. time and wavelength for Test 2 
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Solar Spectrum for Light Test 3 
Figure 70. Solar intensity vs. time and wavelength for Test 3 
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Figure 73. Solar intensity vs. time and wavelength for Test 6 
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Solar Spectrum for Light Test 7 
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Figure 74. Solar intensity vs. time and wavelength for Test 7 
Solar Spectrum for Light Test 8 
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Figure 75. Solar intensity vs. time and wavelength for Test 8 
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The figures demonstrate that the intensity is relatively constant over the course of the 
individual tests as well as being consistent between tests run on different days. This 
consistency supports the notion that direct comparison of results from tests on different 
days can be a valid approach. The 3d surface plots of the spectral data shown in figures 
68-75 are useful for qualitatively comparing the general shapes of the curves for the 
various tests but due to the large amount of data they represent, direct quantitative 
comparison between tests in a given series is difficult. To circumvent this problem, an 
algorithm was created using MATLAB which compares the raw spectral intensity data J 
for a single test at timestep i, to data at timestep j . The mismatch of the two spectra for 
any combination of i and j can be quantified using equation 13. 
s. .=YL/. >-./., 
k=\ 
(13) 
Where k is a counter related to wavelength and the maximum value of 5 corresponds to 
the worst case mismatch for a given test. The algorithm tests every possible combination 
of i and j and finds the two times which maximize 8 for any single test day. Figures 76-83 
show the worst case spectra for each individual test and the times at which each was 
measured. 
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Figure 76. Maximum spectral mismatch for Test 1 
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Figure 77. Maximum spectral mismatch for Test 2 
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Figure 78. Maximum spectral mismatch for Test 3 
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Figure 79. Maximum spectral mismatch for Test 4 
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Figure 80. Maximum spectral mismatch for Test 5 
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Figure 81. Maximum spectral mismatch for Test 6 
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Worst Case Spectral Difference For Test 7 
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Figure 82. Maximum spectral mismatch for Test 7 
Worst Case Spectral Difference For Test 8 
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Figure 83. Maximum spectral mismatch for Test 8 
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Table 2 summarizes the integrated values for the worst case spectral mismatch for 


















































Table 2. Integrated values for worst case spectral differences 
The data indicates that the flux over the course of any test was relatively constant 
with the worst mismatch of 10% occurring during test 7. Additionally, figures 78-84 
demonstrate that much of the mismatch occurs above 600nm beyond which the photons 
are considered to be of insufficient energy for photo-absorption by the anode in any 
event. 
In addition to the comparison of spectra collected during a single test day, another 
measure of solar consistency for the series is a comparison of spectra measured at a given 
time on two different test days. As before, a MATLAB algorithm was implemented to 
compare spectra from test m and n at time i using equation 14. 
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r) = ^ 1 / — / 
m,n,i / J\ m,i,k n,i,l k=\ 
(14) 
The result, 5m,n,i , is a measure of the dissimilarity of the spectrum between tests m 
and n at time i. The maximum value of a corresponds to the worst case spectral mismatch 
between tests for any time in the test series. The algorithm compares every possible 
combination of m and n for all times to find this maximum. The routine then outputs the 
two test numbers which produced the maximum and the time at which they occurred. For 
the series presented here, the worst correlation occurred between tests 1 and 5 at 
12:46:24. The integrated difference between the two spectra was 57 W/m2 for an 
approximate mismatch of 9%. As was the case with the single test comparisons, much of 
the mismatch occurs above 600 nm where there is no absorption. The two worst case 
spectra are shown in Figure 84. 
Worst Case Spectral Difference For Series 
Test 1 at 12:46:24 PM 
— Test 5 at 12:46:24 PM 
500 600 700 
Wavelength (nm) 
Figure 84. Maximum spectral mismatch between tests conducted on different days 
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Based upon the preceding analysis it is concluded that it is not an unreasonable 
assumption that the solar input may be treated as a constant for the series. From this, it 
can be surmised that any observed variations in the cell currents are not due to changes in 
this input. To quantify the solar input for the series, the results for the 8 lighted tests in 
the series were averaged at each wavelength to produce an average series spectrum. 
Figures 85 and 86 show the average spectrum compared to the two standards discussed in 
chapter 1. 
Figure 85. Average series spectrum compared to AM 1.5 Dir+Circ 
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Average Spectrum for Series vs AM 1.5 Global Tilt 
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Figure 86. Average series spectrum compared to AM 1.5 Global Tilt 
The preceding figures demonstrate a relatively good correlation between the average 
series spectrum and the two standards. The integrated results are summarized in table 3. 
Spectra 
Series Average 
AM 1.5 Direct+Circumsolar 






Integrated % Difference 




Table 3. Integrated values for series average and reference spectra 
Controlled Input Parameters 
As was discussed in chapter 2 the experimental setup is designed to control several 
system parameters. As with any control system there will always be some deviation from 
the parameter setpoint due to external disturbances. The purpose of this section is to 
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quantify these deviations for the various input parameters being controlled for this 
experiment. 
Due to the large amount of parametric data collected over the 16 tests in the series 
direct presentation of all of the measurements is not practical. To condense the results to 
a more manageable form, an average series setpoint deviation for a specific controlled 
input parameter is defined using equation 15. 
a = & 
G <15) 
Where Xg)j is the measured parameter value for test g at time i, yg is the setpoint for test 
g, and G is the number of tests in the series (in this case 16). Figures 87-92 show the 
average series setpoint deviation for the controlled parameters. 
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Figure 87. Series average setpoint deviation for inlet temperature 
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Figure 89. Series average setpoint deviation for West flow 
Figure 90. Series average setpoint deviation for East flow 
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Figure 91. Series average setpoint deviation for temp corrected resistivity 
Average Setpoint Deviation of Cathode Potential 
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Figure 92. Series average setpoint deviation for cathode potential 
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Table 4 summarizes the maximum and time averaged series setpoint deviations for 
the various controlled parameters. 
Parameter 
Inlet Temp 












.005 MQ cm 
.9mV 
Time Averaged Mean 






.003 MQ, cm 
.6mV 
Table 4. Maximum and time averaged mean values of avg series setpoint deviation 
The preceding figures demonstrate relatively good parametric control for the test 
series. Based upon this analysis it is considered a reasonable assumption that any 
observed variations in the cell currents are not due to unwanted deviations of the various 
input parameters from their respective setpoints. 
Other Input Parameters 
In addition to the directly controlled parameters discussed in the previous section, 
measurements are also made of other parameters which influence cell performance but 
are not actively controlled. These inputs, (pH and absolute resistivity) are assumed to 
vary predictably with changes in other inputs (temperature and temperature corrected 
resistivity) and are therefore not treated as formal input parameters themselves. The 
purpose of this section is to demonstrate the validity of these assumptions beginning with 
the absolute resistivity. 
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As was mentioned previously, the testing system allows for control of either absolute 
resistively or a temperature corrected value. The two measurements are required due to 
the fact that the absolute resistivity can vary by either of two mechanisms. First, a change 
in the concentration of the dissolved ionic species will cause changes in absolute 
resistivity. Second, changes in the mobility of the dissolved ionic species (as with 
temperature variation) will cause variations as well. The temperature corrected 
measurement is designed to compensate for changes in ion mobility due to temperature 
variations and is thus a measurement of system impurities alone. Because of this, the 
absolute resistivity of the system should be fully described by the corrected resistivity 
value and the temperature, both of which are actively controlled. This being the case, the 
measurement should be relatively constant for each of the four possible combinations of 
corrected resistivity and temperature tested for this series. Figure 97 shows the time 
varying series average values of the absolute resistivity for each of these four 
combinations. 
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Series Average Absolute Resistivity 
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Figure 93. Series average absolute resistivity for the four cases 
Figures 94-97 show the time varying standard deviation for each the four cases 
presented in figure 93. 
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Series Standard Deviation for Absolute Resistivity 
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Figure 97. Time varying series standard deviation of absolute resistivity 
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Table 5 summarizes the maximum series standard deviation and time averaged mean 





Cor Res= 1.000 (M-ohm cm) 
Temp=51.7C 
Cor Res= 1.000 (M-ohm cm) 
Temp=35.0 C 
Cor Res=.500 (M-ohm cm) 
Temp=51.7C 




.012 (M-ohm cm) 
.012 (M-ohm cm) 
.010 (M-ohm cm) 
.007 (M-ohm cm) 
Time Averaged 
Mean 
of Series Average 
Absolute Resistivity 
.803 (M-ohm cm) 
.573 (M-ohm cm) 
.400 (M-ohm cm) 
.291 (M-ohm cm) 
Table 5. Maximum std deviation and time averaged mean values for abs resistivity 
The data suggests that, while level of consistency for the absolute resistivity is 
acceptable, there would appear to be some source of deviation between tests of similar 
temperature and corrected resistivity setpoints. Given that the control of these parameters 
was shown to be quite good (Figures 87 and 91) it is improbable that these discrepancies 
were caused by deviation from the setpoints during the individual tests. Further analysis 
of the data has shown that in general, for four tests at a given inlet temperature and 
corrected resistivity setting, tests conducted at like flowrates will agree better than those 
run at different settings. This seeming flow dependency can be explained based upon the 
locations in the system at which the measurements are made. The system is constructed 
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such that there is a considerable distance between the tank and the point where the inlet 
temperature is measured. As a consequence of this, at the lower flowrates, there is greater 
time for heat transfer to the ambient between the tank and the point at which the inlet 
temperature measurement is made. For this reason, the temperature in the tank (and 
subsequently at the resistivity sensor) will generally be higher for a lower flowrate at a 
given inlet temperature setpoint. This means that there will be a difference that increases 
inversely with flowrate between the measured inlet temperature which is used for control 
and the temperature measured at the resistivity sensor which is used for temperature 
compensation. By definition, this difference should have no effect on the temperature 
corrected resistivity, which is solely a measure of ion concentrations in the system. The 
data shows this to be the case. The absolute resistivity however, will be effected by 
differences in temperature at the measurement point. This effect is also consistent with 
the measured data. In essence, the observed discrepancies are caused by the assumption 
that the temperature measured at the resistivity sensor is the same as the cell inlets. By 
this logic, if the discrepancies are in fact caused by flowrate induced temperature 
differences, then regardless of the absolute resistivity measured at the sensor, the absolute 
resistivity at the cell inlet will be the same for any tests of like corrected resistivity and 
inlet temperature setpoints. This assumption holds as long as the inlet temperatures are 
consistent between the four tests, which was shown to be the case. 
Based upon this analysis it is expected that the deviations shown in Figures 94-97 are 
actually much smaller at the cell inlets, which is the point in the system at which 
consistency is critical. It is important to recognize at this point that while it is the 
temperature corrected resistivity which is actively controlled for these tests, the absolute 
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resistivity will determine the internal cell resistance. For this reason, meaningful 
comparison of tests at different flowrates requires that this parameter be fully described 
by the other two controlled inputs. From the arguments presented in this section, this is 
assumed to be the case. 
As with the absolute resistivity, the pH of the system is a parameter which is not 
actively controlled during the experiment but is instead assumed to be fully described by 
the corrected resistivity and inlet temperature. Figure 98 shows the time varying series 
average values of pH for each of the four possible combinations of these variables. 
Figure 98. Series average pH for the four cases 
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Figures 99-102 show the time varying standard deviation for each the four cases 
presented in figure 98. 
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Figure 102. Time varying series standard deviation of pH 
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Table 6. Maximum std deviation and time averaged mean values for pH 
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The data shown in Table 6 demonstrates an acceptable level of correlation between 
pH and the two controlled parameters, temperature and corrected resistivity. As was the 
case with the absolute resistivity, the pH is assumed to be fully described by fixing these 
inputs. Based upon this argument, any observed changes in current between tests of like 
temperature and corrected resistivity settings are assumed not to be caused by differences 
in pH. Similarly, for comparisons between tests of dissimilar setpoints, differences in pH 
are considered to be the result of differences in either (or both) of these controlled inputs 
and their effect on cell performance is not analyzed separately. 
In addition to the preceding conclusions, the pH data collected for the test series 
demonstrate that the level selected for the cathodic potential setpoint is in fact valid. 
Comparison of the mean values listed in Table 6 to the plot of the Nernst potentials 
shown in Figure 67, demonstrate that the -500mV used for the cathode potential setpoint 




TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
Test Results 
The raw data for the test series described in the previous chapter are presented in the 
following figures. For clarity, data for each set of input parameters is expressed using 
three separate plots. The first figure shows the time varying anodic potential for the light 
and dark test days. The next figure shows the time varying currents (light and dark) for 
the West cell (d=.8mm) for a specific set of input parameter setpoints. The final plot 
shows the same data for the East cell (d=1.6mm). 
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Test 1 was run with a flowrate of 300 ml/min, an inlet temperature of 35.0 °C, and a 
corrected resistivity of 1.000 M-ohm cm. The light and dark tests were conducted on 03-
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Figure 103. Test 1 anode potential 
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Test 1 Current for East Cell 
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Figure 105. Test 1 currents for East cell (d=1.6mm) 
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Test 2 was run with a flowrate of 300 ml/min, an inlet temperature of 51.7 °C, and a 
corrected resistivity of 1.000 M-ohm cm. The light and dark tests were conducted on 03-
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Figure 106. Test 2 anode potential 
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Test 2 Current for West Cell 
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Figure 107. Test 2 currents for West cell (d=.8mm) 
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Figure 108. Test 2 currents for East cell (d=1.6mm) 
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Test 3 was run with a flowrate of 150 ml/min, an inlet temperature of 51.7 °C, and a 
corrected resistivity of 1.000 M-ohm cm. The light and dark tests were conducted on 03-
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Figure 109. Test 3 anode potential 
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Figure 110. Test 3 currents for West cell (d=.8mm) 
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Figure 111. Test 3 currents for East cell (d=l .6mm) 
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Test 4 was run with a flowrate of 150 ml/min, an inlet temperature of 35.0 °C, and a 
corrected resistivity of 1.000 M-ohm cm. The light and dark tests were conducted on 03-
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Figure 112. Test 4 anode potential 
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Test 4 Current for West Cell 
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Figure 113. Test 4 currents for West cell (d=.8mm) 
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Figure 114. Test 4 currents for East cell (d=l .6mm) 
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Test 5 was run with a flowrate of 150 ml/min, an inlet temperature of 35.0 °C, and a 
corrected resistivity of .500 M-ohm cm. The light and dark tests were conducted on 03-
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Figure 115. Test 5 anode potential 
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Test 5 Current for West Cell 
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Figure 116. Test 5 currents for West cell (d=.8mm) 
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Figure 117. Test 5 currents for East cell (d= 1.6mm) 
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Test 6 was run with a flowrate of 150 ml/min, an inlet temperature of 51.7 °C, and a 
corrected resistivity of .500 M-ohm cm. The light and dark tests were conducted on 03-
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Figure 118. Test 6 anode potential 
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Figure 119. Test 6 currents for West cell (d=.8mm) 
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Figure 120. Test 6 currents for East cell (d=l .6mm) 
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Test 7 was run with a flowrate of 300 ml/min, an inlet temperature of 51.7 °C, and a 
corrected resistivity of .500 M-ohm cm. The light and dark tests were conducted on 03-
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Figure 121. Test 7 anode potential 
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Figure 122. Test 7 currents for West cell (d=.8mm) 
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Figure 123. Test 7 currents for East cell (d=1.6mm) 
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Test 8 was run with a flowrate of 300 ml/min, an inlet temperature of 35.0 °C, and a 
corrected resistivity of .500 M-ohm cm. The light and dark tests were conducted on 03-
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Figure 124. Test 8 anode potential 
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Test 8 Current for West Cell 
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Figure 126. Test 8 currents for East cell (d= 1.6mm) 
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The data for the series shows that both cells produce a small but measurable 
photocurrent at all of the parametric setpoint combinations tested. Additionally, the plots 
of the anode potential demonstrate that the light and dark sweeps were essentially 
identical with the exception of illuminated tests 6 and 7. The data for these two 
experiments demonstrate an anomaly which was encountered on illuminated tests using 
this combination of temperature and resistivity. Instead of the well defined steps shown 
for the other tests, the potential seems to hang between 11:15 and 11:45, rising to its 
correct value at the 11:45 sweep increment. These experiments were run twice on non-
consecutive test days with the same effect occurring at the same sweep increments. 
Additionally, the measurements were checked against a separate voltmeter with these 
measurements agreeing well with the values being recorded with the datalogger. Based 
upon this, it is believed that the measurement itself is correct and that the deviation from 
the programmed sweep increments is caused by the anode creating its own potential at 
these parameter settings. This potential is superimposed on top of the potential of the 
power supply causing the observed effect. The causes of this additional anodic potential 
at these settings are beyond the scope of this report and since the anomaly is in fact a real 
effect inherent to these parametric settings, its effect on the measured current (which 
based upon the trends for other tests is expected to be small) is included in the analysis. 
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Analysis 
Quantifying Test Results 
The photocurrent produced for each set of input parameters is calculated by taking the 
difference of the light and dark currents for each cell. To remove the transient spikes 
occurring at the voltage sweep increment points, the data was processed with a filtering 
algorithm after the difference was calculated from the raw data presented in the previous 
section. Figures 127-134 show the time varying photocurrent for each of the 8 tests. 
Figure 127. Photocurrent for Test 1 
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Figure 128. Photocurrent for Test 2 
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Figure 129. Photocurrent for Test 3 
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Figure 130. Photocurrent for Test 4 
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Figure 131. Photocurrent for Test 5 
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Figure 132. Photocurrent for Test 6 
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Figure 134. Photocurrent for Test 8 
As an overall measure of the effectiveness of a given set of parametric inputs, the 
positive values of the photocurrents presented in figures 127-134 are integrated over the 
duration of the experiment (10:00AM-1:30PM). Negative values or instances where the 
dark current was larger than the illuminated value are not considered. This integration 
gives the total positive photo induced charge moved through the cell during the test in 
millicoulombs and is directly proportional to the total amount of hydrogen produced for a 
given set of inputs. It is this integrated value which will be used to gauge the impact of 
parametric changes on cell performance. Table 7 summarizes the values calculated for 


































































Table 7. Total charge transfer for light and dark tests and PPCT 
The uncertainty for the integrated values shown in the preceding figure can be 
estimated based upon the uncertainty in the two current measurement used calculate 
them. For the range being measured, this is estimated to be .004 mA for both the light and 
dark tests based upon the analysis presented in Appendix C. Based upon this, the 
uncertainty in the integrated values is calculated to be ±3 millicoulombs. 
Effects of Single Parameter Variations 
To quantify the effects of changes to each input parameter, the change in the positive 
photo charge transfer between tests with 3 of the 4 inputs at the same level are plotted as 
a function of the fourth input. As an example, a comparison of the West cell for tests 1 
and 4 gives the effect of flowrate on a cell with constant electrode spacing, temperature 
and resistivity/Similarly, comparison of the East and West cells for test 1 gives the effect 
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of electrode spacing on a cell with constant temperature, flowrate, and resistivity. Figure 
135 shows the variation of the PPCT between tests where only the flow is changed. 
Figure 135. Variation of PPCT between tests where only flow is changed 
The figure shows that with the exception of the West cell between tests 5 and 8, there 
is very little change in the PPCT with flow rate. Additionally, the data demonstrates a 
slightly positive slope for all tests conducted at the higher resistivty setting and a slightly 
negative slope for those conducted at the lower setpoint. This grouping of the data 
suggests a combined effect (albeit a relatively weak one) between these two input 
parameters. The comparison between tests 5 and 8 for the West cell follows the same 
general trend as the rest of the data taken at the lower resistivity setpoint but the slope is 
much more pronounced. The fact that the charge transfer for the west cell during Test 8 is 
so much higher than the trend of the other curves suggest that it should be implies that 
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this configuration should most likely be retested to double check this result. The results 

































Table 8. Changes in PPCT due to flow 
As was done with the flow rate, a similar comparison is performed for the cell inlet 
temperature. Figure 136 shows the variation of the positive photo charge transfer between 
tests where only the temperature is varied. 
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Figure 136. Variation of PPCT between tests where only temp is changed 
Again, with the exception of Test 8 for the West cell, the data trends are quite 
consistent. With the aforementioned exception, all of the curves show decidedly positive 
slope for this parameter change. It is worthwhile to emphasize here that, while it is 
intuitive that both of the cell currents (light and dark) should increase with temperature 
due to the lower absolute resistivity and the reduction of the Gibbs energy, the results 
presented here are based upon a difference between the light and dark tests. This being 
the case, the results presented in Figure 136 indicate that the impact of the increase in 
temperature is different for the light and dark runs. The reasons for this are less intuitive 
and beyond the scope of this report, but the data suggests this to be the case. The results 


































Table 9. Changes in PPCT due to temperature 
As with the previous two inputs, a similar analysis can be performed with respect to 
the temperature corrected resistivity. Figure 143 shows the variation of the PPCT 
between tests where only this parameter is varied. 
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Figure 137. Variation of PPCT between tests where only corrected res is changed 
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The data demonstrate a strong negative trend to changes in this parameter for all test 
combinations. Again, it is expected that both light and dark currents will vary inversely 
with the resistivity, but as was the case with temperature, the data shows that the effect is 

































Table 10. Changes in PPCT due to corrected resistivity 
The same type of analysis as in the previous 3 cases can be applied to the fourth and 
final input, electrode spacing. It is worthwhile to mention at this point that this 
comparison is slightly different in nature than the other three previously mentioned cases. 
Instead of being a comparison of the same cell for tests on different days this is a 
comparison between different cells of different electrode spacing for tests conducted on 
the same day. The end result is the same but the process is slightly different. Figure 144 
shows the variation of the PPCT between tests where only the electrode spacing is varied. 
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Figure 138. Variation of PPCT between tests where only spacing is changed 
Again, with the exception of the one suspect test, the data is quite uniform, showing a 
consistent positive slope for all combinations. An important point which should be 
considered when comparing tests between cells of dissimilar electrode spacing is that for 
this series, the effect of changes to this variable is twofold. First, reducing the electrode 
spacing will reduce the overall ohmic resistance of the cell which is the main reason that 
this parameter is being studied. In addition to this main effect, however, a reduction of 
this spacing will also result in a higher average electrolyte velocity through the cell for a 
given flowrate. This higher average velocity results in a lower residence time for the ions 
involved in the reaction and will tend to reduce the current. It is speculated that this effect 
is dominant over the reduction in cell resistances caused by the reduced spacing, and is 
believed to be the cause of the preference for the large electrode spacing (d=1.6mm) 
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shown in Figure 138. Table 11 provides estimates of the residence times for each of the 










Table 11. Estimated residence times for four cases tested 
Future tests could be conducted such that the volumetric flowrates are scaled in such 
a way that the average velocities through the cells (and thus the residence times) would 
not vary with the electrode spacing. Implementation of this was considered for this test 
series but since this is one of the first series and knowledge of the actual velocity profiles 
within the cells are yet unknown, it was deemed too complicated an endeavor at this 
stage. For this study, the aforementioned effects of changes to the electrode spacing are 
taken as a whole and no effort is made to distinguish between the two. The results shown 

































Table 12. Changes in PPCT due to electrode spacing 
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To quantify the effects of the single parameter changes shown in Figures 135-138, the 
average change in the PPCT is calculated for the 8 comparisons shown in each figure. 
This average is used as the final measure of the effectiveness of variations to the 
individual inputs. 
To verify that the final results were not skewed by the possible bad data point caused 
by Test 8 for the West cell, these average values were calculated once for the complete 
data set and then again with the comparisons to the suspect test omitted. Very little 
difference was observed in the results and all subsequent results presented here are based 
upon the complete test series. Figures 139 and 140 show the average change in the PPCT 
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Figure 139. Average change in PPCT (mC) due to variations of the four inputs 
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Figure 140. Average change in PPCT (percent) due to variations of the four inputs 
The results expressed in the preceding two figures demonstrate that within the ranges 
of parameter settings tested, reducing corrected resistivity has by far the greatest impact 
on the cell performance with an average increase in PPCT of 30%. Increases in 
temperature as well as electrode spacing were also found to increase this value although 
to a lesser extent. The change in PPCT due to variations in these two parameters was 
shown to be 14 and 8 percent respectively. The increase in fiowrate was found to have a 
net positive effect on charge transfer. This being the case, the average 1% increase 
calculated is considered to be within the range of error of the experiment and overall 
there was shown to be no strong preference for one level or the other. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
The project described in this work was begun with very specific goals in mind. The 
original idea was the construction an outdoor test facility where various photoanodes 
produced by UNLV's industrial partner "Hydrogen Solar" could be tested under realistic 
operating conditions. The work conducted at the university was expected to be conducted 
in parallel with the laboratory tests being performed at the company's Henderson, NV 
facility. Since the time of the project's inception, the focus of the research being 
conducted by Hydrogen Solar has shifted direction and the Henderson laboratory has 
since been closed. Because of this, much of the work presented here has been conducted 
with minimal interaction with the company. This being the case, every effort was made to 
remain true to the original project goals without the technical assistance and 
manufacturing capabilities of the company. It is the purpose of this chapter to reiterate 
these objectives and draw some basic conclusions with regards to the level to which they 
were met. Additionally, some ideas for improvements to the various aspects of the project 
as well as some thoughts regarding possible future work are presented here. 
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Test Facility 
The experimental facility documented in Chapter Two of this writing serves as the 
framework for the project as a whole. From an academic standpoint, there is little which 
is especially profound about its design and construction, and ideally the system would 
have existed at the start of the project. This would have allowed more time for the testing 
and analysis phase which would be of greater interest to the academic community. This 
unfortunately was not the case and without its construction, these other aspects of the 
project could not commence. Additionally, as documented in Chapter Two, the design 
and construction of such a system, while not academically profound, was far from a 
trivial task. For this reason, the documentation regarding this part of the project is 
considered as integral to this work as a whole as any other section. 
The experimental system was designed to serve as a platform from which long term 
data could be collected with a reasonable level of control over the various inputs. As was 
documented in Chapter 4, the system in its final incantation achieves this relatively well. 
The various measurement devices were selected to provide the highest level of accuracy 
possible within the budgetary constraints of the project and estimates of the uncertainty 
associated with these measurements are documented. System components were selected 
to be compatible with a wide range of acidic or basic electrolytes with minimal process 
contamination. The location selected for the system provides an unobstructed view of the 
sky throughout the year, and the system itself has proven to be quite robust in this 
relatively harsh environment. While the experimental system described here is considered 
to have met the criteria for which it was originally constructed, as with any design, there 
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is always room for improvement. Possible future modifications include but are not 
limited to the following: 
Use of more rigid pipe in place of flexible tubing: 
The rigid polypropylene pipe was found to be far more durable for outdoor applications 
such as this as well as being more resistant to deformation due to temperature and 
pressure. The flexible tubing would be used only where absolutely necessary, such as the 
connections at the rotating tracker azimuth drive. 
Use of precision needle valves for flow control: 
The plastic gate valves used to control the flow were selected mainly because they were 
relatively inexpensive and as documented in the previous chapter, once set, these units 
were found to provide adequate flow control. Fine adjustments of the flow, however, 
were difficult with these and much setup time could have been saved if a precision needle 
valve had been used instead. 
Incorporation of the reference cell into the electrolyte tank: 
The separate control loop used to maintain the reference cell (located in the 
instrumentation shed) at the cell inlet temperature was found to work serviceably well 
during this test series. This additional control loop could be eliminated and the system 
simplified however, if the reference could be located inside the electrolyte tank where the 
temperature is already being controlled. Implementation of this would eliminate the 
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necessity to monitor the cell temperature separately, thus simplifying the testing 
procedure. 
Cells 
As was the case with the testing system, ideally a workable cell design would have 
already existed at the time that this project was begun. Again this was not the case, and 
testing could not commence until these units were constructed. As was documented in 
Chapter 3, the cells used for this experiment were designed to allow for testing of various 
types of glass photoanodes and cathode/PEM configurations under dynamic flow 
conditions in a harsh outdoor environment. Additionally, the original design criteria 
specified that the cells should cells should allow for a variable flow channel width and 
that they be dimensionally stable and relatively easy to reconfigure in this respect. The 
cells in their final manifestation are considered to have achieved these goals. The final 
units have been pressurized and have been tracking on the system now for over 8 months. 
They have withstood sustained pressures of up to 35 kPa at temperatures in excess of 60 
°C without deformation, ruptures or leakage. A complete reconfiguration of the cells 
including anode replacement and changing the spacer thickness can be accomplished in 
one day with time allowed for the curing of the liquid silicone used during assembly. The 
method of lead attachment has been much improved and the breakages encountered 
during assembly of the cells have been virtually eliminated. In addition to this, various 
methods of securing the PEM to the cathode have been explored and as documented, a 
workable method has been devised. As was previously stated the cells have been active 
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for a considerable length of time and no separation or major wrinkles in the membranes 
have been observed. Possible improvements with regard to cell design are listed below: 
Elimination of the liquid silicone sealant used in cell construction: 
As was mentioned previously, much of the time involved in reconfiguring the cells is 
spent waiting for the liquid silicone sealant to properly cure. Future cell designs would 
seek to replace this material with reusable solid gaskets. Implementation of this is 
expected to cut the cell reconfiguration time considerably. 
Use of a different gasketing material: 
The solid gaskets used in the test cells were made of a silicone rubber material. The 
compound used is extremely soft and seals well without an excessive amount of clamping 
force. Once the cells are together the material performs quite well with no leaks being 
detected during the 8 months that the cells have been in operation. The problem with this 
material is that upon disassembly of the cells, the gaskets are permanently deformed and 
are generally not reusable. The construction of new gaskets adds a great deal to the time 
required to reconfigure the cells. The use of a slightly harder compound in future cells 
could help address this issue. 
Use of a single piece cathode: 
The two piece cathode used in the cells tested during this experiment was used primarily 
due to cost issues. The platinized titanium mesh used in the cells had already been 
purchased at the time that this project was begun and the pre cut pieces were not large 
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enough for the cathode to be constructed as a single piece. The high cost of this material 
prevented new larger pieces from being purchased. Cost issues aside, if in fact the 
cathode could be constructed as a single piece, this would greatly simplify the design and 
eliminate the need for many of the parts required due to the two piece construction. 
Test Procedure and Final Results 
The test procedure documented in chapter 4 of this report was developed based upon 
observations of cell performance during the preliminary test phase. It was designed to 
provide a rigid set of guidelines which would ensure that valid comparisons between tests 
would be possible. The time schedule dictated by the procedure was found to work 
relatively well and will remain the standard used at this facility for future testing of this 
type. 
The final testing was performed as a full factorial series and was designed to test 
every possible combination of input parameters under both light and dark conditions. The 
analysis of the parametric data shows that the control of these inputs for the series was 
sufficient enough to assume that the values are constant over the course of an individual 
test in the series. Additionally, it was demonstrated that the two parameters (absolute 
resistivity and pH) which are measured but not actively controlled are well defined by the 
other inputs, and thus the effects of their variation need not be considered separately. 
The format of the test series described here relies heavily on the assumption that the 
solar input can be treated as being relatively constant both over the duration of an 
individual test as well as between tests conducted on different days. To quantify the 
validity of this assumption, algorithms were developed to determine the maximum 
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spectral mismatch both over the course of an individual test, as well as for the series. The 
spectral data collected for the final test series was shown to support this assumption with 
the maximum integrated values for the two types of mismatch being shown to be 10% or 
less. Additionally, the average spectrum calculated for the series was found to be in good 
agreement with the two standards defined by NREL. The mismatch based upon 
integrated values was calculated to be 10% and 3% between the series average and the 
global tilt and direct + circumsolar standards respectively. Future studies could be 
conducted to check the validity of this test method during other times of the year, as well 
as to determine the sensitivity of the devices to varying levels of solar insolation. 
The data presented in Chapter 4 shows that the current densities produced by the cells 
are measurable but are, in general, significantly smaller than those being presented in 
other studies. These low numbers recorded are mainly attributed to the combined effect 
of two factors. The first of these is the relatively high resistivity of the electrolyte (water) 
being used. The decision to run the cells with pure water was made mainly to extend the 
life of the limited supply of photoanodes remaining after the closure of "Hydrogen 
Solar's" Henderson, NV facility. In addition to the high resistivity of the electrolyte, a 
second factor believed to contribute to the relatively low currents measured during this 
series is related to the quality of the photoanodes themselves. When the cells were first 
put on sun for the preliminary testing it was observed that the currents were initially 
significantly higher than the ones presented here. The magnitude of this current found to 
decline quickly over the first few weeks of these initial experiments, leveling off near the 
present values after a couple of months of operation. For this reason, it is felt that the 
anodes used for this project, while stable for the experiments being presented here, were 
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not of the same level of quality of those being produced at the beginning of the project. 
This questionable anode quality as well as the very limited supply after the closure of the 
Henderson facility has limited the options available as far increasing the magnitude of the 
currents. Again, it is important to emphasize that the test series presented here was 
intended as the first of many such tests involving a variety of anodes and electrolyte 
combinations. The limited involvement of UNLV's industrial partner at the time testing 
had commenced has limited the extent to which this could be carried out. Be this as it 
may, the photocurrents measured for this test series, while small, are sufficient in 
magnitude to allow for a meaningful analysis and the establishment of some general 
trends. 
The analysis presented in Chapter 5 seeks to quantify the results of the large amount 
of data collected during each individual test. The photocurrents for each test were 
calculated and an additional parameter (positive photo charge transfer) was defined as a 
gauge of the effectiveness of a given combination of input parameters. The change in 
this quantity was shown as a function of variations in each of the four input parameters 
and with the exception of the one suspect test point the trends suggested by the data were 
quite consistent. The average change in the positive photo charge transfer was calculated 
for each input variation and is used as the final measure of the effectiveness of changes to 
the individual parameters. The results obtained through this analysis were found to be 
independent of whether the suspect test point was included in the calculations or not. 
Based upon this analysis it was shown that for the cells tested here, a reduction of the 
corrected resistivity is by far the most effective means of increasing the photo induced 
charge transfer over the duration of the experiment, for the range of parametric variation 
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tested. The average increase was shown to be 30 % for a change from 1.000 M-ohm cm 
to .500 M-ohm cm. Changes in the PPCT due to variations of the other parameters was 
shown to be 14, 8 and 1 percent for changes in temperature (35.0 °C to 51.7 °C), 
electrode spacing (.6mm to 1.8mm), and flow (150 mL/min to 300 mL/min) respectively. 
Summary 
The project presented in the preceding chapters of this writing is presented as a work 
in progress. Since its inception, many aspects have changed due to events beyond the 
author's control. As was previously stated, however, every effort was made to remain 
true to the original goals of this endeavor and in most respects this has been achieved. 
The test system, cells, and test methodology developed over the course of this work have 
been demonstrated to provide a valid method of analyzing these types of PEC devices 
which has many advantages over other methods being used. This being the case, the 
manufacture of the photoanodes is currently beyond the capabilities of UNLV's Center 
for Energy Research and collaboration with other entities is required for additional 
studies to proceed. It is hoped that future alliances with other outside companies or 





A=Generic Steinhart coefficient 
B=Generic Steinhart coefficient 
C=Generic Steinhart coefficient 
d=Electrode spacing (mm) 
Egap=Bandgap Energy (eV) 
EH+/H2=Nernst potential for hydrogen evolution reaction (V) 
E°H+/H2=Standard potential for hydrogen evolution reaction (V) 
F=Faraday's constant (coulomb/mol) 
g= Summation counter corresponding to specific input parameter 
G=Number of tests 
h=Planck's Constant (eV s) 
i=Summation counter corresponding to specific time 
I=Current (mA) 
j=Summation counter corresponding to specific time 
J=Solar intensity (W/m2/nm) 
k=Summation counter corresponding to specific wavelength 
m=Summation counter corresponding to specific test number 
n= Summation counter corresponding to specific test number 
pH=Electrolyte pH 
PPCT=Positive photo charge transfer (millicoulombs) 
r= Resistance (ohm) 
R=Gas constant (J/mol/K) 
T=Temperature (°C or K depending on context) 
u=Measurement uncertainty (units depend on context) 
V=Voltage (mV) 
X=Measured parametric data (units depend on context) 
v=Frequency (Hz) 
o=Average setpoint deviation (units depend on context) 
5=Measure of spectral dissimilarity (W/m /nra) 
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rws san be u&ed. sisria* ^Soiha^an a«tl ac cct®^ig 
are fepi^?? «jjti jred. 
INFUT FRESHENCY R*^3E; 
MM, mux. Pts&j tsr. FiVQ.* 
£00 WW £.BV 2„S M^  M D I l h i 
13nW 2,D tf "Klys 50 SHE 
SfTIV 2.&V S3 4JS SISH2 
2rtfV £,EV -SB3ME SiSHa 
""S^jna^ ccf&sfffd a^fflxji cfetafo^^r jgiraif^d 
sAs; i r^s3 £0% smit^  r^c:s 
RESCt-UTl!^4: 35 n j ^ t d e u i*jf fte numiBef of 
^2Ci^.ACY: ±QS1%!^P5a(^j?rirTaserofQOsa>:^X,; 
TIME FGEQUff^D FCfl. MEAKMEMENT: S?ps 
per^id Smss ^ e mm&er -af -cssScs r-«asaJT;d ^sus 
1JSeries + 2?^: 
PULSE COUNIi i iS 
NUh.@Efl Or PUi^E COJNTER CHV4IKUS: 2 
JA^XSMUM DCSJNT RATE: 1£ «Hz.»3ftW^CD4CT^ 
scarric at s ef 54 Hz ISCS^SJS' a^ecsst^*!. 
SAfTCK CLOSUF.S S«ODE 
fetnfi^iim S < ^ ^ OosKi Tmt: B vnz 
Ktor-um Bourse T r e : 1 rrts o^«fi wStn&Ui 
Maas~sL.m ffs>i^ FfSi^ JSfKy-: 400 ».Hz 
vtstage Tftre^*c^]5; Ccuni upsr; fransft^ti 
t»*n iQ«o« 1.S V to sieve S.£ V at swfhtquen-
3 K . Larger inixr. SWiSRant-are require a: h*5h 
^eqiiis-j^es becaiise-s"inpulf^s?attfi 1 _2 psems 
^ n s ^ ^ t S^i3«iis t& ts i30 *Kt -«ti £* EBiinJed " 
asnanw amund +2,5 ¥ *?& aevfi^on^ £• * 2.5 V 
8>taaf r-iim if^suj '^^E*3e: =2t)i V 
i O ^ : LE'.'EL.'C MCC€. 
rrVp^a!ff*."*^SPff!-C pa^ fsws^-sd i j cers as-
•ad"tef <»* >c«age. 5i/» '«a?^ e ^ m^'-SsJ 
iJfKit h*/S3sre5is: 1-i ?nvJ 
Ranee ^Hzj 
as &. IOJHJC 
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DIGIIAL I/O PORTS 
S pwte, siSfcs!a?B s ^ c ^ & e as tsris-y ?np-«te cr 
•scnErE^  2i£p^s. 5 ports can IDS C O T ^ ^ I S ^ to ccurri 
SA^:h. desares u?• to *D Ha. 
OUTPUT y0i.TASE3 f re iaa^j: Hgii S.D V =0.1 V; 
*JW « 0 1 '/ 
CUTFLTT RESISTANCE. 5CS cfr.m& 
iMPUT STATE; l-^ i 3.313 55 V^  S»9 -Q.S tD 0.8 V 
!MPJT RESISTANCE: 1D0 SBttrg 
SDH 2 INTFRFACS STANDARD 
D^Hai L'G F^yts C I^-CS stssKrlSDH32. as/ncNrrsofjE 
•cDmmtr^cateoin; * SD am SDH2 awaKSfs aw! be-oxr 
rscted ID each port. Mee& SDs-12 StandanJ *'ersfcrs 
12 1ST •Ssss&sag*?' and seraof mades. 
CRl0XTCRTHBtMOCOUPL£ ^F£K£KCE 
POiyNOMlAL&^iEARIZAnCNEE^OR: 7M*&aff/ 
t*C J "0 I-3S" be *5C'C:t *s&,1"C- (-2i" so -*4S-*G>, 
»TTtEJtCHANSEAB»JTV ERROR Ty$C2% <±0J*G 
|0* to •€43*-C£ BKnesssiiig te t & ^ C *;a* -3='*C-i. 
CE: COMPLIANCE COS OI m/m) 
STANDARD^;. TO i%H>CH OO^FORMrTY (S 
DECiARHD: 
E^!KK22:1 =^5 ^*2 £K&132S: 1S98 
EMI C8ld ESD IPROIECTIOH 
tM^^CTY: Ms-«scrffig!3eeiS5ie!i3»inesbridardK 
ESO: pef SO ^OGSKi-2; =€• Ifv m, ±£ W cam-act 
RF; per ^ C 1DWM-3; 3 Wm, 80-^ EHS MKr 
E ^ : pe? (EC i$3>*<; 1 feV (K^ser, SCCs V i*0 
S^sje; |aw .£0 1000-4—.;: 1 iPV EXSWCT and ^O 
Oonducfcl pa- ^-C 1S©3-4-£: 3 V 150 feHz^C ia-fez 
Er^sssocaj asU i??m!in^ ;&erfenT?anre' ottens a^ BiSateis 
CPU AND INTERFACE 
FRQCEBSOfc H»cnSS33-
F^oe-RAM STORAGE: Up 1a 15 Mrs«s far rc8*e 
ip.f»i^nm. Op»«iKs*a-s^em stejnsd in 12B K J ^ S J 
DLIX* STOFW3E: 12BK&ytKrSRAM«anaapti 
sappnaRmaasy SDX<SI data watuesi. A^JS3ar=2l 
2 fc*Kr/tes "'^ ash ar/aiase a& ar^  cp*3an 
OPTIMAL KEYBOARD OJSPUCt: frtfgft LOO 
iO.E" !^?SS> 
F€R^PHERAL NTERSACS: 9 plA D-f>ce c»w«r t y 
•far isevtxsB'd dismay, storage mostls, mader; 
ionise, cani sfeeage r r c ^ J - : ar^ S i=£5-2:ri 
E . ^0 RATES: S«liKSaC« at 30Q ^200, $$%j 
a?Kj "S^OG fcpn tor Vf.n&KX\xwz cSevsas. ASCII 
:t£i^mans:-abcn prciscK Is cne sssft e?„ z-r^t sfoz 
CLOOJ AOC4JR.ADY: r l r^miis per m3rt?^ 
SYSTEM POWEK KQlflREMENlS 
v-^LTi^E: 9 J 6 » 16 V-*: 
TYP5SAL CURRENT DRASN'; 13 rrA ^esCiKfi, 
13 mA CU^ IB pfoctKFip^ and -tS mA ffijr^g 
a^aog meaiAjrerreftt. 
BATTERIES; AFCJ 12 V Esaflsri o r ; £-s c^iftec&a -as 
•a ^ imar / :pcwer a;<irc2. Se**rai &swsr ESJSCV 
sptcus^re ar/a:a^e fro?r^C3^nptse": Sder^fc. 
1>ie Mods £1*2430- laifcr"-, fc38*ry fssr c»:€S ana 
SIRA?^ ! t-aetUF' tea a c^sac.^' Jf 2™2 '^-J^.. 
PHYSICAL SreCIFICATlONS 
SZE:: 7 .8 ' * 2..S" * 1.5*-MMSMfesumta Oant*^ 
?*Ktse; 5^ K 3.5* % 2,5* - wftfc CR^E'A'P Wrr$ 
Pmti. AfldUans? caafanot re^usred %? scja' 
c^se aridaeiHSf seadi. 
*&3&HT: 2fcs 
WARRANTY 
T^ree ^ K H ^ as»a^st defscts m trta^Kias -and 
• J - CAMPBELL gCEMTJB L^K^-r^ l Ci 1»SK i iS 
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Campbell Scientific AM 16/32 Multiplexer 
Relay Multiplexer 
Model AM16/32 
The AM16/.12 MulBpfcmar increases the number of sensors that can be measured by a CRgiD. CBS50, CRIQX, CR1000,CKJCtt, 
CKSQGO, or CI? datalogger The A M I ;32 sequentially multiplexes U groups of four toes (a total af 64 lines) through Jour 
common (COM) terminals- A aianual switch sosting allows U to mulHpl« 32 groups of I w l i ne (alst* a total of 64 lines) 
through two COM ternslrtals. Cocnpattbk} sensors include thermistors. potentiometers, load cells, scram gagas, vtbraMng 
wires, witsr corneal reflectaaiefcers, and gypsaos sail moisture blocks. The AM 16/32 n a only irea'ases system channel 
capacity, it also reduces the cost of cabling itifllv idual sensors on long wire runs. The maximum distance between the dsla-
IsjggEf and the AMW32 is detetmlnal by te sensors used, ihe datalogger's scan rate, and the sable used Mi the applfcaiiort 
"'lijjtil" - i « I* BHBUl'l. 
unr'niro1 •• rf ioJirl'TcniTti!t..>,,?i 
~C i * r t u r t t * * 'Pie- .3! .3 f t " i ! ' 
^g.M.JBJg.^g.a 
Maximum Number of Sensor Connections 
Tlie maxtmuin number of sensors multiplexed Uirough one AMlb/32 depends on die typets) of sensors measured, for 
exattple, assuming identical sensors, tre AMlfc/32 tiri miilrtpfct: 
» Uf to 32 angle-ended or differential sensors * L*p to 32 vibrating wire sensors 1 16 with temperature) 
that require two wires h>.».. thermistors, half bndces> (n cortjunrthm wish a OHM, CRJ-K), CH-KSX. CRWJf, 
-• • - « C R ^ and A \ m A V W S , or AW100 Vibrating 
• Up to I fc single-ended c-r differential sensors that Wire Sensor lajerfece 
require four writs (e.g., full bridges, four-wire 
half bridges;? * L*p to E gypsum soil roateture blocks (mode! 223 or 
253). ThL>ANll£/32{ilrainalfiffit!»rec|uirententfctrdc 
Up to 48 baJJ-bsidge maasstnements (assiunes corrirnon blocking capacitors, significantly redudag seutso* cosl 
excitation and compteiert raslswrs at the datalogger) 
L'p so 48 CS616 Water Content KefleciPtnetfirs 
•fas^iiTies or- tn in^ eSLtta*;oro 
Datalogger programs written for the AMiliS or AM32 multiplesers will w r^Sc with the ArVll-r*/32. Short Cut %?ersi£Ci 1.1 or 
higher (avaiable free of charge from our \%*SIIH) supports simple programs and generates wiring diagrams few AM 16/ 52 
applications, Mtaing sarser types may require special oxtsideritioAs. Centad Carnpheil Saentlik far assistance. 
Datalogger Connections 
When used In 4 x to mode, a four-conductor cable (with shield) connects the measurement/ excisati on channels of the 
datalogger with the COM tsrcritnals of the mulKpiexer. When used in 2K 32 mode, a iwo^Ttwduttor cable iwMfc shfeidl is 
reqai;«i. Canipbcil Saentiik offers the MUXSIG.NAL- L c^le thai supports use in either SKXJIL 
A four-conduracK caSsle Cvrtttt shield) supplies power and cwerol sigsals from thie datalogger to the AM!tJ/31 The AM1&/33 
fequifls ami daials^gia' control pon to ertabie iresei temtlnalK and: a second control port to advance shrpugh the channels 
jcl«± tennlnal.i. Enfe she datalogger's powiw su pplv or a separate 12 V supply Is used to pnwer tho rmjltipteer Campbell 
ScjemtEc offers the ML'XPOWEK-L cable to cocnect lite M-116/32 to tte datalogger's power termtnais and control pons. 
CAMPBELL SCIENTIFIC, INC. 
W H E ! « M E f t B U H E M E K I T e M A T T E S 
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Scanning Multiple AM W'32$ 
Several AM 14/ K s may he connected to the same datalogger demanding on the nusnber of control pares and analng Inputs 
available. Bar example, same customers haws aMBiectsd; six miiltlplejiars m am datalogger, f l i ts assumes adequate analog 
impuss, plus etghi conSRsl ports, two (or dock lines and sft for enable lines, are available. 
Environmental Enclosures 
The AMI 6/12 operates in meet field ajsudmons but r«nilfss a Enm-ecflijemitog envi ronment A weashewaslssant enclosure 
equipped wish destccamt (s requia>d fet field use, The ENC10/ S2 ts the enclosure of choice for mutaplejsets housed at a dis-
tance ( r a n the datalogger. 
tf the A M U /32 is to be taa»djJi the das Jagge r ' s e n d s s m « , a CR80O/PS10O, 0 3 8 0 0 . €1111000/FSICB, of CHJOX/PSIOO, and 
o r e AMIS/32 will fit in an ENL12/ Id. For cimvenientE in wlrtng, a larger enclosure (e.g., ENCIS/ IS) is reconurotnded. 
Sp@cificaNon$ 
Electrical 
* Pi*wgr: #..!> to 16 Vde I ur%Jer load), uttregtilated 
• Current drain: <210 uA qwescent; S a A active (typical) 
» Reset lerafa: <D.<J V uuctfve; 3.5 to M V active 
* Clock: levels: Scam advance occurs on die leading 
edge of the dock pulse oansiacm (from below 1 5 V 
so above 3 5 V) 
* Minimum d e c k pube. width: I m s 
» Maximstm ^fuatJon time for relay: 33 ms 
* Relay operatlaa- t w a k bok*n? mal;c* 
« Initial ralav reassarioe, dosed : 0.1 Otuit 
Ptiysied 
» Op>ratlng terapef assur: -25" to * a r e (stand.ard i 
-S3" to +fsS~C lejtiended) 
« Operating humldnv: 0 to "K'Ki, ttan-condartsmg 
• S i m l i T W x 9.4-1..* l J T O i n . 2 * 23.9 x U, cm) 
ttfelgltt/shipping: I S lbs /5 0 te fO.7 fcg/2.7 kgj 
Mounting 
• AMI 6/32 in tf tdosure: cismpa.ttble with I " on center 
gsrid 'see fan* print feetowi 
« Enclosure to pipe: l_23" IPS pipe (I.ttiJ" O P ) 
3.175 cm 14.22 o n GD'I 
hp&e 
currents greater t i a a 51 mA Icccaislotial 50 mA 
a a s p s a b k j degrade she suitafefey of that channel 
for switching Inw-i 'dsage signals" 
Minimum contact l ife KF closures 
CE Compil-iucs: 
EN?,] :31K 1V« 
EN 5SB2: 1 « S Class I 
1 eri 
2.54 e*n AM16/32 
S.4in 




S 1 5 W . ISEftJN | UIJ«?.L ULfth 34321-1784 | U&& | ^ ^ . t t ^ a S J 75a .a343 | * ^ ^ j ^ # i f i d i s c U s « f ; > 
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Campbell Scientific SDMI016 Input Output Expansion Module 
16-Channel I/O Expansion Module 
Mod&iSDM-iOIS 
The SDM-I016 provides 16 digital I;' O parts - — 
that function similarly to the control pacts- of 
tin? majority of Campbell Scientific data-
loggers. When configured as an input, 
each port can monitor logic state, count 
pulses, measure signal frequency, and , 
determine duty cycle.. An option 
in the pulse counting mode enables 
switch d^feminci1 filtering allowing 
the 5DM-3CHS to accurately count 
switch closures. The SDM-1016 can also be 
programaiJBd to sand an interrupt signal m the 33talcirti»ir i hui 
one or more input signals change state. When -nr-jm"- -d u u i c utpu t, each port 
can be set te 0 ox 5 V by the datalogger. A 'boiM ar ui* all ui* •> in output that is set HI to source a 
current of up to 100 raA for controlling oxtmw aV i<- -= su u d n voltage valves or re-lavs. 
SDW Opewaftoni 
The SDM-lOi ft is a ^'nehrononslv addressed datalogger peripheral. Three ports OR the datalogger are used to address 
t ie SDM-IOIS. Advanced error checking techniques ensure correct data transmission to and from the SDM-1016. Up 
to sixteen SDM-IO16 modules can be addressed a I tawing up So 256 ports to be controlled by the datalogger. 
Power Cor»sW©tafSon» 
The datalogger's rechargeable power supply can power the SDM-lOla far most pulse countira; or status input applica-
tirms. However, when driving iDads, the SDM-IO 16 power requirements mm! be large/ compared to messi Campbell 
Scientific products. For these applications, E.n external power supply is recommended. 
Mounting 




SDM and I/O port: 
Operating range: 
EMC status: 
CRSO0, CSS50, CRIMM, CR3LXKJ, and CR5000 dataloggers support alt of the functions; 
our CR7 supports the-mirput mode ontlv Retired dataloggers fet -upport all of the 
hnci ioru Include dieCKKlX (OS 1.17ot Liter! arid CE2iX iOS 1.14 oriatei'i. 
Support for all (he functions requires CRBask's SPM1016 instruction or Ed tag's 
instruction IBS. Instruction 188 is available trs £dlr»g templates that post date 
March 2O02 (LoggerNet version 2.1 contains this template^ A PC208W patch is 
avaabble at w w campbsllscLcam/downloads for users with PCJOEW 3.0 ™r later. 
Edbg templates, that predate March 2(102 can support only tlie output mode using 
msmictkm IK. instruction SDMCD16AC supports only the output mode in CKBasic 
0/5 V iogic ievel ports for connecting to the datalogger's control /SDM ports 
-25" to +5CPC 
Complies with EN M32«1>M7 
CAMPBELL SCIEI ITIFIC. INC? 




Operati rig voltage: 
Current drain 8 12 Vdb 
Output 









P u t e C o w l i n g 
Maximum frequency; 
Minimum frequency: 
Minimum pulse width: 
DeSauts switch 
debouncs timing: 
Interna! clock accuracy 






Maximum cable lengths 
12 Vdc (npminal 9 to IB VI 
S B pA typical standby fall ports high, no load, exdudas pulse counting) 
3 niA. maximum (active with all 16 ports counting pulses at 2 kHz and no output loadTl 
Currant ccirtsamptii>n is roughly proportional to input signal frequency ami number of 
parts used. Current drawn from any output must be added lo the quiiiseerst level ta 
obtain the total current drain. 
Orv/HI—nominal 5 V, minimum 4.5 V 
OfiF/LO—nominal 0 V, maximum 0.1 V 
Output will sink 8.6 mA fern a 5 V source 
Output will source 42 nnA 8 3 V; 133 raA short-circuited to ground 
limited by 12 V sepply 
High—1.0 V minimum threshold 
Low—1.0 V maximum threshold 
input damped at -0,6 V and x5.6 V relative to ground via a 33 ohm resistor to withstand 
a continuous current flow of 200 mA 
Biased to +5 V relative to ground by a 100 kahm resistor 
2.0 kHz on all channels simultaneous!? with switch defeerance-mocte turned off with a 
50/50 duty cycle. 
15(1 Hz on all channels with default switch aeboimce mode enabled and a 50/50 duty cyde. 
0 Hz is reported if (here are less titan iwu high-to-low signal transitions in the 
measurement interval. 
244 m 
Input and ground musl remain closed for 3.17 ms then remain open fer 3.17 njs to be 
counted as a closure 
±0.01%, worst case 
15.9375 s 
V" x 4" x !" (210 x 10.0 x 24 era! 
12oz(350g) 
20 it {<> ml 
f E D RIB W. 1MB) N. | U* .* Utaihr 14MH-17B* I USA I pfct™ |488)7BB«M5 I m ^ ^ d u h H . S S , t £ « " i 
( 5 3 0 * « e a l i 1 Until | EMU*: 1 EWUM I France 1 Sammy | Iwm jtMu I BteoH | u w [Mnttutrttn] M . k i « w « » 
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Campbell Scientific PS 100 Power Supply 
1. General Description 
The PS1G0 is a 12-volt power supply that includes a charging regulator and a 
7 amp hour batten-. The CHI 00 is a charging regulator that is used with a 
Campbell Scientific batter}1 pack such as the BP12 or BP24 or with a user-
supplied battery. Charging power is typically supplied by an AC transformer 
or an unregulated solar panel. 
The PS 100 and CH100 each have one adapter connector that will allow 
connecting one of the following adapters. 
The Al 00 Null Modem Adapter has two 9-pin connectors thai provide a null 
modem for use in a site, without a datalogger. The A100 connects and powers 
two Campbell Scientific peripherals that would normally be connected to a 
datalogger. These peripherals are typically moderns linking different 
communications technologies; e.g., telephone to radio. 
The A105 Additional 12 V Terminals Adapter may be used to provide 
additional 12 V and ground terminals where the power supply is used to power 
several devices. 
2. Specifications 
Input Voltage (CHG terminals) 15 to 28 VDC or IS VAC RMS 
Battery Connections 
Charging Output Voltage: 
Temperature Compensation Range: 
Charsine Current Limit: 
Temperature compensated float 
charge for 12 V Battery 
-40 to +6Q*C 
1.2 Amps typical 
Power Out (+12 terminals) 
Voltage: 
Current Limited w / 3 A Thermal Fuse: 
Unregulated 12 V from Battery 
> 3 A @ < 20°C 
3 A @ 20°C 
2.1A@50°C 




Operating Temperature Range: -40 to +60°C 
Capacity: 
PS 100 7 Amp hours 
BPS2 12 Amp hours 
BP24 24 Amp hours 
These batteries are designed to be float charged. 
Permanent damage occurs and battery life is 
shortened if the battery is allowed to discharge below 
10.5 volts. 
AC Transformer: CSI Model No. 9591 
Input Voltage: 120 VAC 
Output Voltage: IS VAC RMS 
Output Current (max): 1.2 Anips RMS 
Protection (automatic reset): S5»C thermal reset breaker 
UL Approval: UX.-1950 
AC Transformer.' CSI Model No. 14014 
Input Volta ge: 90 - 264 VAC; 4 7 - 63 Hz 
Output Voltage: 1SVDC 
Output Current (max): 1.3 Amps 
UL Approved, File No.: E137895 
PS100 
Physical Specifications: 10.5 cm tall. 19 cm long. 
7 cm wide 
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Campbell Scientific COM210 Modem 
Telephone Modem 
Model COM210 
The CGM2I0 modem enables eDtnimiruaa-
tiorts between a computer and a Campbell 
SdersSffe dalabgger over a public switched 
telephone network. A Haves-compatible 
modern is required at the computer base 
station. The COM2I0 connects to the data-
logger at ihe field site. The CGM2Ws 
wide iterating tsmperarura rajijge and low 
power requirements make it idea! for use 
at remote sites. 
The Rf-JlC farit connects the CQM210 to IT SU 
Alternatively, the screw terminals unmeet the 
z'ij} a surge pmiector. 
rgt-pretts. 
COM210 
iti phone line, 
to a phone Um 






EnviranraentaJ Enclosure 9 
irhi 
Standard Teieprntie 'J 
I 
Strge 





At Computer Base SteBon 
1) Us4»r-s<jpplied PC running PC 400 or LoggerNet Datalogger Support Software 
2^  Serial cable (702b for 0-pin s«ri»t ports, SC25PS for 15-pin serial ports, or equivalent 
3) Custome-r-syppLkKi, Hayes-oDropstim'e nu^dem 
4^  Switched telephone network that connects the computer base statioi with each datalogger field sate 
At Reid Site 
s) Telephone surge protector if the telephone company has not installed surge protection 
fe) COM2I0 modem 
7) SCO cable (included with COM210); the- longer SC12R-6 cable is available as an option 
8) CR510, CR800, CR10X. CR.1000. CK30Q0, CK7, or CR50QO datalogger 
*? Typically an ENCI2/I4, ENC14/16, er ENC16/18 eiwircsruiKHilal enclosure 
ICft Pmver supply, usually the datalogger's sealed rechargeable battery recharged with sc power or solar parse] 
|&5 C A M P B E L L •CIBMT1F1C. IMC 
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COM21Q in ENC1 li'U i-ncksum with CRVXS datalogger, PSIQQ fiossr 
sieppiu, and. mctQsufe'ifHwuwd zitrge praf^cfer 4°A-1i*tVI 6362). 
COM2V0 SpecmcaMom 
• Standards 
Bdl 212A, C C r r r V.22, V.32bis 
• FCC Registration 
BOQUSA-31402-MM-T 
• Operation 
Full-duplex over standard analog phone lines 
• Operating temperature 




5-2* s L 7 " x 1 6 " 03 .1 x 4 3 x 9.2 cm'i 
Current drain. 
12)J liA quiescent 
160 raA active 
Bits ps-r second {bpsl 
1200, 4800, 9600 
Speaker 
• Weigh! 
0.75 lbs (M kg) 
» COM2I0 shipped with 5C12 cable, ground cable, 
and telephone patchcord 
C A M P 1 E U - • C E W T 1 R C , INC, 
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Campbell Scientific SC32B Optically Isolated Datalogger to RS-232 Interface 
SC32B 
Optically Isolated Datalogger to RS-232 Interface 
C A M P B E L L 
B O B N T i F l C 
The SC32.B Optically Isolated Interface is used to 
connect a datalogger's CS I/O port with a PCs RS-232 
port Ibis interface eonvErts the computers RS-232 
railage levels Its the CMOS levels of the datalogger. It 
also isolates the computer's electrical system from the 
datalogger thereby protecting against ground loop. 
normal static discharge, and noise. 
An interface such as the SC32B is required for direct 
communications between a PC and a CK510, CR10X, 
or CR7 datalogger. For our CRSOD, CR850, and 
CRI060 dataloggers, the SC-32B is often used to pro-
vide optica] isolation between the datalogger and PC. 
Although the osi-board RS-232 port of the CR3000. 
CRSDOO, or GRSO00X dataloggers is isolated, the 
SC32B can be interfaced with their CS I/O port when 
a second RS-232 port is required in the application. 
The SC321 is shipped with an SCll cable for attach-
ment to tbc datalogger and a 10S73 cable for attach-
m«nt to th« PC. Alternatively, an SC12R-6 cable 
(purchased separately) can be used instead of the 
standard SC12 when a Ioniser cable is needed 
Specifications 
Baud rales supported: up to 113 Hbps 
Power: Drawn from the serial ports of the PC 
and datalogger 
Current 'suppliedby datalogger): 
<2<D0 uA uuiescemt; -15 mA active 
Connections: 
9-pin RS-232 female port configured as DCE 
9- pin male port 
Operating temperature range: -25* to -f 5CPC 
Sue: 1.6" x 0J9" x 3.0" (4.1 * 2.3 x 7.6 cm) 
Weight; 1.6 oz (45.4 g) 
^lifli[isllliiiilii^Ill 
S^^vL 
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Campbell Scientific CS500 Temperature and Relative Humidity Probe 
Temperature and Relative Humidity Probe 
Model C$600 
The CS500 is a modified version of Vaisala s SOY Humttter The CS500 
measures air temperature with a 1000 ohm platinum resistance tberrnDt«»ter 
fl'RTI; RH is measured by a laser-trimmed INTERCAPcaparitive chip. The 
chip is field-replaceable, as needed, and eliminates the downtime typically 
required far the recalibrafion process. 
S&nsor Mounts 
When exposed to sunlight the C550O must be housed in a 
radiation, shield. If the CS500 is mounted to a CM6/CM10 
tripod or a UTIO tower, a model 41303 6~plate radiation 
shield is used. 1/ the CS.KM is. mounted cm a UT2D or 
UT30 tower, a UTCH 8 Crossarm and Mounting Bracket 
and a UTOP 6-plate radiation shield are used., 
Ordering Information 
CS5D0-I_fi 6 ft lead length for use with 
CM6/CM10'tripods or a UTIO 
tower. 
CS5D0-U? 9 ft lead length far use with a 
UTIO, LITIS or TJT30 tower and 
a UT01S 
*>S»S Replacement ch ip for the C35D0. 
UT018 CrossaraB arsl Mounting Bracket; 
required fm mounting the CS500 to 
aUT2O«rUT30tBwer 






UTSP Radiation Shield 
— UT10, UT20oc UT30 Tower 
r-y-
». f » ¥ UTOIS Crossarm 8 
I taste* CS533-L9 




Operating Range: 0 to 1003, KH 
Accuracy: M0% range: unspecified 
J0-W& range; ii.0% 
90-100% range; ±6.0% 
Temperature Dependence erf Relative Humidity Measurement: 
1 
n-* i cH 
1 
10 23 30 40 50 60 70 SB BO 100 
RH (%) 
Typical Lang-Term Stability: tetter than i l% RH per year 
Temperature 

























T e r n peral 
2 
Tjre( 
• ~ — . 




Supply Voltage: 7-28 Vdc (typically powered by datalogger's 12 V supply) 
Current Consumption: < 2 mA typical 
Diameter: 0.47' (12 mm) 
Length: 2.6** (675 m i ) 
Housing Material: ABS plastic 
CAMPBELL BCENT1F1C. IMC. 
caiiKiiniim " jgSlTK^Bg - FftKtS35)JC*«55 
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Li-Cor LI200X Pyranometer 
Solar Radiation Sensors 
U-COR's U190SB Quantum Sensor & U200X Silicon Pyranomet&r 
LtWDSB and! U20OX maasuxe solar radiation with a silicon photovoltaic detector mounted in a casincs-corrected 
head. A shunt resistor in the sensor's cable converts the Eigrrai from micraAmps to miHivoits, allowing the 
LH9CSB anil U2D0X to be measured directly by a Campbell SdenrJfk datalogger. FJease mats that the til-MSB 
and L1200X are not compatible wsih our CR200-serias dataloggers. 
U190SB Quantum Sensor 
EJBOSB accurately" measures Photasynthetic 
Hholnn Flax Density {FPFD1 in both natural and 
artificial light FFFD is the number of photons 
in the 400 to TIB sum wave-band incident per 
unit time on a unit surface. Because PPFD 
describes photosyntherJc activity, the LI 190SB 
is idea! far growth chambers ard. greenhouses. 
jdmpfc1* 
""1 
: . • . ; • * : 
UiSOSS Quantum Sensor. I k U203X tas u uvular appearance 
arJ tSeatlm! wirtng. 
U2Q0X Silicon Pymnom&tet 
The L1200X Silicon PyramctiBeter is calibrated against an Eppley Precision Spectra] Fyranomeler CP5P1 to accu-
rately measure sun pius sky radiation. The L120QX is tised extensively in solar, agricultural, meteorological, and 
hydfobgjeaf applications. The IJ2Q0X should not be used under vegetation or artificial lights bacause it is cali-
brated tor the daylight spectrum (4O0 to tiDO rani 
-3 
U19DSI Q u m f l l 
WWE_»BTH- ("MBMOEflS 
LI19QS8 Spectra) Response 
I 
Sr^ iStSKis-; C*roai Qsas-i&i A£^EiE*£r5 
1WWBLENGTH - WCBBMEIEBS 
U20CJX Spectral Response 
C A M P B E L L BCKIMTIF1C, INC. 
ffiw iMtv. - u>^ i n i HI mm • iuqx m*t«t« 
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Sensor Mounts 
To ensore accurate tneasstFemenfs, the sensor should be leveled using a U2.0O3S leading fixture which incorpo-
rates a bubble level and three adjusting screws. The LI20O35 leveling fixture mounts to a Jripod or tower using 
the CM225 mount. For most applications, Campbell Scientific recntitrnarets attaching the CM225 to a CM202, 
CM2M, or CM206 crcssarm. "The CM225 can also he attached to a tripod or tower mast. 
T« much ft CM22S to 3 CM202, CMMi, 
or CfcffiK aossarm, place fc ji-tolf m she 
^ tote m ft? beiiom of Ar bm&el fetaam 
SflHc CM225 if atMdiei to a iwst. plea ihe 
u-lvlt in rtf fates M A,' slife rfrtr tracta. 
Ordering Information 
LH9058-L Quantum Sensor with user specified lead length. Enter she lead length after the L. 
For example, L119C8B-L11, orders an 11' lead length. 
U2D0X-L Silicon Pyranometer with user specified lead length. Enter the lead length after the L. 
For example, U20OX-L11, orders an 11* lead length. 
L12B03S Base and leveling fixture required: to level the sensor. 
CM225 Mourn for attaching to the LI20O3S and sensor to a. tripod, lower, or vertical pipe. 
Common i&ecWcaMons 
Stability: < ±2% change over a 1 year period 
Response Time: 10 us 
Temperature Dependence: 0.15% per "C maximum 
CaEine Correctiort Ccsine corrected up to 80° angle trf incidence 
Operating Temperature- -40* Ki +65"C 
Relative Humidity: 0 to 103% 
Detector: High stability silicon photovoltaic detector (blue enhanced! 
Sensor Housing: Weatherproof anodized aiaminuirr cass with acrylic dtfftisar and stainless steel hardware 
Size: 0.94" dia x 1.00" H {2.38 x 2.54 cmJ 
Weight: 1 m.. (2S g> 
U190SB Specifications 
Calibration; tS% traceabie to the US. National Institute of Standards Technology CNtSTI 
Sensitivity': Typically 5uA par ItBD iirnotes s'- nr1 
Linearity: Maximum deviation of 1% up to 10,000 umotes sA nr ! 
Shunt Srafetar. «K fi 
Light Spectrum Waveband: 400 to 700 ran 
UWQX SpectncaHons 
Accuracy: Absolute error in natural daylight is ±5% maximum; ±3% typical 
Sensitivity: R2 kW ro 2 inV'•' 
Linearity: Maximum deviation of 1% up to 3000 W m2 
Shunt Resistor: Adjustable, 40.2 to 90.2 O, factory set to give the above sensitivity 
Light Spectrum Waveband.- 490 to 1100 run 
GAMPHELL S G E W n H C . I N C 




R.M Young 3001 Wind Sentry 
Wind Speed and Direction Sensors 
0300! Wind Sentry• Anemometer/Vbne & 0310! Wind Sentry Anemometer 
R. M. Young's Wind Sentry Anemometer and Vane accurately 
measure wind speed and direction. These season interlace 
directly wilh Campbell dataloggers; no signal conditioning 
is required. The Wind Sentry is compatible wi th all of our 
contemporary dataloggers and manv of our retired dataloggers 
(e.g,2lX,CR23Xt 
The cup anemometer measures wind speed. Rotation of its cup 
whed products an ae Fine wave that is directly proportional tr? 
wind speed. The frequency of the ac signal is measured by a 
da tatogger pulse count channel, than converted to engineering 
units {mprt, m/'$, knots). The Campbell Scientific version USES 
shielded bearings which lowers the anemometer's threshold. 
Wind direction is sensed by a prrtenfioraeter. With the precision 
excitation voltage from the datalogger applied In she potenti-
ometer element, the output signal is an analog voltage that is 
directly proportional to azimuth of the wind direction. 
An ideal application for the Wind Sentry is Wind Profile Studies. 
For this application, the L.LAC4 4-cnannel Low Level AC 
Convsrsfcjn Moduli* can be used to increase the number of Wind 
Sentrys measured by one datalogger. The LLAC4 allows 
datalogger control ports to read the anemometer's ac signals 
instead of using pulse channels. Dataloggers compatible with 
ths LLA.C4 are the CKiOO-series (ac signal slfcHx onlvX CMSX', 
CE850, CRiQOO, CR300O, and CR5U0O. 
Ordering Information 
Wind Senfry Opforts 
KW01-L Wind Sentry Set; enter wind speed lead length, 





Wind Sentry Arte-memeter; enter k-ad length, 
in feet, after the L. 
H" x 1" NU-RA1L Ruing for attaching the 
Wind Sentry to a crossarm, such as a 
CM2C2, CM204, or CM206. 
CM220 Riglit Angle Mounting Bracket for attaching 
the Wind Sentry to a crossarrn, such as a 
CM202, CM204, or CM2D6. 
CM2M Sensor Mounting Kit far attaching the Wind 
Sentry to the top of a CM 110, CM 115, or 
CM120 st3trttess-5teel tripod. 
Vtae 
Tfsoxoi .msecured fr> one ems a me cwaee cioss-
m<n wm ifte QiKEO BBrt Ancfe flranset 
SadiarszsS 
ftp* 
Cress arm fS^a^s ' i CM22efi«M 
An»ji« Monti 
MssppuroSsetfKswrafef): te mnasantryAnemo-
nstem eupplstwtna gBiwnem iff x &r -daraafer 
snsmtiea ppe, wmca mounts to a aasam MB S 
01230 Mamt ortftWMM. mm. Atematetf titan 
tmwt torn s£s'n#ss-stte? tpon t* me CT«c is. 
C A M P B E L L SC1EMTIFIC, INC. 
W H E N M E A S U R E M E N T S U A T T E t> 
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Recommended Lead Lengths 





























Cup Wheel Diameter: 
Weight: 









Transducer Outpu t 
Vane Length; 
Vane-Wright 
0 to 50 m s-i (J12 m p h \ gust survival 60 m sr' C134 mph) 
12 cm diameter cup wheel assembly, 40 nun diameter hemispherical cups 
±03 HI s"£ (1-1 mph) 
75 on (23 ft) 
2it m C7-5 fit) 
0 3 ms"1 (1.1 mpW 
Stationary coil, 1350 ohm nominal resistance 
AC sine wave signal indtsced by rotating magnet an cup wheel shaft 
100 rnV peak-to-peak at 60 rptn; 6 V peak-to-peak at 36QD rpm 
1 cycle per cup wheel revolution; 0.75 m s'1 per Hz 
12 cm (4.7 in) 
113 g (4 oz> 
36EF mechanical, 355" electrical (5" open) 
Balanced vane, 16 cm turning radius 
±5" 
0.2 
05 m (1.6 ft) 
0.8 0i jrf (1.8 mph) at IT displacement; 1.8 m r'" (4 mph) at 5 ' displacement 
Precision concfar. five plastic pc>ter>ttG>nneter; 10 kohm resistance; D.5% linearity; life 
expectancy 20 million revolutions. Rated 1 wart at MFC, 0 watts at 12FC. 
Analog dc voltage proportional to wind direction angfe with regulated exritatkm 
voltage supplied by trie datalijggej' 
22 cm (8.7 in) 
17D g 16 ozi 
Wind SenJry Assembly 
Operating Temperature: -5£F to 45CPC assaming non-riHiing conditions 
Overall Height: 32 cm f 12J6 in) 
Crossarm Length: 40 em (15.7 in) between instruments (center-trxenter) 
Mounting Diameter: 26.7 mm (1.05 in), mounte on standard 3/4 to. pipe 
S1*:W. laOON. | L^^%yffiha4321-17S4 j USA I gfef*:f43«n 753-2342 [ w*&.&zn%kelmLeiM:, 
Ai-sfj^a I Sf'^i; i Camikf 1 Er*:U^: I F^»r*:s ! Gam^ny j St:w &Mc* I Sp*iiss j USA Ihazzs&iUpmpA} mt*i &£»«* aeer 
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YSI 44032 Thermistors 
T h 
YSI 44000 Series 
v > 
Precision Interchangeable Thermistors 
YS3 thermistors provide highly accurate ami stable 
temperature sensing for applications of temperature mea-
surement, controi, indication and compensator). Typical 
uses inehjde precise measurements without 1he neces-
sity of individ ua! circuit calibration! and with the advantage 
of precision interehangeablity of sensofs. Precise eotd 
junction compensation of thermocouples may be designed 
directly without "bread boarding" after mathematically de-
riving the circuit because of Die superior interchangeabl-
"rty of YSI precision thermistors. 
Two mierchartgeability tolerances and two thermistor 
configurations are offered. Teflon encased thermistors al-
low exposure to hostile environment such as conductive 
or corrosive liquids and particulate suspensions. A stiff 
wire placed in the tube also alitows the thermistor leads to 
be formed to various shapes with slight linger pressure. 
Time Constant 
The time required for a thermistor to indicate 63% of a 
newly impressed temperature is the time constant For a 
thermistor suspended by its leads in a well-stirred oil bath it 
is 1 sec. max. for standard thermistor and 2.5 sec. max. for 
teflon encased thermistors. In still air it is 10 sec. max. for 
standard thermistors and 25 sec. max. for Teflon encased 
thermistors. 
Dissipation Constant 
TThe power in mW resumed to raise a thermistor 1 *C 
above surrounding temperature is the dissipation constant 
For all thermistors suspended by their leads in a well-stirred 
oil bash it is ttrnVWC rmin. or 1mWr°C in still aar. 
Stability 
YSI themntstors a re chemicaBy stable and not signif i-
cantly affected by aging or exposure to strong nuclear ra-
diat ion. 











































































































Star S Work. 
Temp for best 
Stability *C 
-80 - +50C 
-80 - +50*C 
-aO-+50"C 
-80 - +t2D°C 
-SO - +120°C 
-80 - +120*C 
-80 - +120*C 
-80 - +M0*C 
-80 - +12D*C 
-80 - +120-C 
-80 - +120"C 
-80 - +12Q-C 
-80 - +120°C 
-80 - +120°C 
-80 - +75=C 
-80 - +75-C 
-80 - +75*C 
-80 - +75SC 
-80 - +76*C 
-80 - +75"C 


























Omega FTB601B Ultra Low Flow Sensors 
F T B 6 W I Ser ies 
I n s t a l l a t i o n 
IMPORTANT: READ INSTRUCTIONS THOROUGHLY MlFORf 
IN5TAUJMG FLOW MITER 
Section 1 - Introduction 
A, General DescripHon 
The FTBfiOWs Series is an axial padcUe wheel turbine type flow meter 
based on thepekoii wheel, principle. This unique patented design 
makes the FTB6QGB Series a very accurate, repeaJaWe, linear device. 
Mot only Is the FTB6D0B Series precise, bu ta I s also a ragged, trouble-
free flow meter, which a f t be used i& a wide variety of industries 
todudifip: medllcai, pharmaceutical, chemical processing, pulp & paper, 
semJcoflfluanar, bioteeh, agriculture etc 
B, Prtntfpl© of Operat ion 
Fluid flows £hf ough the meter, first passing through a helical nozzle, 
which causes flow to spiral, rotating In a helical pattern. The splratag 
fluid than Impacts on the flat blade rota* causing the rotor bo spin. The 
rotor is designed to immediately develop a rcwatian-snduced friction 
free fluid bearing, thas eliminating any potential bearing wear. Aft 
infrared, efecKo-opttcal transmitter anil receiver Is molded into the 
body of the meter along with a pair vi miniature circtds boards, 
providing voltage staMtesrs.* This design inherently bleeds off 
entrained gas, improving the accuracy d? tire meter.' 
"Clear, transparent 4r translttoent fluids: must transmit infrared light. 
1 
• • ; FT66O05 Series 
• * - ' IrjstaslQtion 
C. Mater ie l Charewrwistks <r?f P V W 
(PyryvinvUdene Fluoride) 
1. Materia 1 of construction 
Trade name - Kynar 
All wetted pans erf the FTEctlOB Series are PVTJF, excluding the 
O-rlng. Wetted pans include any part of the meter that Willor could 
come in contact with the fsuid. 
List of wetted pans: 
1. Barbed fittings 
2. How meter body 
•f Rotor 
4, Helical nozzle (Vlton O-rlng seal) 
2. Chemical Composition 
Poh/vlfivlfdeiM Fluoride is a fluorpohfner 
materiab Icaebon, hydrogen and tutdrineJ 
3. Effects of Various Fluids 
a . Weak acids - no effects 
5. End caps 
6. Strainer 
7. Bearings 
consisting of three- basic 
b. Strong acids - attacked by fuming sulfuric k. rtitrK acids m high 
temperature. 
c. Weak alkalis - no effects 
d. Strong alkalis - no effects 
e. Organic solvents - Resistant to most. Slight attack by some. 




Section 2. - Operating Parameters 
A. temperature 
Since the FTKOOB Series has printed circuit boards mridwl tola the 
body of the a i ae r it is strongly fscontoMSKted that Wt'V « « be 
S T C M M I Exceeding IBO'F can cause irreparable damage » the clnaclt 
boards. 
E, F l e w Boinges 
The FTB6001 Series is available in s&r diffeftsru SIZES, which cover a 
How range from 0.1 to 1231pm. 
Specific flow rangt»5 
FFBS01B 0.1 to 2 Jpm (0m to 0S3 gpm) 
FTB602B 0.3 to 9 Jpm 1MB to 2.33 gpni} 
FFSS03B 0.5 to 15 Jpm (0.13 to 3 . % gpm} 
FTB6MB 1.0 » 30 Jpim (026 to 7.93 gpnii 
FTB6D5B I S So 75 ]pnm (0.66 to W.S gpm) 
FI1560SB 4.D to 120tpm 11.32 to 32 gpm)' 
-ESBI-
0 « T range may pefmanealiy damage She Bow 
C. R e c o m m e n d e d Viscosity 
Range l-S cSt Curio coarectism) 
The effects of changing viscosity on foe FTB6O0B Series are the same as 
any ot ter mcbisie flow meter, h fe Important so semMriber that a tufbLne 
miter Is a vtsctsM' depended? device, where as the vlsoss*ty increases 
tha tinscrrlv of slit' novffiK.-iir wiii iix-toaw>. !*Va:ef Ike vsjCtt-iries s •>< 
Ideally suited for use vrtft the FTB600B Series) The FTRfiODB Series is 
factory calibrated with wakef. 
CoireotkM ptacedure lor higher viscosity 
For vssco&lsias greater than 5 cSs consult the factor)'. The FTB600B Seeies 
can be used oa fluids greaser fean 5 cSt. however, the K-fecior 
{linearity j will change. This requires a recalibc atton of she FTB600B 
























I n f r a r e d Sensors 
Sactlen: 4 - I n f r a r e d Sensor 
A , Supply Vol tage 
24 Vcfc. Do KM «ceeed 24 Vcfc. Dairaj EO cam cause- OTertreaing and 
ewsfttiai Mure of all PC boards. Printsd drcurt boards are ix»it-
fepajraiie. 
B. Fr&q uenty Output 
1. Square wave pufae. unsealed' (See Figure d-1) 
2. Output irrpsdance 76 ohms 
3. Directly propoftonal to Isw rate 
4. Output - * irequeney 
5. Oftoet 0.S4 vdte 
6. Peals voltage = Supply wltage -1.2 volte 
7. Peals to peak voltage Supply vo&tage - 1J2 vote - 0.84 volte 
8. Output SSSMI eyefe 66.7% (i.e. at 10D Hz. there is a 6 millisecond W 
tints and a 4 millisecond "off time) 
9. "TT1/OMOS dreufl compalMity. The FTB60I3B Series has an 
operational awiplifer output. wHieh has a high enput impedance and a 
law output impedance. 
7 
^ • ^ • 1 FTS600B Series 
^E^f Specifications 











*3% of reading 
sO.I%j of reading 
±1% of reading 
1 t>- 15 OKiBsmfcos 
15© PSIG at 175-F 
PVDF 
5bolSVdc,6{o33mA 
Unsealed sqture wave 
See Sect! on 7 
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FTB0OOB Sortes V 
Pressure Drop Curves ^ 
Section 7 - Pressure Drop Curves 
fessusr® Xhop FFB4fi©i Seeks Uqit id Turfeltse - Fkm'usetssr FTB^ 
* ~ r . 
'M 
o-







Foxboro 873RS-ATPFGZ Resistivity Analyzer 
f. kMroduaktn Mi6T!- !6B -July300} 
Standard Specifications 











Relative Humidity limits 







-A 120 Vac 
- B 220 V ac 
- C 240 V ac 
- E 24 V ac 
-J 100 Vac 
50 or 60 Hz, i 3 Hz 
I 4-20 mA isolated 
T 0-10 V d c isolated 
E 0-20 mA isolated 
- 2 5 to +55*C (-13 to *1 J1*F) 
0 to 2.000 Mil-cm (minimum) 
0 to 5.000 Mfi-cm 
0 to 10-Ofi M i l a n 
0 to 15,00 Mii-cm 
0 to 20.00 Mt2cm (maximum) 
-17 to + I50"C(0<«>3O2*F) 
0 t o l 2 t r C ( 3 2 t o 2 4 S " F ) 
5 ro 95%, noncondensing 
t0 .5% of FSC range utilised at 25°C 
Refer to Rgyre 4, 
Plastic Enclosure 92(H) x 92(W) x 183(1.) mm, 3.6" x 3-6* x 7.6" 
Metal Enclosure 92(H) x ?2(W) x 259CU nun, 3.6* s 3.6" x 10.1" 
-i> General Purpose (Noiyl Plastic) Panel Mount 
- W Field Mount (Metal) Panel Mount 
-X Held Mount (Metal) Surface Mount 
-Y Field Mount (Metal) Pipe Moisnt 
- Z Field Mount (Metal) Movable Surface Mount 
General Purpose Enclosure Q.6S kg {3.5 it) 
Metal Held (NEMA 4X) Enclosure (with Brackets) 
Pane] Mounting 1.54 kg (3.4 lb) 
Pipe Mounting 2.3i kg (5.1 lb) 
Fixed Surface Mounting 2.22 kg (4.9 lb) 
Movable Surface Mounting 3.13 kg (6.9 lb) 
Three second response for 90% change when used for single sensor mea-
surement (when zero tneasu rement damping is selected in Configuration 
Code). Temperature response is 15 seconds maximum. Seven second 
response for $W% change when sised for dual sensor measurement. 
Choice of 0 ,10 ,20 , or 40 second, addi tionai damping configurable from 
keypad. Damping affects displayed parameters and analog outputs. 
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Analog Qytput {dual outputs on 
meal units) 
Isolated, powered outputs 
RFi Susceptibility (when ill sen-
sor and power cables are enclosed 
in a grounded conduit) 
Electromagnetic Compatibility 
(EMQ 
• Two alarms configurable via keypad 
• Individual set points continuously adjustable 0 to full scale via key-
pad 
• Hysteresis selection for both alarms; 0 to 99% of full scale value, 
configurable via keypad 
• Three timers for both alarms, adjustable 0 to 99 minutes, config-
urable via keypad Allows for trigger timing and on/ off control with 
deby. Tuners can be set to allow chemical feed, then delay for 
chemical concentration control. 
Two independent, monpowered Form C contacts. Rated 5 A naninduc-
trvs, 125 V ad JO V dc (minimum current rating I A). Inductive loads 
can be driven with external surge-absorbing devices instated across con-
tact terminations. 
Alarm status alternately displayed with measurement on LED display 
0-10 V (minimum load 1 HI} 
0-20 mA (SQOfi maximum loop resistance} 
4-20 mA {800Q maximum bop resistance} 
Plastic General Purpose Encbsure: <0.5 V/m from 27 to 1000 MHz 
Metal field Enclosure: >30 VVm front 27 to 1000 MH* 
The Model S73RS Electrochemical Analyzer, 220 V ac or 240 V ac sys-
tems with metal enclosure, comply with die requirements of due Euro-
pean EMC Directive 89/336/EEC when the sensor cable, power cable, 
and I/O cables are enclosed in rigid metal conduit See Table 3 on 
page 19. 
The plastic case units are intended for mounting in solid metal consoles 
or cabinets. The plastic case units will comply with die European EMC 
Directive 89/33^E£C when mounted in a solid metal enclosure and the 
I/O cables extending outside die enclosure are enclosed in solid metal 
conduit- See Table 3 on page 1 ?. 
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Foxboro 871CC-A2 Contacting Resistivity Sensor 
MR611-1st- fane2006 t . fm iw ta fen 
Model Code 
uescniMof i 
Contacting Conductivity or Rastsfc% Sensor*1*' 
Sensor MminSing and Transducer 
Threaded Bushing. 3/4 NPT (100 k Q Thermistor) 
Universal (100 K3 Thermistor} 
Sanitary (100 i f i Thermistor) 
Insertion {f 00 k£i Thermistor) 
TwigS-LoA {tOO kO Thermistor) 
Threaded Bushing. 3/4 W T with 1/2 NPT Gartduft Connector {100 kO Thermistor) 
Dip Sensor (100 k£2 Thermistor) 
Threaded Bushing, 3/4 W T . High Temperature {100 O RTD)™ 
Sanitary, High Temperature (100 ft RTD)M 
Insertion* K # s Temperature (100 Q RTD)IW 
Cell Factor and Her t rodo Material 
0-1 cm— j Titanium 
10 cm— , Crajpifute 
0.1 cm—
 f Moncl CMauztting Cades-.A* -Gi. and -K only) 
Optional Safoettorta (E) 
Nonstandard Cable Lengtk {Specify length) ^ 
No Spade Lug Terminals Attacked to End &f Cable 
Nonstandard Length integral Caoje Terminated in Connector. /Foe Mourning Codes -A and -C oriy)^ ^ 
ltstegri] Connector on Senses. For Mmtntirsg Gmk -A an!}'.' •' 
Standard Lcngdi (6 as |20 ft;} Integral CaMe Terminated in Connector. (Fo^ Mounting Codes -A and -C 
o n l y . * " 0 
Cell Factor DetcTjn^ned in Foxfaoro Pure WatE? Lfjop 






















(a) When an *7 ICC Scmot i i mod whh S7.SRS, 173 ARS, S7JCC, 87JACC, or S75CR AnalyKt, Option Code -4 must be 
specified. 
$jflhe —K, -L* end - M MSISJCS asnesln an iretEgrau \ 0$ Q RTD foe aaJarasik tetTipersiare competssatioTU This RTB b 
compxt&le with 873RS. 87MRS, B73GC, S7.MCC, aisJ S75CR Analyse^ and &78ITCR TraimnineR. No temperature 
coEfipensatJm can he applied wlaen used whfa S70CC Transmitter*. 
{cj Except far Option Cadis*-3,, -4, and -*J wh'fdh rna^ be cecnbined £fbr example. -34,-349). only one Option Cod* msr be 
specified. 
For 87QCC and S701TCR Tranmutten: W m (100 ft) 
Bor 873R£r S73A&5. S73CC. f7MCCT and B75CR Analpejxl S8 m (500 ft). 
{e> Requires use «f Pajdh Ccd 
&5&3;>UA for 3 its 10 ft? length 
BSStWUB for olfaer length* per Saks Qr&r up to 30 rn {100 ft}. 
1 
(?) Not recettaiEi ended fix- resmmtr measurement-
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873RS, 873ARS, 873CC, 
873ACC875CR 
870CC, 870ITCR 
Temperature and Pressure Limits 
Temperature Compensation 
Process-Wetted Materials 
Electrode Contacting Conductivity or Resistivity Sensor 
0.1 cm" or 10 cm , as specified 
See Table 1. 
6 m (20 ft) 
Lip to 150 m (500 fi) 
Up to 30 m (100 ft) 
Sec Table 1. 
See Table S. 
See Table 2. 
CELL FACTOR 10 CM-1 
OUTER ELECTROS^ 
INLET 
Figure I. Sensors 
Theory of Operation 
871CC Sensors are 'two electrode contacting conductivity sensors* used to measure conductivity 
or resistivity of process fluids. These measurement techniques do not measure specific ions; they 
cannot distinguish one ion type from another, but this technique has been used effectively, for 
example, to measure water purity or in the analysis of binary mixtures of electrolytes. 
Conductance (or its reciprocal, resistance) is an electrical property of solutions that arises from the 
presence of electrically charged ions in electrolytes. When a conductance cell is placed in diis 
solution and an electrical potential is applied across its electrodes, a current flows as the ions 
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migrate; the cations to the positively cha/ged anodic and the anions to the negatively charged 
cathode. In practice, a small amplitude alternating voltage is applied to prevent measurement 
errors due to electrolysis. The magnitude of the resulting alternating current flow is related to the 
number of charge carriers present and therefore the concentration of die electrolyte may be 
inferred from the conductance measurement. 
Conductivity and resistivity arc the more familiar terms used in trie measurements of solutions* 
Specific conductivity, or more commonly conductivity, is the conductance as measured between 
opposite faces of a 5 cm cube of the solution. Bulk material measurements utilize this "reference 
state" and conductivity rather than conductance. The conductivity reading shows an almost direct 
relationship with impurities in the water and is the technique commonly seen in feedwater and 
pretrearment processes. 
For ultrapure and pure water applications, a cell factor of 0.1 cm"' is selected and measurements 
are usually expressed as resistivity in units of MQ*an or in conductivity in units of uS/cm. 
Ultrapure water applications benefit from resistivity measurements because it more effectively 
resolves the range of interest. For more conductive solutions, a ceil factor of 10 cm" is used and 
measurements ate expressed in mS/cm. When eels are interfaced to Foxboro analyzers or 
transmitters, effects of temperature on measurements can be compensated and readout in 
appropriate units can be displayed. 
The 0.1 cm cell has two electrodes constructed with concentric cylinders which must be in 
contact with the solution being measured. The two electrodes are separated by an insulator inside 
the electrode. The 10 cm"1 cell utilizes two graphite buttons for its measurement electrodes. A 
third electrode in the sensor eliminates a parallel measurement path that could occur oussidc of 
the electrode. 
1. tntraduakm Mi 61 l-1st -juneixm 












Oand H O C 
(32 and 250«F) 
Pressure l imits 
.0.1 and *1.4 ME. 
M$aa<£-f200pri) 
12(W: at 3.4 MPa (250»F as 500 psi) 
15#*C ai 2.5 MPa C300»F at 37; pi) 
175°C at 1.7 MPa <350»F M 250
 pi)(b) 




© to } thro&ieh 
8 m 200 uS/cm 
CosKtuctivicy 
0 so 2 ths^u^gti 




0 t o 2 * 0 u 5 / c m 
through 





100 k O ThcymJSEssr fee use witk 
S7|RS, 873ARS, 87JCC> 
S73ACC, and 875CR AJHIJWB; 
Ako S70CC and R70ITCR 
Tran^nktera. 
100 fi ftarijHim R T D for u s 
with 87JRS, 873ARS, S73CC, 
S73ACC,a.i5d S75CS Aisalsrsrs; 
Also S70ITCR Traisssnitters-Ct) 
(a) Alt 0.1 cm-' rail 6trcar *en&ars wish Body Ccxka A eh^c-ugh M arc iafedied with th« exace tell lacso* asid. 
Sdnpejaturc cell factor. Ail 0.1 cm" ceill (actor scissors art constructed SUMS tested (at an accuracy of better than 
±214. 
fb) Specifications arc far 0.1 cm" ceO factor senaort *>nlf. Msxinnum tcanperature far 10 cm" cell factor is H^G^C at 
" ' 2.5 -MTa (300"F i t .575 j»i}. 
\-c) lf-K, -L, ©r-M semorix to be usedwttii 870CC Senses TxarusnktErs, na asitaffnark sEmprramrccornpcntsasKJis cast 
be applied- R T D are rsot jstipparEed on these snssruments. 
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Sheath Bushing Electrodes 
Sensors with $t,f4 N F T Bwshmg or Twist-Lo-ck Pnscesj Coflraeetsan 
0.1 cm"1 


































300 Grade ss 
None fTWiss: Ijock) 
TCBDB-S Ceased 
300 Grade ss 
Narse fTw&Mf Lack) 
Tisaniuro or Monei, 




tn gpid-plami cups 
Universal Mount , Insertion! and! Dtp Sensors 




































3li6 ss (Includes 
Insertion shaS j 
316 s* 
NWvi 
316 is (Indbdes 
insertion shaft) 
TkanJusti or Mane!;, 




sn gold-placed cups 























I t a n i u m or Mattel, 




in gdd-pias-ed cups. 
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Omega PH-5640 PH Electrode 
Flat Surface pWORP Industrial Electrodes 
>s FM Surface Design 
V 100 psig to 7 S X i 1 6 r F 
ajpsSgtoiwrestrF 
>s Detachable De&ign for Easy 
Replacement 
yt Self-C leanirvg. Abrasion Free 
OMEGA'S foe of seff-dearir<9'abrBS*sm-
free pH and ORP electrodes are designed 
tor applications in which fcuing or cosfcig 
can present a problem. The efestjooe has 
a roKhprotruding, flat surface •dtesign which 
mawnzea coafeg and heSjas eSninate 
electrode breakage, h ra this same design 
sirtieh ytilizsa flow sweeping past the 
electrode Jo s e n * the electrode dean. The 
Hat s^ass surface also prevents particles 
rocwig past the etertrode from imjpinstng 
upon its surface, thus elimrating aibrisiDn 
and extending electrode He. 
Easy to use and install, the electrodes are 
compat&te with most pH eqiipment 
Designed for such diffcuft apcScatana as 
oily waste water, emulsions, fcne slurries 
and fiocculant coagtiation, ^ e y may be 
the sdution to your affsfcatKm'problerra 
Specifications (General) 
Descript ion; CPVC or PVDF gel-Hed, 
doifefe junction: comkmation 
pH Range: 010 14 
Maximum Temperature: 
PHE-6&10/PHE-4S8UVPHE-6820 
CPVC Body: GS.S"C { i93=F| 
--ACRYL" Option: 87.7"C (190PF) 
•-ACRYL" Opteai w l h FVDF 
Body. 1 (MTO (2t2^F) 
PHE-5460: a7.7'C (190»F) 
Pressure Rats ig; pH and ORP 
Electrodes: 100 PSIQ @ 7B"C.,170"F 
SOPStG® H X T O S i r F 
Vacuum: Up to 5 psia 
impedance: Less than 30D megohms © 
Response Time: 95% in 5 seconds 
Rat Surface Electrode 
Options 
-HF For up 1o 5% HF AppfeeafeMis. 
Includes special dlass formulation to give 
longer He n solutions containing acidic 
ftuondea-sucH as Hydroftuatis Adds pH 
Raage: 0 to i 2 oH Temp Rar-ge: 0 to 50'C 
f32 to 122°F) Maximum HF concentration 
Is 10% 
-LC Low ixinduetmty Gel reference ta 
designed for so-utioris with low mis 
concentrations such as ultrapure or 
deionized water. LC gels contain 0.1 M KCI 
vs. 3.5 M KCI in standard electrodes. 
-ACHYL Aeryfasnide Gel (Acay) §e f is a 
thicker gel reference recommended for 
mi»IP<pm 
PHE-682B, f tZ7 wMl 
PHEH-88-f 0, S270. 
PHE-5460. S121 With 
PKEH-sa-10. i a 





PHE-458CK S121 NWl 
PHEH4s- ie, r t« i . 
wore eecfrooe 
snaraounrtr*! 
ssseraBy rausr fie 
orCerBtf separately. 





PHE4s ia , t i 2 iw im 
BHEH-S5-10. S48. 
Process flat surface electajdss and electrode holders are available in either Chlorinated 
Polyvinyl Chloride (CPVC) or in Polyvinyiidene Fluoride |FVDFj materials. The material of 
construction must be the same for the electrode and the mounting assembly. CPVC 
designs are useful tor a broad range of water-based applications. PVDF offers improved 
organic solvent resistance and longer li:e in higher temperature applications. 
In CPVC designs, materials wetted by the sample include: CPVC, polyethylene, glass, 
O-rings made of Vilon* aod, for QRF etectr&ntes, platinum. 
Material welted by the sample in PVDF designs include: PVDF, glass. O-rings made of 
Vrton*, and, for ORP electrodes, pla&aisn. CPVC and PVDF electrodes hefcfera are not 
interchangeable. 












Side stream mount 'or flows between 3 and 5 6PM 
S*, i' or T pipes or pipe tees 
Tanks, flumes, sewer lines 
Retractable for pressurized tanks main lines 
longer life in operating temperatures above 
65k"C (1 SOT). This gel does not liquefy at 
high tenyerature, maximum temperature 
UJb"C {212T}. It can steo increase i te m 
applications with aggressive chemicals by 
inhibiting diffusion of the ehernicais. 
-GL Ground Loop interrupt Circuit built into 
the electrode can help sliranate ground 
loop problems up to potentials of 3 Vofls. 
Plastic tanks and piping are particularly 
susceptible because of poor earth 
grounding. 
Dirty motors from pumps or mixers, other 
For Sales 
& Service 
electrical equipment and e^en conductiwiy 
prs*sis tes* voltage into tt*e sotKion which 
feeds throaph H»"pH electrode aad 
eSectafR ctrcuft. T«s toads to awalid 
readme aad saortened efectrode life. 
The DA series electrode cemtats these 
problems by utfiang a solution »en*r f and 
BMemal battery 5X»-ered: grosxf int«mi>l 
airrait. The battery has an esfcnated 3 year 
service life. 
Arr ther baoefit a* this electrode is i! *M 
alow for Sara catte runs fup to IsXXy) 
because of me low irrpesfence owput of 
the btitt-in cirtail. 
U.S A =->] mnaft-
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Agilent 3615A DC Power Supply 
Specifications and supplemental Characteristics 
INPUT flSV8C:!:10%,47-63rtZ,i>JSA.70W 
tOO Vet ± 10V 47-SS HZ. OS A, 70 W 
230 VK110%, 47-63 MB. <M A. 70 W 
OUTPUT: EMIOA: QtD8V,QI03AorOSD15V, 
0 1 2 * 
E3SHA: 0»20V,01D1.SAW(S*S3SV, 
OMOJSA 
E3S12A: 0 to60iV, 0 BO 0.S A or D to tBDV, 
10 0.25 A 
LOAD REGULATION: 
cnnsara w a n e -Less t a n D.oi • , pus 2 mv tor a tall toad 
to no Had change m output cunert. 
Consaant cunem-Less man 0-01*. plus 1 mA *>r a jeto to 
maximum change in output wattage. 
LINE REGULATION: 
Oonsara Menage - Less than 0.0!". plus 2 B V to' any line 
outage change witJwi me input rating 
rarwara rairmrtt -1 ess than 0.01% plus 1 imA for any sire 
voltage change within the input rating. 
RIPPLE AND NOISE: 
Cnreiarti vintage -less Thar) SOD uV ims arte 2 mV peak to 
pealii(20*-20«*Hz) 
coftsare ranwa - Less tftan 200 uA ims ana 1 snA peas to 
peaK^O W-20MHZ) 
TEMPERATURE RANGE: 0 to 40>C »0f h i rated output 
Derate current i % per degree C Between 4WC-553C 
•TEMPERATURE COEFF1CIEWT: 
Carsart! Witaoe - Less Hvin an?% atus 1 mv per degree c. 
CoTiSans Current - Less man D 02*. alia 2 mA per degree C. 
TRANSIENT RESPONSE T H E : 
Less than SO usee for output recovery so within 10 enV »ol«w-
i ig a change in output cunerc from futt Mao -o nail loan, or 
vice versa. 
ISOLATION: t 240 V0C 
•OUTPUT DRIFT: 
CBnsamvt«Bge-Lessftan0.1% pros 5 inv total arittfor s 
hours after an irafal warm-up of 30 mb-
ytes. 
C5ffisani£uiiE!2-Less man 0.1% plus 10 imASoBt drift for 8 
hours after an Nttar sarm-up ot 30 uwv-
utes. 
METER ACCURACY: *0.5% + 2 counts at 25"C ± JFC 
•OVERLOAD PROTECTION: 
A cffl-inucusly acting constant euraer* o ra i l projects the 
patser supply for all overloads inoixsng a direct short placed 
across the ttnrinals. The constant voltage oreujt limits me 
output vsnage in tonaara cunem coealoc. 
•OUTPUT TERMINALS: 
Three output tennirsats are provided on me from panel. They 
are isolated from rite chassis and either f ie positive or nega-
tive terminal may Be oomecfeti so the gsound terminal 
•OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS 
NOTE: Output voltages highef than v.:,. ase possiDe as Mv 
eurreM W*M-I the rtgh current range is selected, 
ESatQA V „ = 1 5 V V K s « V | K = 2 A I M = 3 A 
fS6 i fA :V < 1 =35VV K = 2OVIs1=0.B5A)a2s1.5 A 
ESSISAtV,, =12DVVS j=SOVIo l = D J 5 A I ^ . 0 . 5 A 
•METER RESOLUTION 
wxtage: E361S3A 10 mv 
E3611A 100 ITiV 
E3612A 100 mV 
current E361W 10 mA 
E3611A 10 mA 
E3S12A 1mA 
•DOWN PROGRAMMING SPEED: MaMBTum Bme for out-
put voltage to change Between 180% to 0.1% of maximum 
rated output voltage at NO LOAD conation 
£381OA maximum 2.5 see 
£3611A: wzxrwm 1.0 see 
E3612A: roaoraum 1.5 sec 
•RESOLUTION: Minimum eu*sut voltage or current change 
f a t can be oD^ineo usmg panel eonMs. 
£361OA voltage 10 mV amend S mA 
ES611 A: Voltage 10 mv Current 5mA 
ES612A voltage 100 nw cwient OS mA 
COOUN G: convection coating is employed. 
WEIGHT: &4 t t e l B Kg net, &3 IBsa.2 Kg shipping. 
(MOTE1 * SUPPLEMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS 
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Keithly 6487 Picoammeter/Voltage Source 
6487 Picoammeter Specifications 
fjLMCT 
ISA 
J ] -A 
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•AMEUMaEEttWAIKHfeiBttifey MotklMETW unr t l««va 
DOCninlc. 
BS-ElilWiaiEliXlTlflH: 
SiepKC SOI 1SK-A 
Situisain an.GSCI, l a r . ; « « ! t»i(i aae , n a i i a ^ . a . 
TmmaUi XaMett. 7 « t M t AKXL [ttritH»!ftiHSS!.,o»nt 
QMBHCHK Efl-9 TIDflRDH3in 
VWEICE S H H Damn H H W B C T M : TWO iasmipdE oi Bar 
tNIEIIUKXaMKEaMt 4 pin IKN 
HSU^K L^4£:^'3illM£, sec minm£^K I23f£. 
,*vtmu1Hmm2nml 
MnmANaxemtP; <atu iiim^fibrM, mi: 
omiMsa. wmaavzM: oipaj rasa •OVEU:HI» 
cDavEisiDKiiMtsriedaaituit lar&SFW: IJWU: nadB 
51812 operatise (Ai^uiaa^ fe^n 2WI|a 31 is^  
RMDCfCRdm 
TD Uianu! tuREf ^PHIrodli^^HcsmF 
To tEHMaa-biB soa rcaUrai'sKMiif-' 
BLTFObSsna up to « « KaUtgl 
raEOOUad&PTWfeSi bsllJ psiKl Kioaa loJEKEaliilESS, thaim *ti 
m§Ksziz%uzii3 or sdsroarsiotMri, ais! il^tal olitfatKm. 
BMC: cotfoims »aii Eicquin Uttsc R T K E » J K I » E K ; . 
BC13a-l. 
S5retY=Cariliras m a EiunoxUnlon DEKtRe B)23IE«; 
H « i f f l n , a , r i 
E w u a i o n x t : 
5ST. Abtsr l i 'C d£nEB tam*3tl» & S% te E O I T . 
Sfc»^K-WCIaj4it-




Gu» Dsi«Hini»9S!tra Sail* lliamvA * SESran OKJS giVt^ 
»«Sln»l*s«c4 . 
*^rWRg gd^en^ma£ Brsn tont 0f cx» aj tsar bdEdEg {sa«E 
cm! ^aj ^BE4S&03nnaEBf; B tea i 1^ IS KKSfisl. 
KET HT-ICW.: «4T t | ! « i fail 
Nunc 
'^ J>! RX. i ^ l ^ filj^aE tnxttfmd a%, E^^n^n ell. 
SperiSca^ea as&iti^fjst toxixan^ witlmn nctkx. 
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StellarNet EPP200C UV-VIS lOO^m Slit Spectroradiometer 
EPP2QOOC Concave Grating Spec t romete rs for UV-VIS & NIR Applications 
The StellarNet concave grating spectrometers 
deliver high optical performance in & SHURU 
ruggedized package with fiber optic input and a 
USB-2 & parallel PC interface. The instruments 
are exceptionally robust with no moving parts 
and are packaged in small metal enclosures 
|2.75 x4 x6 inchj for spectroscopy measurements 
in the Lab, Field, QC areas, or process lines. 
T v o models foi UV-VIS ( I90-850nm or 28O-90Ctem|, Bud 
two Snper Rragc models {2OO-1OS0&2D OT 230-1 lQGam). 
The EPP200QC spectrometers utilize a 40mm 
diameter concave grating with aberration 
correction to provide superb spectral imaging. 
This significantly improves spectral shapes by 
reducing comma and astigmatism found in plane grating spectrograph designs. The flat field 
spectrograph architecture does not utilize 
mirrors and therefore provides the lowest 
possible stray light in the UV with a 
holographic grating. A multi-band filter is 
integrated into the spectrograph to provide 
order sorting and prevent optical aliasing. 
The instruments optical input is a standard 
SMA-905 connector, using single strand fiber 
optic cable with typical silica core diameters 
of 400um, 600um, and lOOOum. 
The SpectraWiz software is included free to 
accurately measure emissions, reflectance, 
transmission, absorption, fluorescence, 
concentrations, & absolute intensities for 
SpectroRadiometry. TEC coofeng optional. 
S p ec ifica ti o ns 
D y n / m u c r a n g e : 
Opt ica l resolution: 
De tec to r tnoe ; 
Pixel cute: 
S t a n d a r d UV-VTS models; 
S u p e r raner- -3R xttad^la: 
C o n c a v e Gra t inp : 
Gratis J W sy^e: 
SpectroFTBsh: 
O r d e r sa r t inF filter: 
5is»na3 t o no i se : 
2 0 0 0 : 1 watn 6 d e c a d e s 
2 5 u m a l i t ^ l m n , SR<1..5zun 
2 0 4 S p s x e I C C D 
! 4 u m wade s. 2 Q 0 u m tai l 
C=19O-B$0nm, CXR=2£C-90Q*nn. 
C-SXFSOO-SQBGwm. 2 2 0 - I I D Q K A 
AberraiLcm cor rec ted 
HoioEramhic. 590E/nax i 
if 2. F la t field - No mi r ro r s 
Integrated, m u l t i - b a n d 
iOGOrl 
EPP2OO0C $ 2 7 5 0 
D i m e n s i o n s : 
Pcwer c o n s u m p t i o n : 
Interface: 
Digitizer: 
De tec tor In tegra t ion : 
Slit s ize op t ions : 
S t r ay Mpht:: 
F ibe r ©-©tic i n c u t : 
QnexatiriSF cvsrtems:: 
Software iz&cluded: 
Mso f r e e -proj^ranLS for: 
EPP2OO0C-SR $ 3 4 9 5 
59 x 1 0 0 x 1 5 0 m m 
l O O m A ^ l S V D C 
USB-2 cab le a n d paral le l 
16-bdt 
1ms t o 65= 
14, 2 5 . 5 0 , 1 0 0 , 2GOum 
,©2*& at 4^5raa; ..S^s-ax-SOQnm 
SMA9C5 0 . 2 2 n a .sinele fiber 
W i n 9 S / M e / 0 0 fXP Ar is ta 
Spec t raWiz pre-eram & a p p i 
LabView / VC / VBA ^Detehi 
PSKMMJNI* inc 
14390 C a r b o n c i rc le . Twnpa. Flor tdi , 33626 WSA 






Afler emErging I'ruin Ihe rnmiuchjuniJiur. ihe raiJ-an: [itivvei a iwejvej L7 lire detector which prodLces A 
current proportional to t t e anwunt d radiation. 1'hiS current sisrwl i ' amnli'inri. cnnvnrtnil til n TOltiififl, 
pjisswl through ?n fifwlog-To-dJgltjjl converter. ?iy1 Is rnafc nvalhhli* rn fhn internal miDTi^crrnpuier. 
Itu? ilctcctoir in rhc L1-1B0O ia a silicon phoKxfiodc. SJIJeoti hi» spira l advan ta^m properties: It is 
Jtwcliaiiirally msE*^, Jf does sot torjgiie. and Jt has. frnrvl TftmnaT.nniTif' jmd long rExm Kiahililv. I lie 
Lempcr;ULLrc nihility isihe^jil. wave lengths hei.ween-'llHtaridl VSI1 nin. ttevu;iiJ Unite \va.Vdeiaths.i.iK*ilico."..'5 
temperature stability degenerates jnarloEdl}'. JTiis i i nor a problem as long as TnCSSlirCninnt* sir: (ilium Ht 
about the game tor.pcra.turc at which the instrument •J.'iis CHdibr&tcU. 
the Ll-INUU i i calibrated at approximately '25 'C 1'he temperature dependence ni thf. rWrctcr K: 
0.1-5&:'*C.£ir350nm 
(U15«£,' "(.:. IVu:[i4'K)-ygiln:n 
O.VU/vCaUuuOrirn 
1 -?^ / *C . i t 1100 urn 
7f the T.T- I60O M tr> he i ivd *r rdnrKTfitiirVA Rrratly (iiffhrc.nl frrmi 25 *C it is tost to culibr.ltd III or near l!".S 
n[*"rafiiig rerappTJitiirR. Thfciliiprirtimlarly tnifi if high ws-nr.iry isd«Krr<jc: in the IfXffl-l KXP nm wave[>ajiU. 
7.-4 
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2.3 Instrument CfiJibriiliou 
'I'Jie Ll-IbLHJ Jtat been calibrated by LI-CUK and the calibration irfcrmtttion j * scored a* data flits in rhc 
LI-l&MTs clemory. Calibration r*t the. 1.1-1600 invnlw* thr unr. rrf a pMnrlflrrl lamp of Vnnwn ancctnil pnwer 
diaiiliuiiun li> c t^iiLOjaU r]ie UISLJ Ujctejjc'b jebptoiie fujiitioiL Tli« calibiatioji flics idate tlw detecto: signal 
(niV ] to the tmiduuicc (ti Taciturn: > at each wavel«Q(((ri, 
When rTi« U - l W l if. inlihTnltc, nil demenLs i)f the trnliniil |jiiih (Ihe radiiiliuci neu^lur, f l '^ i piulw (if £uryl( 
filter wheel. ju.OiWtllJQilW.tor flit!; and. grating, silicon detector] alticct the calibration. tiJr. Jl the radiation 
receptor ci' acme orlier optical component Li chaoprd, the calibration, file becomes invalid fist the «>"*! njjrJral 
rrmfitnirafirm. Airm-^m^ly. LMich nptitnl Tecentnr utnl with the LI lSflfl require u uiuiiiie Laliljwlioii Gle. 
LJ-COR tuis, Jet^uii(«ri tlic following calitrrafjoj] Hies for tlic various optical input*: 
rOSH f HlihrFiiioTi file fur (he KUndiiitl nosinc Teceplui, 
KtJOS Calibration hie Jor Ihe laWMl Kemote Losme Reccptoj. 
TULA CalibiatJwi flk tor 1800-06 Tdevmpc Oprlnn A (15* AcW nfvirw). 
TELR f i l l ito uliun file fui lSOOHtf Tdestujw Oi/liuii B (3 r field Of view). 
T l iL l i Calibration lilc Jor Ihc combination. of 1SOO-06 option J C and C 
TTZLT CalitnafJom flic tor the mmMnairlfin nif 1800-06 onttnns C and F. 
'the presence ot these h l « in the U-1600 Can b* VSntkci UStfifc tbs list <omrnan<l (*L). Vote thar the 1SUU12 
Herein a] Integrating Sphere uses a reference Scan H the standard and dwv sot ji(v«1 a nnlqur railibrjition file 
(xti .Section XTV 
AbsolnTc cfllihrarlon of rho I 1-1800 Is ricrrwd frnm larr.[» srarularrUfvf annr.tra' Imjilinncc (W r T ' rrr.*1), which 
piuJutt: uXjiuvn uulpin vt\iisu uiret tiled WLWJIdiu< lu |?nf*u.JLit;iJ Cutiiditiojis. A t L l 'OOKi working standard 
lamrw art used for all fattorr calibrations A vorkirm itandafd is prepared bv ciibjacing ng<iin&f fi rrlmPTr 
standard qiipphcd hy r lv I'.fi. National Bureau fit Standings (NTJS). Bnth primary uni wurking aiaiiduiUs we 
1000 wait quarts tungsten halogen lamf*. operating at a ooEo.r temperarure o4 '3150 "iL i h c mairii'itLLtn 
unccrtEiLiny of the sptttinl irruJiMw tor El Porting ?t?irK)<ird i& eS^itifHeii to h* 4<a ,nt W0 nn and Z^ji frnm 
5[KHu11i>lmji. 
An absolute culibrjjtion lilc is KcQerjted for ftich U-lSaU leteproi hy a\:era£jfi£. 10 v-xr\f. nf r>i» wnTkinj; 
.sLuncCirrd lamp in 1 nm cleps fur Ihe full wiiveleJigLh Tiinge (e.g. Mt)- l inn nni}. Tl i i i ^ejift i i lei >1 dctcctci 
quit>u( file wJiieh Wlltajiis tlic average pJiQtpiiodc K£lia| (in inilli^-oltij tor HJ scans at each Wavtic^th- 'l>i<: 
ealibration file is computed by diwidiryt trie detector ouijuut file by u. lamp file coniiJnirlfi Clw JPJft s_r*rr'al 
msrlisrim (W m"2 nm"1) nf rhr lump. fT-COH rjl"hfK.rinin nrr- Muk:i\ itx +3 ui 1fl% (depeniliiit; un 
\f i ' . 'dt i i i t l i ) itJjU',^ to NBS. It is icutiuiUic^t tu iiute [hat tLeSC Vuluct apuly only at the time ct calibratiun. 
TnRtTumctit drift v,nth titmc f,ill sdd w tlic uiKCttainties, 
Tl>e LI-18UU inci jufci fjoiii wjikircwiL fa<3iatioti « w « s {EJ fol]<?wine <lxe equation. 
whew K -
fttldl !31J-dMWtto olirput *itriurikiiavvTi30ii3xc (niV) 
K • t j l ibi i j ikm file - spetln)r«tlicnneieT*s respimKc funciiim (niV m" tini W 1 ) 
U s - detector outriut'vvith standaid snunce (niV'j 





MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS 
Note: All formal uncertainty analysis were performed using Mathcad version 2001 
Thermistor Measurement Uncertainty Analysis 




Re := 200000 ohm 
From Steinhart worksheet. 
At 25 C. V lh and V1I wil l be 241 mV 
At 70 C, V1h and VII wil l be 48mV 
V l h : = ^ V 
1000 
Thermistor resistance 
„ f V l h - 2 V l P . ,_, 
Rt:= -Re 
V Vlh-Vx 
Derivative of thermistoi resistance W/R to V lh 
^Vlh 
_ d f V l h - 2 - V l A 
" d V l h l Vlh-Vx J 
Re 
Derivative of thermistor resistance W/R to V1I 
•Vll 
'Vll 
^ d f v i h ^ 
dVlll Vlh-Vx Re 
Derivative of thermistor resistance W/R to Vx 
Vlh-2-Vll 
'Vx dVx\ Vlh-Vx Re 
Derivative of thermistor resistance W/R to Re 
„ _ d j ^V lh - 2-Vll^ 
' R e dRcV. Vlh-Vx 
Re 
For this analysis it is sufficient to assume that 
the voltage drop due to the lead resistance is 
negligible and 
V1h=V1l 
Vll := Vlh 
Uncertainty of measurement 
(provided by Campbell Sci) 
.05% of full scale 250 mv- (-250 
mv) 
uVlh : 
250 - (-250) 05 , 
1000 100 
Uncertainty of measurement 
(provided by Campbell Sci) 
UV1L := uVlh 
Uncertainty of excitation voltage 
(provided by Campbell Sci) 
2.5 
uVx. 1000 
Uncertainty of resistor value 
uR c := 200000.001 ohm 
Uncertainty of theimistoi resistance measurement at temperature specified 
I 2 | 2 2 
UR := ^ e Vlh ' u Vlh) + (eVlluVlLl +ieVx'uVxi + i6 lRc'uRci up = 87.319 Q 
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Uncertainty in absolute temperature measurement 
Stein hart Coefficients as given by YSI 
A := .000928495705 B := .000222131430 C := .000000123750 
Temperature (F) as a function of resistance 
1 
A
 + B l n | ^ | + c ( l n [ -
K 
Derivative of Temperature resistance W/R to Rt 
*Rt:! dRt 
1 
A + B - t o | - | + C | l n f -
:=
 JieRfuP 2 2 
" T ^ J(eRfuRl + (ut) u^ - = 0.121 K 
Uncertainty of thermistor given by YSI 
ut := IK 
The uncertainty in the temperature measurement ranges from .121C q 25C. and .359 C (S'70C 
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Resistivity Measurement Uncertainty Analysis 
Uncertainty in resistivity measurement 
The resistivity (ohm cm) is calculated from the measured voltage (V) as 
Corrected Measurement Absolute Measurement 
RJV_! := 1.8166876V™ - .00133834741106 ohm-cm R j V ' i := 1.8154392 Vm - .0012565137 i-lO^ohm-cm 
C- III IEL cl* IlL ILL 
The uncertainty of the voltage measurement as given by Campbell is (.05% of full scale 
2500mV-(-2500mV) 
.05 2500 - (-2500) 
Uy := V 
v
 100 1000 
The derivatives of the resistivity with respect to voltage is 
Corrected Measurement Absolute Measurement 
cm cm 
9
 v c := .8166876 • ohm- — 6 v A := .8154392 • ohm- — 
The uncertainty of the analyzer and sensor as reported by foxboro is given as .5% of the 
full scale 
u„ := 2.00-10 ohm-cm 
s
 100 
The total uncertainties of the resistivity measurements are given by 
Corrected Measurement Absolute Measurement 
URC := J(uVeVC) + U S "RA-Jfar1 a
 2 2 
eVAj + u s 
URC = 1 x 10 ohm-cm Un* = 1 x 10 ohm-cm 
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PH Uncertainty Analysis 
Uncertainty in PH measurement 
Uncertainty of differential voltage measurement (provided 
by Campbell Sci) .05% of full scale 250 mv- (-250 mv) The uncertainty of the sensor itself is estimated as 
aAV-
_ 230 - (-250) .05 , 
1000 100 
u s := .05 
The PH as a function of voltage and temperature is given by 
f \ -.01755-1000-AV-T 
PH AV,T : + 7.23199 
V-298.15K 
This function estimates the slope of the curve at temperature T using the data from the calibration at25C 







The temperature uncertainty is defined as the difference between the calibration ten 
temperature at which the measurement is made 
UyCT) := (T - 298.15K) 
The uncertainty in the PH measurement can be expressed as 
re and the 
/ 2 2 
UpH(AV,T):= J i e A V q > u A V ) + (eT(AV)-UT<T)) + u s 
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This can be plotted at the high and low temperatures used for the experiment as a function of AV 
The AV measured during calibration is defined 
AV:=-iLv,Hiv..i?iv 
1000 1000 1000 
The two temperatures used for the experiment are 
T f f i:= (273.15+ 51.7)K 
0.3 
T L o := (273.15 + 35.0)K 
Uncertainty vs. Voltage for Temps Tested 
jE uPHlA V>THii 






0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2 
AV 
Voltage (V) 
The minimum PH observed during the tests was 4.85 
This corresponds to a voltage of .135 
At the higher temperature, this corresponds to a maximum estimated uncertainty of .22 PH 
UpHf.l35V,THi! =0.218 
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Electrode Potential Measurement Uncertainty Analysis 
Uncertainty in Cell Voltage measurement 
The uncertainty for the cell electrode to ground differential measurement in the 





The uncertainty for the cell reference electrode to ground differential measurement in 




The maximum uncertainty of the reference cell temperature measurement is estimated as 
(this estimate is based upon the American National Standards Institue special limits of 
error for type T thermocouple and the estimated error of the reference junction provided 
by Campbell Scientific 
uT := IK 
Electrode potential relative to the SHE is calculated as a function of the two differential 
voltage measurements and one temperature measurement 
f 
AVSHE(AV, AVR, T) := AV - AVR + 
\ 
T T 
-.001 .842— + 222.9 
2 K 
V K J 
1000 
V 
The partial derivatives of the function are 
eAV :~ ' e AVR = eT(T) 
( 2 "^  T T 
-.001 .842— + 222.9 
V K J 
dT 1000 
V 
The total uncertainty for the anode or cathode potential measurement relative to the SHE 
is estimated as 
1 9 9 9 
uAVSH^T) : = > /(9AVuAv) +(9AVR-UAVR) + ( 9 T ( T ) U T ) 
227 
T := 273.13C,273.29C.. 320K 
^ 2.9 
> 








Uncert of Volt Meas vs Ref Cell Temp 





Cell Current Measurement Uncertainty Analysis 
Uncertainty in current measurement 
The current is calculated using Ohms Law 
1 . ^ 
R 
The resistance of the precision 
shunt resistor is 
R := 715Q 
The uncertainty of the voltage measurements in the two possible measurement 
ranges (based on current levels observed during tests) as given by Campbell is 
uAV(AV) := .03 2.5- (-2.5) 
100 1000 
.03 1.5 - (-7.5) 
100 1000 
V if AV < — V 
1000 
otherwise 
Derivative of current W'R to AV 
>AV = R 




Uncertainty of resistor (.1%) 
uR := .001 R 
The total uncertainty of the current measurement as a function of AV is 
UJ(AV) := JfeAVuAV(AV)|2 + (e^AVj-URl 
Or as a function of the measured current 
^
:
- |leAVuAvl^JJ +f eR^)uR 
For the teste, the measured current was less than 10 ma 
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